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Abstract 

Many emerging database applications, such as, automated financial trading, 

network management and manufacturing process control involve accessing and 

manipulating large amounts of data under time constraints. This has led to the 

emergence of active and real-time database as a research area, wherein transactions 

trigger other transactions and have time deadlines. In this dissertation, three 

important issues are investigated: the correctness criteria for various classes of 

transactions; real-time transaction scheduling algorithms for overload situation; 

and, a concurrency control policy that is sensitive to time deadline and transaction 

triggering. 

The first part of the dissertation deals with the issue of consistency of sensor 

reported data. We formally define sensor data consistency and a new notion of 

visibility called quasi immediate visibility (QIV) for concurrent execution of write

only and read-only transactions. We propose a protocol for maintaining sensor data 

consistency that has lower response time and higher throughput. The protocol is 

validated through simulation. 

Real-time schedulers must perform well both under underloaded and overloaded 

situations. In this dissertation, we propose a variation of weighted priority schedul

ing algorithm called Deadline Access Parameter Ratio (DAPR), that actively COll

siders the I/O requirements and the amount of unprocessed work for "canned 

transaction assumption. We show through simulation that DAPR performs sig-
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nificantly better than existing scheduling algorithms under overloaded situations. 

The limitation of the proposed algorithm is that in underloaded situations DAPR 

is not an option. 

The last part of this dissertation proposes a concurrency control (CC), called 

OCCWB, which is an extension of conventional optimistic CC. OCCWB takes 

advantage of the "canned transaction assumption and includes pre-analysis stage, 

wherein, transactions are selectively blocked from executing if there is a high prob

ability of restarting. The algorithm defines favorable serialization orders consid

ering transaction semantics and tries to achieve such orders through appropriate 

priority adjustment. OCCWB is shown to perform significantly better than other 

CC policies under reasonable pre-analysis overhead for underloaded situation, and 

consistently better in overloaded situations, even with high pre-analysis overhead, 

for a wide range of workload and resource parameters. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Many emerging database applications involve accessing and manipulating large 

amounts of data under time constraints. These applications include network man

agement, program trading, manufacturing process control, factory automation, air 

traffic control, and intelligent highway traffic control systems. The need for time 

constraints arises from two interrelated reasons: 1) the value of the actions taken 

diminishes rapidly with time; and 2) the data being accessed have short temporal 

validity. For example, in program trading, the validity of prices (eg. stock prices) 

are short lived and, therefore, any trade initiated using a computer program must 

be completed within some time constraints. Otherwise, such trades may result in 

substantial losses. In all these application domains the state of the environment 

changes rapidly [20,42,57]. In the event of undesirable system behavior some cor

rective actions are taken to restore the desired behavior (e.g., in air-traffic control, 
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process control), or, if certain environment state is detected, actions are taken to 

benefit from such state (e.g., arbitrage opportunities in program trading). Typ

ically, these databases receive large amounts of data from the environment, and 

take timely actions based on current and past state of the environment as well 

as other context relevant data within some time constraints. Databases such as 

these that manage time- constrained transactions are called Real-time databases 

(RTDB). 

In order to take timely actions, such databases should also have active prop

erty, that is, the database itself should be able to detect certain conditions based 

on certain events and "trigger" appropriate actions. Databases with such capa

bility are called active databases [23, 49]. The active behavior is incorporated 

using production rules (also called ECA rules), the building block of which is ON 

Event IF Condition then DO Action. Databases that combine active and real-time 

properties are called active and real-time databases (ARTDB). 

ARTDB are expected to have a significant impact on profit, cost and qual

ity control in organizations where actions are required in an accurate and timely 

manner. These databases can maintain the history of the environment state that 

can be utilized for taking actions, analyze patterns and failure conditions, and for 

process improvements. Errors due to human lapses and the human's inability to 

assimilate large amounts of data can be significantly reduced. 
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1.1 Traditional Databases Versus ARTDB 

ARTDB combine the principles developed in traditional databases, real-time sys

tems and active-databases. In conventional real-time systems, individual tasks or 

transactions do not take into account data consistency problems and often deal 

with hard deadlines. These transactions called processes in real-time systems are 

simple and have predictable resource requirements [3]. However, ARTDB systems 

have to maintain not only maintain data consistencies as in traditional databases 

but also need to have other capabilities which are lacking in traditional databases 

as well as active databases. Some of the differences [1, 3, 23,49, 57] are discussed 

below: 

8 Traditional database management systems (DBMS) are concerned with main

taining logical consistency of "persistent" data. Even though RTDB/ ARTDB 

may still have "persistent" data, the data may become invalid after certain 

amount of time (e.g., stock prices may become invalid after some time pe

riod). Therefore, RTDB/ ARTDB have to deal not only with logical consis

tency but also with "temporal" consistency of data . 

• In traditional DBMS, users' transactions are not associated with timing con

straints (time deadline). That is, traditional databases do not support real

time transactions. Therefore, real-time databases have the additional burden 

of satisfying, to some degree of confidence, the timing requirements. Existing 
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concurrency control protocols in traditional DBMS are based on locking data 

items [3]. It may so happen that a low priority transaction may hold a lock 

on an item and block a high priority transaction. Further, limited resources 

(CPU, and disks) and contention for these resources introduce unpredictable 

transaction execution times . 

• The performance in traditional databases are, typically, evaluated based on 

throughput and response time (The objectives are to maximize throughput 

and minimize response time). In real-time applications on the other hand, 

where transactions are associated with time deadlines, the performance is 

evaluated based on the number of missed deadlines (tardy jobs), average 

"lateness" or "tardiness," cost associated with transactions missing their 

deadlines (based on value functions), "fairness" (that is, whether all classes 

of transactions are treated fairly), and how well the database represents the 

true state of the external world at any given time or time interval. The 

performance metrics in RTDB, in general, are application specific . 

• Traditional DBMSs are passive, that is, queries or transactions are executed 

only when explicitly requested. However, many applications such as, pro

gram trading, network management, process control, inventory control etc., 

require monitoring of conditions defined over the database state. These ac

tions need to be taken in a timely manner or may result in substantial losses. 
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For example, in program trading arbitrage opportunities in two different mar

kets are short lived and have to be detected immediately. On detecting the 

opportunities, actions to buy or sell orders have to be taken within some time 

constraints. Therefore, to benefit from arbitrage opportunities, the DBMS 

must monitor conditions of the database automatically and take appropri

ate actions. Traditional databases do not explicitly support the monitoring 

of database state. This is currently achieved in two ways: polling, where 

the database is queried periodically to monitor the condition; and embed

ding condition-detection and action-invocation as a part of the applications. 

Polling periodically results in wastage of resources (e.g., CPU time) and 

may not be timely. If the polling is done very frequently then the resource 

wastage will result in performance deterioration and "thrashing [23, 49]1 

where database transactions never get completed in time. Infrequent polling 

runs the risk of missing timely actions. If condition-detection is embedded as 

part of the application rather than a DBMS function then maintenance are 

expensive, difficult, and cumbersome, which is referred to as the modularity 

problem in [49]. 

IThrashing here is analogous to the thrashing in operating systems 
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1.2 Research Issues in ARTDB 

There are a number of research issues investigated in the area of ARTDB. A 

comprehensive discussion of research issues is provided in [3, 57, 65]. These issues 

include: 

1. What is an appropriate data model for ARTDB? 

2. How to assign time deadline or priority or criticality to transactions? 

3. What mechanisms are needed to describe and evaluate triggers? 

4. How can data consistency be enforced within the database in relation to the 

external environment (external consistency) and data read by transactions 

(temporal consistency)? 

5. How time constrained transactions be scheduled? 

6. How can concurrency control mechanism be made sensitive to timing con

straints? 

7. How can I/O and buffer management be made more efficient to suit real-time 

transactions? 

Other issues that are studied are fast recovery protocols and operating system 

enhancements for real-time computing. A large part of the literature on various 

issues make various assumptions, such as, type of deadlines (hard, firm or soft 
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deadlines), arrival of transactions (periodic, aperiodic or sporadic), functionality 

of transactions (read-only, write-only or both), known or unknown workload or 

resource requirement ("canned" transactions, triggered transactions), known or 

unknown transaction priorities, memory resident or disk resident database, and 

relaxed serializability conditions (relaxed ACID properties). Details of these as

sumptions are discussed in Section 2. Depending upon the assumptions made 

various protocols, techniques and tools have been proposed. In fact, researchers 

wonder if there exists a unique solution for all sets of assumptions. 

1.2.1 Dissertation Objective 

While each of the research issues mentioned above is important, research issues 4, 

5 and 6 are extremely important for an efficient transaction model. A transaction 

model is probably the most important issue in building an efficient ARTDB. Much 

work has been done in data modeling ARTDB [8, 6, 23, 60]. Among the existing 

data models, object paradigm is found to be an appropriate model for ARTDB. 

The research issue 3, and to a lesser extent issue 2, have been studied in HiPAC [23], 

Ode [6], and POSTGRES [67] projects. Research issue 7 is primarily concerned 

with the integration of the database with the operating system issues and is not of 

interest in this dissertation. This dissertation is primarily concerned with the issues 

4,5 and 6 required for the transaction model for a disk resident database with firm 

deadline and "canned" transaction assumption. "Canned" transactions are those 
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transactions for which the data accesses are likely to be known a priori. The canned 

transaction assumption is a reasonable assumption since in a real-time database the 

environment being controlled closes the loop and if once its functionality is known 

it is likely the data accesses will be known a priori [57,61]. For example, in financial 

trading database the actual deals in an arbitrage is known in advance. Further, 

in stock market transactions a time deadline can be associated so that if a deal 

does not materialize within the specified time deadline then such transactions are 

aborted, that is, these transactions have no value once the deadlines are reached. 

Active and real-time databases exhibit various classes of data and transactions 

[57, 23, 1, 20]. One of the important classes of data is the sensor data, that is, the 

data reported by sensors distributed throughout the environment (sensor data is 

also called the measurement data). Consistency of sensor data is measured in terms 

of how well the data represents the true environment state at particular instances 

of time, which we call snapshots. The consistency of non-sensor data has more 

traditional notion of consistency, that is, satisfying a set of integrity constraints 

(e.g., stock price cannot go below zero). Hence, due to the different consistency 

requirements of various classes of data, the correctness criteria of transactions that 

access or manipulate different classes of data are different. The issue of consistency 

and correctness in ARTDB or related databases is yet to be resolved. 

The transactions generated by sensors (called sensor reporting transactions [20, 

29], write-only transactions [57, 42]) and querying transactions have real-time 
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properties, while transactions triggered within the database (called control ac

tion transaction [20], Internal transactions [42]) have real-time and active prop

erties. Therefore, a scheduling algorithm that incorporates timing constraints, 

resource constraints, and active nature of transactions is required. This schedul

ing algorithm must also generate higher throughput and be "fair" to all classes 

of transactions. Substantial work has been done in scheduling algorithms for RT

DBS [1, 2, 3, 30, 34, 50] However, due to triggering of transactions to arbitrary 

depth in ARTDB, scheduling algorithms need to be cognizant of not only the trans

actions deadline but also the level of transactions' in the transaction tree. Similarly, 

there is much scope for enhancing RTDB concurrency control schemes to ARTDB 

where concurrency control mechanisms must be sensitive not only to timing con

straints but also to the active nature of transactions. Further, it is important 

to incorporate transaction semantics in real-time concurrency control. Existing 

CC extensions for real-time transaction processing do not considering transaction 

semantics. Not much work has been done in integrating concurrency control mech

anisms for active and real-time transactions and scheduling algorithms. 

Under these circumstances, the objective of this dissertation to develop an 

integrated transaction model for heterogeneous data and transactions in ARCS 

databases that require active, temporal and real-time capabilities is very relevant. 
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1.2.2 Specific Research Questions and Contribution 

In order to postulate the theoretical aspects of this work, and to develop an efficient 

transaction model we need to address the following broad issues: 

1. What are some correctness criteria for the various categories of transactions? 

This issue will provide answers to how consistency of various categories of 

data will be enforced. Since, the various transaction classes have significantly 

different data access patterns and requirements, it is unlikely that there is an 

uniform correctness criterion for all classes of transactions. In Chapter 3.1, 

we deal with the issue of maintaining sensor data consistency in the context 

of Active Rapidly Changing data Systems databases, a variant of ARTDB, 

discussed in [20]. This issue deals with maintaining sensor data consistency 

for concurrent execution of write-only or sensor reporting transactions and 

read-only or querying transactions. We define a new notion of visibility, and 

conditions for the correct execution of these two classes of transactions and 

propose a protocol to maintain sensor data consistency. This protocol is a 

modification of the conventional multi version timestamp based concurrency 

control mechanism. 

2. How does one schedule transactions that have time and resource constraints, 

as well as have active characteristics under overload conditions? This schedul

ing algorithm should allow higher throughput and satisfy "fairness" criteria 
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(that is, there should be no significant bias towards a particular size trans

actions). First, a new scheduling algorithm for scheduling real-time trans

actions is proposed which is a variation of the weighted priority scheduling 

algorithm discussed in the literature. The basic idea behind this algorithm is 

that it makes use of information of the expected I/O based on read- set and 

write-set of the transactions known a priori (canned transactions). Existing 

scheduling algorithms do not use I/O requirements which are one of critical 

sources of "unpredictability". 

3. How can one make existing concurrency control mechanisms sensitive to 

transaction semantics, timing constraints and to the active nature of trans

actions? The concurrency control mechanism proposed is an extension of 

optimistic concurrency control. This mechanism involves pre-analysis of 

transactions, based on the a priori knowledge of transaction read-set and 

write-set, to selectively block transactions that have a high probability of 

being restarted or aborted in future. Any transaction allowed to execute will 

have desirable serialization order pre-defined with its conflicting transactions 

before execution. The serialization ordering will incorporate transaction se

mantics that is unique to the algorithm proposed for real-time CC extensions. 

This mechanism will consider the active transactions' level in the transaction 

tree, and the deadline. This algorithm has an implicit admission control by 
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means of blocking. An architecture for pre-analysis based on SDD-l [11] 

algorithm is proposed. As far as we know there are no protocols based on 

optimistic concurrency control that involves blocking before execution as a 

surrogate admission control policy. 

1.3 Motivation - Example from Financial Trad

ing Databases 

Financial trading involves buying or selling stocks, commodities, options, futures, 

bonds, and bills in different financial markets that are geographically distributed. 

Markets here imply stock market, bond market, futures market, options market, 

capital market and commodity market. Financial trading occurs in organized 

markets such as, NYSE, AMEX, Merc, HKSE, and London SE, and in less formal 

over-the-counter markets such as, NASDAQ. Security exchanges facilitate com

munication between buyers and sellers. These communications take place in an 

organized way at a particular location such as the NYSE "Pit" trading or through 

a complex electronic network, computers and terminals (e.g., NASDAQ). Efficient 

communication network links several exchanges within each market, for example, 

Intermarket Trading Systems (ITS) link nine markets within US (New York, Amer

ican, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Pacific, and Philadelphia stock exchanges, the 

Chicago Board Options Exchange and NASD). Such links allow traders to interact 
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nationwide and benefit from any price differentials. 

Recently there has been a trend to promote automatic trading at all major 

exchanges worldwide [17, 53,19,52,9]. The reason behind automation is to expe

dite the delivery and execution of orders thus providing market liquidity, and fast 

and efficient service to the investing public. Exchange systems are increasingly be

ing designed or changed to link with members' own front- and back-office systems. 

This has allowed program trading for certain trading strategies like, index arbitrage 

and portfolio insurance. The NYSE has "SuperDot," an electronic order-routing 

system that enables member firms to quickly and efficiently transmit market and 

limit orders to the specialist post or the members firms' booth. Australian Stock 

Exchange (ASX) has automated its trading system (SEATS) [19] which provides 

matching of bids and offers, real-time market quotations, details of trades, and 

other market information throughout Australia. Similarly, we can see such trends 

in London's SEAQ market-making system, Scandinavian NORDEX system and 

other systems in Hong Kong, China etc., 

With increasing globalization and efficient telecommunication systems, finan

cial trading is no more limited to national boundaries. Automated cross-border 

trading has been implemented in many places. For example, NORDEX, a generic 

electronic trading system has been implemented and proven successful for Nordic 

equities. NORDEX brokers are based in Scandinavia, London, New York and 

elsewhere in Europe [9]. 
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1.3.1 Why Databases for Financial Traders? 

The increasing availability of real-time market data and the trend to automate 

trading will create a even more competitive trading environment. To compete 

effectively traders not only have to accelerate decision-making and take timely 

actions but should also reduce risks and costs. Decisions to buy or sell are based on 

a number of factors including analysis of large amounts of data. Traders will have 

to assimilate large amounts of data received from around the globe in significantly 

less time to take timely actions. In other words, trading decisions will be extremely 

"data driven." 

Advances in database technology and declining telecommunication costs have 

made it possible to collect, store and manipulate rapidly changing data from var

ious markets. A number of market-data reporting services and modern stock ex

changes' notification services broadcast current data of stocks, bonds, options, 

futures, bills, and commodities (eg., bid and ask prices, transaction volume, etc.) 

to all connected brokerage houses periodically. Brokerage houses can define their 

own notification profiles and are permitted to alter profiles dynamically [54]. Bro

kers (or users) may enter bids to buy or sell certain number of shares of specified 

stocks, bonds, options etc. from their own terminal or workstations. The results 

of the bids submitted are also received as and when the transactions are completed 

or denied. 
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Figure 1.1: Financial Trading Network 

Often decisions to buy or sell orders require analysis of "current" data as well as 

"historical" (past) data from various markets. The validity of prices are short-lived 

and, therefore, analyses and decisions have to be made in timely manner. Other-

wise trade opportunities may be lost or the trade may actually result in a financial 

loss. These analyses range from simple price comparisons (within the same market 

or different markets) to complex numerically intensive financial analysis involving 

current and historical data from various markets, key financial indicators of com-

panies (such as, earnings per share, return on assets) and hard economic indicators. 

Brokerage firms also need to maintain data of customers buy or sell requests in 

various markets which include volume, price, time limit etc. Clearly, the decisions 
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Figure 1.2: Data Interaction 

are data driven and therefore, reinforces the case for brokerage houses to maintain 

a database that captures financial market data, customer data, economic data, 

and company financial data. Maintaining a database will also allow data sharing 

among many brokers within an organization. Further, maintaining a database at 

the traders end will allow each broker to handle more accounts than possible with 

current methods. 

1.3.2 Why Real-time Databases? 

A real-time database is one that supports execution of having time deadlines. 

Conceptually, financial trading databases can be thought of as a repository of 

snapshots of (relevant) financial market states at a specified time or time intervals. 

The "current" state of the markets is usually valid for a short period of time. 
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Therefore, transactions that write the state to the database should be executed 

within some time deadline for the database to reflect the true state of the market. 

This is critical because decisions are based on the most recent data. 

Similarly, a large number of queries executed in this database will have time 

deadlines. Consider for example the case of index arbitrage [69, 1, 3]. Assume a 

query submitted to the database to determine if there is a significant difference 

between the value of a portfolio of stocks and the prices of options or futures on 

those stocks. The data for the analysis is received from different markets. In order 

to capitalize on the differences through index arbitrage such opportunities have 

to be detected early since the price differences are short-lived. Once such oppor

tunities are detected bids must be submitted immediately, otherwise, may result 

in a financial loss. Therefore, it makes sense to associate some timing constraints 

with these queries. In order to support such transactions and queries, which have 

temporal constraints real-time databases are required. 

1.3.3 Why Active and Real-time databases (ARTDB)? 

An active database is characterized by its ability to monitor and react to both 

database and nondatabase events in a timely and efficient manner. Many databases 

support triggers, e.g., Sybase, HiPAC [23], Ode [6], POSTGRES [67], Vbase [8], 

and OOPS [60]. These databases can be effectively coupled with sophisticated 

financial theories to initiate trades with or without human intervention in real-
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time. Financial theories or conditions can be embedded into the DBMS as rules. 

These rules are triggered from within the database if some condition becomes true. 

One can debate on the complexity of rules that can be embedded into a DBMS. 

However, there are certain simple market fundamentals that can be easily stated 

in terms of rules, for examples, "if the S&P500 index reaches a threshold value 

then alarm the user." 

The basic building block of rules is ON Event IF Condition then DO Action. 

The conditions stipulated can be simple (example: based on checking the value of 

a single attribute) or complex (e.g., involving accessing multiple data points and 

computation). Events can be based on the state of the object, time-based events, 

and triggering of other rules. For example, ON receiving Gold price from Chicago 

market IF price difference between Chicago market price and London market price 

is greater than $0.10 (per ounce) THEN alarm user for an arbitrage opportunity [1]. 

Usually, these opportunities are short lived and to exploit them actions have to 

be taken with certain real-time constraints (say within 2 seconds). Hence, these 

databases require active and real-time capabilities. 

1.3.4 Benefits of Financial Trading Databases 

Active and real-time databases provide significant benefits in financial trading 

applications. These databases can be used for just accounting purposes to initiating 

financial trades with little or no human intervention (e.g., program trading). Some 
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benefits are provided below: 

• Provides a mechanism to assimilate large amounts of data received from 

worldwide market-data reporting services. 

• Database will allow individual brokers to handle more accounts than possible 

by just monitoring display screens continuously. 

• Trades can be initiated without human intervention. This is critical when 

price differences/fluctuations are very short-lived. 

• Ability to perform analysis on data received from multiple sources of data in 

real-time and provide feedback. Example, identify arbitrage opportunities. 

• Pricing models can be built on top of the database rather than using sec

ondary sources such as spreadsheet and statistical packages. 

• To identify unusual activity in trading (for example stock market's Black 

Monday!) 

• Perform trend and pattern analysis. 

• Perform complex cause and effect relationships (example, economic condi

tions versus market fluctuations for specific industry). 

• Allows building on-line support systems, and graphical interface. 
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1.4 Dissertation Format 

Chapter 2 provides a review of ARTDB and past work related to the research issues 

in this dissertation, namely, data and transaction characteristics, real-time transac

tion scheduling, and concurrency control. The models for sensor data consistency, 

real-time scheduling algorithm for overloaded situation and concurrency control 

for active and real-time transactions are discussed in Chapter 3. The method

ology adopted for validation and the general framework for computer simulation 

are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the performance evaluation and 

analysis for all the models. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes dissertation results and 

conclusions and discusses future work. 
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Chapter 2 

RELATED WORK 

In the last 5-8 years significant work has been done in real-time database and active 

database areas on a number of issues including, data and transaction characteris

tics, real-time transaction scheduling, concurrency control and conflict resolution, 

buffer management and I/O scheduling. While much work has been done in embed

ded real-time systems over the last two decades, the integration of concepts, mech

anisms, and tools of real- time systems and those of database systems is difficult. 

Ramamritham in [57] refers to this infeasibility as "impedance mismatch." The two 

broad areas of interests of this dissertation are real-time databases (RTDB) and 

active databases. In [55, 7], the authors provide a detailed example of ARTDB ap

plication in telecommunications network management and network services (e.g., 

800 number service). The theoretical and experimental studies in active databases 

can be found in [15, 23, 24, 49]. The research in active databases, in general, has 
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not considered real-time characteristics for transaction processing. At the same 

time, research in real-time transaction processing [1, 2, 36, 71] has not consid

ered active workloads. A comprehensive analysis of issues in active and real-time 

databases can be found in [57, 66, 72]. The misconceptions in real-time transaction 

processing can be found in [65]. 

In [23] attempt is being made to incorporate timing constraints into active 

databases (HiPAC). The critical aspects of HiPAC project are handling complex 

trigger conditions that may have timing constraints, and contingency planning 

(contingency plans are alternate actions that can be invoked whenever the system 

determines that it cannot complete a task in time). The building block in active 

databases is the rule base similar to those in expert systems - ON event IF con

dition then DO Action. Even though temporal constraints can be stipulated in 

the Action part, the time-constraints are not explicitly considered by the transac

tion model [56, 57]. Other literature on active databases deals in a non real-time 

setting. In [42] a model of real- time transaction processing based upon deadlines 

associated with consistency constraints rather than directly with transactions has 

been proposed. The authors show that strategies to restore database consistency 

optimally are computationally intractable and suggest heuristic approach. 

A literature review on issues pertinent to this dissertation is given below. The 

issues covered here include data and transaction characteristics, real- time trans

action characteristics, and concurrency control. 
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2.1 Data Classification 

A comprehensive understanding of the types of data and their characteristics is 

essential for an efficient ARTDB design. The types of data mentioned in the liter

ature can be classified into sensor data and non-sensor data [20, 29]. In [20], non

sensor data consist of data representing the structure of the environment (struc

tural data) and those that capture the setting of the system tuning parameters 

(control data). Structural data, often referred to as physical device data, change 

less frequently than other types of data. The control data are also referred to as 

actuator data in [57, 42], and operation environment data in [72]. Derived data, 

which can be categorized under non-sensor data but not stated in [20], are data 

derived from sensor data and used in actuator setting. For example, in financial 

trading, derived data may correspond to trend factor for a particular stock or a 

portfolio of stocks. In network management, this may correspond to the rate of 

increase of node queue length. A review of the literature, surprisingly, identifies a 

lack of comprehensive study of data in specific application areas. In [20, 29, 55], 

authors provide a detailed classification of data in a network management setting. 

Data are also classified as reactive data and non-reactive data in [33]. Reactive 

data are those the update of which may trigger other transactions. 

As stated earlier, ARTDB are characterized by large amounts of data that may 

or may not be durable. In fact, a large part of the data are temporal, the validity 
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of which is very short. These are usually called sensor data [3,20,57]. Sensors are 

distributed throughout the environment being modeled and transmit state infor

mation periodically to the database. For example, in network management sensor 

data can be node queue lengths, retransmission rates and link status, and in man

ufacturing process control sensor data may be temperature and pressure values. 

While it is easy to understand the meaning of sensors in network and manufac

turing environment, the meaning of sensors in financial markets is not that clear. 

In [2, 3] sensor data in financial markets are referred to the state of the financial 

market such as stock prices. It is assumed that the sensors here represent ticker 

services or data providers such as Bloomsberg and Reuters. Sensor data change 

rapidly and consequently so do the derived data which depend mostly on the sensor 

data. The history of the environment state and the derived data are maintained 

and, hence, sensor data create new versions every time they are received. Simply 

stated, the database should represent the snapshot of the environment state at 

any given time. It is assumed that each sensor reports a particular data value 

periodically, may be, at a very high frequency (e.g., every 10 seconds) [20]. 

2.1.1 Data Consistency 

Since most data in real-time databases are temporal and the validity is very short, 

two types of temporal consistencies have been defined [57, 64]: 
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• Absolute Consistency (also called External Consistency): This is 

the consistency between the actual state of the environment and that repre

sented in the database. Each data item can be represented as a 3-tuple: d: 

(value,avi,timestamp), where dvalue denotes the value of the item, dtimestamp 

denotes when the value was written, and davi denotes the absolute validity 

interval, that is, the time interval following the dtimestamp in which the value 

is considered to have absolute validity. 

• Relative Consistency (also called Internal Consistency): This is the 

consistency among data items used to derive other data. A set of data items 

used to derive a new data must have an overlapping absolute validity intervals 

(davi), that is, the intersection of the avi of all data items must be nonnull. 

2.1.2 Reactive versus Non-reactive Data 

Another broad classification of data mentioned in [20, 29] is reactive data and 

non-reactive data. A reactive data are those data which on updating trigger a 

rule or rules when some condition becomes true. Reactive data trigger control 

action transactions [20] to set system tuning parameters. However, the definition 

can be extended to those data that on update will trigger a transaction to update 

derived (new) data. Non-reactive data are passive data and does not trigger other 

transactions, but, may participate in updating derived data. 
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2.2 Transaction Classification 

A proper classification of real-time database transaction will allow appropriate 

choice of transaction model by analyzing the type of interactions (conflicts) among 

different transaction types. A clear understanding of transactions will enable estab

lishing the correctness criteria. In [3, 42, 57, 65] the authors provide characteris

tics of data and transactions in real-time databases. In [20], data and transactions 

characteristics in a closely related database called ARCS database is discussed. 

Transactions have been classified based on the following types of information: 

1. Timing constraints (deadline): Transactions are classified into three 

types based on whether the deadline associated is soft, firm, or hard. Soft 

deadline implies that a transaction can continue executing even after the 

deadline expires, but, the value diminishes rapidly. In firm deadline, if a 

transaction does not complete within its deadline then it is useless and, there

fore, discarded. Transaction with a hard deadline must complete within its 

deadline if not there exists a severe negative penalty and the outcome is 

usually catastrophic. 

2. Data access semantics: Transactions are classified based on their function

ality. Transactions that only write (usually blind writes) are called Write

only transactions. Transactions that only read data items are called read-only 

transactions, and those that read as well as write are called update transac-
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tions. 

3. Arrival patterns (Periodicity): Transactions are classified based on their 

arrival patterns. Transactions that arrive at regular time intervals, irregular 

time intervals and occasionally are called periodic, aperiodic and sporadic 

transactions respectively. 

4. Interaction with external world: Transactions are classified based on how 

they originate and how they interact with the external world. Transactions 

that record state of the external (environment) world [42] are called external

input or sensor reporting transactions. Transactions that are generated from 

within the database (usually by triggers) are called internal or control action 

transactions, and transactions that communicate to the external world and 

cause some event to occur in the world external to the system are called 

external-output transactions. 

5. Data requirements: Repetitive workload is a common property in a real

time database system since the system executes specific functions out of a 

predefined set. Therefore, transactions can be classified based on the avail

able information of their read and write sets. Transactions for which read 

and write sets are known, as in repetitive workload, are called "canned" 

transactions and others "unpredictable" transactions. 
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6. Triggering: Transactions may be triggered from within the database based 

on the state of the database. These transactions are called triggered trans

actions, and others non-triggered transactions. 

7. Transaction criticality and value function: Transactions can be classi

fied based on how important or critical these transactions are. Often, such 

criticality is represented by a value function (this is different from priority 

which may be based on the transaction deadline or a combination of critical

ity and deadline). 

8. Transaction size: Transactions may be classified based on the size of the 

read and write sets. 

The above classifications are not mutually exclusive. For instance, write-only trans

actions (transaction semantics) are same as sensor reporting [20] or external-input 

transactions (interaction with external world) [42] and may be periodic (arrival 

pattern) transactions [63]. The approach to synchronize and schedule transactions 

will vastly differ based on the transaction classification. For example, transactions 

that are very critical impart significant penalty if those transactions becomes tardy. 

Similarly, if hard deadline transactions are not completed within their deadlines 

it may result in catastrophic outcome (example, in nuclear power plant, if the 

temperature is not corrected within some hard time deadline it may result in a 

meltdown). Transaction semantics will help in defining appropriate synchroniza-
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tion rules or serialization order. If the application semantics dictate that the latest 

value must be read at any given instance then one can force read-only transaction 

to wait for write-only transaction to complete. At the same time, database design

ers can arrive at what level of non-serializable but, consistent schedules that can 

be allowed. Knowledge about transaction size will help in designing scheduling 

algorithms that are fair to every transaction size. Thus, depending upon appli

cation requirements, a transaction model may differ significantly thus raising the 

question whether there is an universal transaction model for ARTDB. However, 

additional knowledge and understanding will allow further improvements if that 

knowledge is used appropriately. Below, a brief summary is provided for some of 

the classifications often used in the literature. 

2.2.1 Timing Constraints 

Transaction deadline is probably the most important attribute that influences var

ious issues in ARTDB, be it concurrency control, scheduling, operating systems, 

I/O scheduling, contingency measures etc [3]. In real-time systems, transactions 

are classified based on the penalty or value associated with missing a deadline. 

These deadlines may be soft, firm and hard deadlines [1, 31, 57, 65, 25]. The 

same transaction classification is valid in ARTDB. The transaction scheduling and 

concurrency control mechanisms greatly depend on this classification. The value 

functions for different transaction deadlines are shown in Figure 2.1. Soft dead-
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lines are those deadlines where the value drastically reduces if the transaction is 

not completed within the deadline. Even if the deadline has expired, soft deadline 

transactions can still be executed with a diminished value, however, a negative 

value is not imparted to the system. Examples of soft deadline transactions can be 

found in financial transactions and airline reservation where appropriate response 

times are defined. 

In firm deadlines, if transaction cannot be completed before its deadline then 

the transactions are useless and discarded. That is, the value of transaction 

abruptly becomes zero at the deadline. Such transactions are typical in finan

cial markets where time windows are defined for trades to materialize (Note: a 

mix of soft and firm are common in financial markets). Under hard deadline spec

ification, a transaction must be completed within the time deadline otherwise a 

large negative value is imparted to the system. This implies that not completing 

within the time deadline can be of catastrophic consequence (example, nuclear 

power process control). Hard deadline transactions are extremely difficult to guar

antee execution within their deadlines. Often contingency measures are associated 

as alternatives [23, 42]. 

In general, static scheduling of tasks/transactions under time deadline and re

source constraints is NP-Hard [51]. Hence, scheduling to guarantee transaction 

execution within their deadline under dynamic workload, serializability and in

teraction with operating system and I/O subsystem is an extremely difficult task 
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[65]. The scheduling problem can be relatively simplified if the worst case execution 

times of transactions are known. However, there are many sources of unpredictabil

ity, discussed in Section 2.3, which make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, 

to predict the worst case execution times. 

2.2.2 Data Access Semantics/Interaction with External 

world 

Despite different classification nomenclature these two classifications have many 

similarities. RTDBj ARTDB employs all three types of transactions discussed in 

traditional database literature [57] (write-only, read- only and update). 

• Write-only transactions or External-input transactions [42] or Sensor report

ing transactions [20]. These transactions write the state of the environment 

to the database which are usually blind-writes [10]. In order to keep the 

database externally consistent, these transactions should be able to execute 

promptly without waiting or blocking [42]. In [20], it is noted that sensor 

data work in their own data partition and each data value is received from a 

particular sensor. 

• Update transactions: These transactions are generated internally to derive 

new data and to store in the database. Korth et al in [42] classify similar 

transactions as Internal transactions with some extensions. These transac-
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tions are invoked to restore consistency of the database where the consistency 

constraints are defined as predicates. Internal transactions are assumed to 

be relatively of longer duration. In [20], such transactions are called con

trol action transactions that are triggered on update of reactive data items. 

Control action transactions update the system tuning parameters. In both 

internal transactions and control action transactions, there is a possibility of 

a chain of transaction triggering to correct inconsistencies. 

• Read-only transactions or External-output transactions: Read-only transac

tions read the system tuning parameters and send them to actuators. These 

are usually of short duration. Such, transactions, when executed are expected 

to change the external state to a desirable outcome. 

In [20] another transaction class called Querying Transaction is identified. These 

transactions are read-only transactions usually initiated by human users to read 

the current state. As noted in both [42] and [20], each type of transaction class has 

different consistency requirements and atomicity. Such classification can be used 

to tailor appropriate concurrency control schemes, define correctness criteria and 

appropriately structure the database. 
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2.2.3 Arrival Pattern or Periodicity 

Based on the arrival pattern, transactions can be classified as periodic, aperiodic 

and sporadic transactions. As the name suggests, periodic transactions are those 

transactions that arrive at regular time intervals. Usually, sensor data are periodic 

data. Aperiodic transactions are those that arrive at irregular time intervals. Ex

ample of aperiodic transactions can be internal transactions or transactions that 

update derived data. Sporadic transactions arrive once in a while usually queries 

by human users. The arrival pattern can be used to stipulate the absolute validity 

interval for data items and also for scheduling purposes. The key issue here is the 

predictability of data consistency. Typically, sensor data are reported periodically 

at some time intervals. This knowledge can be utilized when data is being read to 

derive new data using the absolute validity interval. Much work needs to be done 

for methodically deriving transaction characteristics from the properties of data 

[57] and arrival pattern. This dissertation explores sensor data consistency using 

the properties of the data under some assumptions. 

2.2.4 Unpredictable and Canned Transactions 

Repetitive workload is a common property in ARTDB processing systems. Ar

bitrary programs are seldom used in such systems [16], since, these systems are 

tuned for specific functionality with predefined set of programs. Thus the notion of 
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"canned" transactions seem appropriate in designing suitable transaction models, 

that is, transactions for which the read set and write set are known a priori [57]. A 

priori knowledge can be utilized for transaction scheduling and concurrency con

trol schemes. A large portion of the literature assumes unpredictable data accesses. 

Such assumptions may be valid when programs consist of many IF statements (for 

example, withdrawal of money from an account may come from various accounts 

depending upon the balance and amount of withdrawal). Further, transactions can 

trigger other transactions which will not be known a priori. However, triggered 

transactions are still executed from a set of predefined rules and hence, the data 

accesses are known a priori. This information can be efficiently combined with 

transaction semantics for pre-analysis of transaction conflicts and to take appro

priate measures to improve performance. Much work needs to be done in this 

aspect and this dissertation attempts to explore potential performance gains from 

pre-analysis. 

2.2.5 Transaction Size 

Transaction size is an important piece of information that will help in design

ing efficient transaction scheduling algorithms. Many scheduling algorithms, such 

as, Earliest Deadline favors shorter transactions that usually have earlier dead

lines [50]. Thus, if we can classify transactions based on the size then such infor

mation can be incorporated to make the scheduling algorithm much more "fair" 
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to all classes of transactions. 

2.3 Real-time Transaction Scheduling 

Transaction scheduling under time and resource constraints is a NP-hard prob

lem [42, 51, 65, 73]. Real-time transaction handling will involve trade-off in the 

quality of result in terms of completeness, accuracy, and consistency of the results 

[57] due to the notion of "unpredictability" [57]. "Unpredictability" is whether 

a transaction will meet its time deadline [57] (Transaction characteristics such as 

size, data access patterns and execution times in isolation are predictable). This is 

a non-trivial question to answer since a number of factors result in unpredictability 

in a database systems. If one could estimate the worst case execution time then 

attempts could be made to arrive at a suitable schedule. However, estimating the 

worst case execution times is extremely difficult. Some of the sources of unpre

dictability mentioned in the literature [3,57] are: data and resource conflicts, data 

dependence of transaction execution, dynamic paging and I/O, and transaction 

aborts and resulting rollbacks and restarts. 

The first source of unpredictability is due to the need of data consistency re

quirements in a database system. Due to possible blocking or deadlocks in some 

of the standard concurrency control schemes, such as two-phase locking, the worst 

case execution time cannot be easily estimated. To reduce unpredictability, sev-
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eral extensions to traditional CC schemes have been proposed and are discussed in 

Section 2.4. Since a transaction dynamically acquires data items that it requires, 

it may be forced to wait until those items are available. Likewise, a transaction 

has to wait for resources such as CPU and the disks. Another source of unpre

dictability is the availability of required pages in the memory. If there is a page 

fault, the page has to be fetched from the disk and how soon it is fetched depends 

on the buffer management and disk scheduling algorithms. The last source of un

predictability is due to transaction aborts and restart caused by data conflicts. 

This abort and restart has two implications: 1) resource wastage (CPU and disk 

time) affects other transactions' completion times; and 2) execution times of the 

transactions increase as number of aborts increases. Analyzing the sources provide 

ways to reduce such unpredictability, such as pre-analyzing transaction conflicts, 

pre-fetching pages, and conflict resolution policies. 

A number of heuristics for scheduling transactions under time and resource 

constraints have been proposed in [1, 2, 3, 13, 32, 30, 35, 38, 50, 63, 66, 73, 74]. 

The main performance metric for these scheduling heuristics has been in terms of 

success ratio or percentage of missed deadlines. Priority based scheduling without 

a priori knowledge of access patterns is presented in [3, 38, 66]. Priority based 

scheduling with some a priori knowledge is presented in [2, 13, 63]. 

RTDB systems mostly have considered priority cognizant algorithms for trans

action scheduling since satisfying transactions time deadlines is of primary concern. 
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Priority here is primarily based on transaction deadlines (transaction criticality 

can also be used for priority). However, for performance analysis non-priority al

gorithm such as First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) has been considered. Priority 

information is also used for conflict resolution and hence, appropriate choice of 

priority assignment is extremely crucial [36]. None of the scheduling schemes con

sider I/O requirements which, in fact, is a key source of unpredictability (attempt 

is made in this dissertation to incorporate I/O requirements). Some of the priority 

based algorithms used are: 

• Earliest deadline First (EDF): EDF algorithm was first applied to sched

ule hard real-time transactions in real-time systems by Liu et al [47]. How

ever, Abbott and Garcia-Molina first applied EDF in real-time database sys

tems [1, 2, 3] context. In [3] a detailed performance analysis is performed for 

disk-resident and main memory databases under various workload, concur

rency control schemes and conflict resolution policies. It was shown that EDF 

performed best at lower load settings for memory resident database while it 

was second choice for disk-resident database. EDF clearly performed better 

than FCFS. At higher load settings, however, ED did not perform better than 

least-slack. Further, it was shown in [50] that EDF favored smaller transac

tions when percentage missed deadline transactions was a performance met

ric. The justification for such a behavior was that smaller sized transactions 

tend to have earlier deadline, that is, deadline was a function of transaction 
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size, and therefore, smaller transactions get preference over longer transac

tions. However, longer transactions will eventually become higher priority as 

they get closer to their deadline, but will be unable to complete due to much 

larger workload still left. This lack of "fairness" of EDF priority scheme 

makes it an unattractive proposition in certain applications . 

• Least-Slack First (LSF): If transaction execution times can be estimated 

then LSF can be used for assigning priorities. Slack time for a transaction is 

an estimate of how much free time exists before reaching the deadline or how 

long a transaction can wait without being serviced and yet satisfy its timing 

constraint. If the current time in tnow, processing time left is p and deadline 

is d then Slack = (d - p - tnow). In [3] two types of LSF has been used: 1) 

static evaluation, that is, slack is calculated only once in the beginning; and 2) 

continuous evaluation, that is, slack is reevaluated every time it is required. 

Continuous evaluation, however, incurs additional overhead. Surprisingly, 

static evaluation is shown to perform better at higher load settings (also 

referred to as overloaded condition) than continuous evaluation. It is not 

very clear whether LSF is fair to all transaction classes based on their read

set and write-set. For disk-resident database under overload condition LSF 

is shown to perform better than EDF . 

• Weighted Priority (WP) : Since various sizes of transactions are involved, 
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any scheduling algorithm used should be "fair" to all classes of transactions. 

Otherwise, longer transaction may experience "starvation," If transaction 

read-set and write-set are known in advance a weighted priority can be esti-

mated as follows: 

d - tnow 

w(i) 

where w( i) is a weighting factor for transaction of type i based on their 

lengths. This weighted priority is nothing but deadline per each unit of 

length. This weighted priority is then treated similar to EDF. In [36] this 

method is shown to be "fairer" than ED. However, weighted priority does 

not capture the actual I/O requirements of the transactions. For example, 

all the pages required by a larger transaction may be in main memory while 

a smaller transaction may have a page fault for each data item or vice-versa. 

In this dissertation, a weighted priority method using an expected number 

of disk accesses is considered . 

• Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED): Since it was shown that EDF did 

not perform well under higher load settings (overload conditions), in [30] 

a scheme was proposed which detected overload situations and executed a 

subset of transactions that had a higher probability of completion and rest 

with a higher probability of never being executed. Incoming transactions are 

divided into a HIT group and a MISS group. The algorithm feedback the 
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percentage of missed deadline and if it crosses a threshold value, transactions 

are assigned to MISS group. The size of HIT group is dynamically adjusted 

so that if there are no missed transactions HIT group size is increased and 

vice-versa. This dynamic adjustment of the HIT group size controlled the 

number of transactions actually getting executed. Transactions in the MISS 

group are executed only when resources are idle. The criticism of this scheme, 

as discussed in this dissertation, is the algorithm dependence on some model 

parameters. Added to that there was no mention of the overhead involved 

in assigning the group as well as for the feedback. However, results showed 

significant improvement in the performance under overload conditions, but 

fairness was still an unresolved issue . 

• Adaptive Earliest Virtual Deadline (AEVD): In AED the issue of "fair

ness" was not resolved. It was shown that AED still favored smaller trans

actions. In order to make the scheduling scheme fair to all classes (based on 

size) of transactions in [50], AEVD algorithm was proposed which was an ex

tension of AED. In AEVD, it is assumed that longer transactions have larger 

deadline and vice-versa. That is, deadline was a function of the transaction 

size. Based on this, a virtual deadline, much smaller than the true deadline, 

is assigned to longer transactions. By assigning a lower deadline and using 

EDF, longer transactions are given equal chance to compete for resources. 
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If the virtual deadline is reached a new virtual deadline is assigned until 

it reaches its true deadline. The algorithm uses a pace factor P FT, which 

has value between 0 and 1, that controls how early the virtual deadline is 

assigned. This pace factor is a function of the maximum and minimum dead

lines of some number of previously executed transactions. AEVD performed 

significantly better than AED, ED and LSF. However, the simulation exper

iment does not seem to consider the additional overhead for calculating the 

virtual deadline and other parameters used in the algorithm. The important 

finding, however, is that AEVD was extremely fair to all classes of transac

tion. This fairness was determined based on bias ratio performance metric. 

The percentage of transactions missing the deadline was evaluated using the 

Normalized Missed Ratio. 

2.3.1 Transaction Scheduling Summary 

Table 2.1 provides a summary of advantages and disadvantages of various schedul

ing algorithms used in real-time transaction processing discussed in the previous 

section. Earliest deadline first (EDF), adaptive earliest deadline (AED) and adap

tive earliest virtual deadline (AEVD) scheduling algorithms require no a priori 

knowledge of transaction size or completion times. However, least slack first (LSF) 

and weighted priority (WP) assume some a priori knowledge of incoming transac

tions. Weighted priority is known to be "fair" to all classes of transactions and 
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I Algorithm I Advantages I Disadvantages 

EDF Performs best at lower loads Performs poorly at higher loads 
[1, 3] Minimal overhead Bias against longer transactions 

No admission control 

AED Minimizes overload effect High overhead 
[30] Dependent on certain parameters 

Bias against longer transactions 

AEVD Fair to all transactions High overhead 
[50] Minimizes overload effect Dependent on certain parameters 

LSF Performs well at higher loads EDF performs better at lower loads 
[3] Requires expected completion time 

Overhead higher than ED 
Not clear about bias factor 
No admission control 

WP Fair to all transactions Overhead higher than ED 
[37] Transaction size required 

Does not consider I/O requirements 

Table 2.1: Scheduling Algorithms - Advantages and Disadvantages 
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performs better in overloaded situations. In this dissertation we consider an exten

sion of WP which incorporates the expected number of disk accesses. The rationale 

behind this approach is that a smaller size transaction may have a page fault for 

every data access while a larger transaction may have none. Moreover, a smaller 

size transaction may have little slack time while a longer transaction may have 

a substantial slack time or vice-versa. Therefore, incorporating the knowledge of 

I/O requirements appears promising in improving the performance. 

2.4 Concurrency Control in Real-time Databases 

The issue of concurrency control (CC) has received great deal of attention in RTDB 

research. CC is the activity of coordinating the actions of transactions that oper

ate concurrently, access shared data, and therefore potentially interfere with each 

other. Since, in RTDB systems transactions have time deadlines it is important 

that any CC mechanism used should be cognizant of this deadline at the same 

time try to increase the number of concurrently executing transactions (multipro

gramming). The performance of the CC chosen may differ depending upon the 

objective(s) (minimize number of tardy jobs, maximize fairness, minimize mean 

lateness, etc.), type of transaction deadline (soft, firm and hard deadlines), trans

action arrival pattern, transaction semantics and correctness criteria. For most 

part, CC mechanisms proposed and studied have considered serializability [27] 
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(ACID properties) as the correctness criterion. For certain real-time applications, 

serializability may be too restrictive [20] since the definition of correctness in these 

applications is relaxed. Even within an application, serializability can be relaxed 

for concurrent execution of certain classes of transactions which give rise to "con

text" dependent CC. The main focus below will be on CC schemes that maintain 

serializabilityand satisfy ACID properties in relation to RTDB. 

In [72], an excellent review of CC for RTDB can be found and the same classifi

cation scheme is discussed below. The CC design space can be classified along four 

dimensions: conflict detection, conflict resolution, serialization rule and order, and 

run policy. Almost all extensions of traditional CC schemes to RTDB involves how 

the conflicts are resolved. Therefore, the conflict detection and conflict resolution 

are grouped together. 

2.4.1 Conflict Detection and Conflict Resolution 

This classification space is based on when the conflicts among transactions are 

detected and how the conflicts are resolved. Conflicts can be detected before a 

transaction accesses a data item (or page or granule depending upon the level 

of granularity) or after all the data items have been accessed. The former is 

referred to as pessimistic approach and the latter is referred to as optimistic 

approach. Two-phase lock (2PL) and time-stamp (TS) fall into the category of 

pessimistic approach while Optimistic CC (OCC), as the name suggests, fall into 
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the optimistic approach. A number of extensions have been made to these ee 

schemes with conflict resolution to make them time- cognizant. 

To make conflict definition specific, consider two transactions A and B. Let the 

read set and the write set of A be writesetA and readsetA respectively. Similarly, 

that of B be writesetB and readsetB' We say that transaction A conflicts with B if 

writesetA n readsetB :/: 0, writesetA n writesetB "# 0, and readsetA n writesetB :/: 

0. However, this notion of conflict is modified for the purposes of serialization 

order which is extremely important for DeC schemes. As noted in [59], for the 

purpose of serializability, if transaction A conflicts with transaction B, it does not 

imply that transaction B conflicts with transaction A. This is illustrated below: 

Assume writes etA n readsetB :/: 0 while readsetA n writesetB = 0. Therefore, 

by setting the serialization order (B,A), both transactions can commit without 

having to restart. If A commits earlier then, clearly, B has to restart. For B to 

conflict with A it is necessary that writesetB n readsetA :/: 0. However, in certain 

pessimistic ee, like 2PL, this distinction cannot be enforced due to the nature of 

order enforced in 2PL. 

2.4.2 Two-phase Locking 

Two-phase locking is the most popular ee mechanism in commercial DBMS. 

In 2PL, the serialization order enforced is based on the granule access times. 2PL 

tends to cause long blocking of conflicting transactions because it forces transac-
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real-time systems. This protocol was also called 2PL-WP (Wait Promote). How

ever, PI or 2PL-WP has some shortcomings in real-time database systems. Even 

though a lower priority transaction may inherit the priority of the higher priority 

transaction blocked, the blocking may be too long for the higher priority transac

tion to complete called "life-time blocking". Increasing priority of lower priority 

transactions may affect other concurrently executing higher priority transactions 

due to higher resource competition (CPU, I/O, etc.). 

Priority Abort (PA) - High Priority (HP) 

Since PI has its shortcomings, Priority Abort (PA) or 2PL-HP (High Priority) 

was proposed in [1]. In 2PL-HP, higher priority transactions are not delayed by 

lower priority transactions. If a high priority transaction, TH, requests a lock held 

by a low priority transaction, TL, then TL is aborted and restarted. This scheme 

will completely eliminate "life-time" blocking or "chained" blocking. However, 

2PL-HP has its own negative effects. Aborting lower priority transaction in fa

vor of high priority transaction may result in high abort rates wasting resources 

(CPU, disk etc.). Such problem will become exacerbated under high transaction 

arrival and conflict rates. Further, transactions that restarted other lower priority 

transaction may itself be restarted by other high priority transactions. This may 

lead to wasted restarts. 
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Conditional Priority Inheritance 

In order to benefit from the advantages of both 2PL-WP (PI) and 2PL-HP (PA), 

Huang et al. in [36] proposed 2PL-CP (Conditional Priority Inheritance). In 

this scheme, if priority inversion is detected and if the lower priority transaction 

is nearing completion then the lower priority transaction will inherit the priority 

of the higher priority transaction and proceeds. Otherwise, the lower priority 

transaction is aborted. This scheme will avoid/reduce "life-time" blocking and 

long "chained" blocking situations. The wasted resource due to high abort rates in 

2PL-HP (PA) will be reduced significantly. In this method, a threshold value h for 

which PI or PA is invoked is defined. The value of h can significantly impact the 

performance. If h is low it behaves as PI or if h is high it behaves like P A. This 

scheme works well in certain range of h and is hard to determine what is the best 

value of h. Even though it is shown that 2PL-CP worked better than 2PL-HP and 

2PL-PI, how to determine an optimal h is still unanswered. Further, estimates of 

remaining running time and slack time are required for this algorithm. 

Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) 

Sha et al. in [61] propose priority ceiling protocol, an extension of PI, for hard real

time transactions, which not only minimizes the blocking times to one transaction 

execution access but also prevents the formation of deadlocks. This method is 

suitable for main memory database rather than disk resident database. Further, 
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a full knowledge of granule access pattern of a transaction is required to set the 

priority ceiling of each transaction. In PCP, each data object consists of a priority 

ceiling which is the highest priority transaction that may lock this object. As in 

PI, if a low priority transaction blocks a high priority transaction then it inherits 

the priority and proceeds. 

2PL with Cost Conscious Approach (CCA) 

2PL can cause deadlock problems especially when waiting is involved. A number 

of strategies have been proposed to break deadlock. Choosing a victim can be 

based on transaction that has already passed its deadline, transaction that has 

longest deadline, transaction that is least critical, and transaction that has done 

least work. 

One such 2PL extension that avoids deadlock and reduces number of restarts by 

appropriately choosing a transaction to schedule is given in [35]. In this approach, 

called the Cost Conscious Approach (CCA), both the static (cost of accessing re

quired data in isolation) and dynamic costs (cost of restart and rollback) associated 

with a transaction is considered while scheduling. The cost of restart and rollback 

is based on the possible conflicts with other transactions estimated based on the 

possible data accessed, which is a superset of the actual set of data items accessed. 

During transaction pre-analysis a transaction can be blocked if it is known that it 

will eventually restart. Even though it is shown that CCA does not create dead-
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locks or cause circular aborts, the overhead appears to be substantial which is not 

considered in the performance analysis. However, the approach seems promising 

in the sense that transactions that are sure to be restarted are blocked from ex

ecution, thereby, reducing the overall number of restarts. A similar approach of 

pre-analysis with oee instead of 2PL is considered in this dissertation. The main 

difference between eeA and the one proposed in this dissertation (other than op

timistic versus 2PL) is that serialization order is not considered. For instance, 

by ordering the commit order, certain transactions can still be completed without 

aborting or restarting as discussed in the beginning of this section. 

2.4.3 Hybrid Concurrency Control 

Lin and Son in [46] propose a priority based locking mechanism to support real

time transactions by adjusting the serialization order dynamically in favor of high 

priority transactions. The algorithm does not assume a priori knowledge of data 

accesses. Even though it is a lock based algorithm, unlike in other locked based 

extensions, serialization order is not defined by when the data was accessed but 

rather by the priority of the transactions at the time of accessing the data. Another 

difference is that each transaction goes through three phases: read phase, wait 

(validation) phase and write phase as in oee methods. Defining serialization 

order allows higher concurrency than strict 2PL lock. The serialization order 

notion has been borrowed in this dissertation, under the assumption of "canned" 
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transaction. 

2.4.4 Optimistic Concurrency Control 

Optimistic concurrency control (OCC) protocols tend to naturally adapt to real

time requirements where the CC decision tends to be more or less independent of 

the CPU scheduling [31, 34, 37]. OCC scheme is abort/restart based protocol and 

the conflicts are detected after the granule access. OCC consists of three phases: 

read, validation and write phases [43]. Transactions fetch all data required during 

read phase and the work in private space. During validation the write set of 

the transaction is checked with the read set of all concurrently executing/already 

executed transactions to determine conflicting transaction. Validation based on 

conflicts with already committed transactions (partial history) is called the "pure" 

OCC. Validation based on conflicts with active transactions is called the broadcast 

OCC. If a transaction can commit then changes are made permanent during the 

write phase. Even though, locking protocols have been shown to perform better 

than OCC methods in traditional databases where system resources are limited, in 

firm deadline real-time databases OCC has been shown to outperform lock based 

protocols over a wide range of system loading and resource availability. The reasons 

for this improved performance in RTDB are: 

• If transaction A conflicts with transaction B, it does not imply that transac

tion B conflicts with transaction A in the serialization order [59] as illustrated 
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earlier. 2PL blocks transactions if there is any type of conflict. 

• Due to validation stage conflict resolution, eventually discarded transactions 

do not restart other transactions [31]. Under 2PL these transactions can still 

block or restart other transactions due to lock conflicts. 

• Deadlock and lock management is not an issue. 

However, in [38], the authors show that performance gains claimed in [31] may 

not be true due to overhead and other implementation issues. This contradictory 

results are discussed in Section 2.4.4. 

In the conventional acc, called pure acc, the validating transaction is veri

fied to see if it conflicted with any transaction in the relevant history. If there exists 

a conflict then the validating transaction is aborted and re-started [43]. However, 

this results in significant wastage of resources since a transaction is aborted at the 

validation phase, that is, after all the work is done. In order to avoid aborting 

transactions after all the work is done, OCC- Broadcast Commit was proposed 

[59]. In aCC-BC, any transaction that reaches validation phase is guaranteed 

to commit. When a transaction commits, it notifies all conflicting transactions 

(broadcast) to immediately restart. Unlike in pure OCC there is no need to check 

with already committed transaction. aCC-BC performed better than pure acc. 

However, both pure and broadcast commit OCC do not consider transaction dead

line or priorities. (Note: pure acc is also referred to as OCC-Backward Validation, 
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and OCC-BC is also referred to as OCC- Forward Validation [36]). 

In order to make OCC-BC priority cognizant, a number of methods have been 

proposed: OPT-SACRIFICE, OPT-WAIT, and WAIT-50 [31, 32]. At the time 

of validation, set of all transactions that conflict (conflict set) with the validating 

transaction is determined. This conflict set has two subsets: Conflicting Higher 

Priority (CHP) set, and Conflicting Lower Priority (CLP) set based on the priority 

of the conflicting transactions with respect to the validating transaction. 

OPT-SACRIFICE 

In OPT-SACRIFICE, if CHP is non-empty then the validating transaction is 

aborted and re-started, that is, the validating transaction is sacrificed for the higher 

priority transaction. Even though OPT-SACRIFICE gives preferential treatment 

to CHP transactions it suffers from two problems: 1) There is wasted sacrifice, 

that is, a transaction is sacrificed due to a higher priority transaction will later get 

discarded (due to tardiness); 2) The problem of "mutual restarts" may occur, that 

is, where transaction A restarts B and later transaction B restarts A as there is 

reversal of priority on restart. However, the second reason seems untrue if priority 

is based only on deadline, because for transaction A to abort B its deadline should 

be less than that of transaction B. Since deadline is fixed mutual restart cannot 

occur if priority is based only on the deadline. 
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OPT-WAIT 

In [32] OPT-WAIT was proposed where if there exists a CHP transaction(s) then 

the validating transaction is put on "shelf." That is, the validating transaction 

will wait until CHP transactions commit. This minimizes the wasted sacrifice or 

mutual restarts. However, OPT-WAIT has certain negative effects. For instance, 

a transaction waits for sometime before committing (that is, waits for CHP trans

actions to complete) and later restarts all CLP transactions. During this time all 

CLP performs more work and thus resources will be wasted. Further, restarting 

after sometime may decrease the chances of these transactions to complete within 

their deadlines. However, OPT-WAIT performed better than pure OCC, OCC-BC 

and OPT-SACRIFICE. 

WAIT-50 

To reduce the problem of delayed restart of conflicting transactions, WAIT-50 pro

tocol was proposed in [32] which is an extension of OPT-WAIT. This mechanism 

monitors transaction conflict states and dynamically decides how long the vali

dating transaction should be made to wait. In WAIT-50, a validating transaction 

is made to wait only when the percentage of the high priority transactions in the 

conflict set is ~ 50%. Even though, this 50% seems ad hoc [72], it seems to perform 

much better than OPT-WAIT. 
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OCC-TI 

OCC-TI (Time Interval) is another variation of OCC where unnecessary restarts 

are avoided by dynamically defining serialization orders using the notion of time 

intervals and validation timestamp. The idea behind this protocol is based on 

nature of conflicting transactions. Transactions conflict in two ways: 

• Irreconcilably Conflicting: Transactions having both write-write and write

read conflicts with validating transaction are irreconcilably conflicting. 

• Reconcilably Conflicting: Transactions having only write-read conflicts 

with a validating transaction is reconcilably conflicting. 

For example, consider transactions Tl and T2 where the writesetl n readset2 =/: 0 

and readset1 n writeset2 = 0. By defining a serialization order T2 -+ Tl both Tl 

and T2 can commit without restarting. However, if Tl commits first then T2 must 

restart. However, by appropriately using time-stamp intervals, Tl can still commit 

earlier in absolute time without restarting T2• This is accomplished by readjusting 

the time interval of T2 to precede that of Tl in the serialization history. Based on 

this principle, two types of serialization orders are defined: 

• Forward Ordering: If a validating transaction, Tv has read-write conflict 

with other active transactions, Ta then a forward ordering Tv -+ Ta is defined 

by readjusting the time interval of Ta to follow that of Tv. The same applies 

even for write-write conflicts. 
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• Backward Ordering: If only write-read conflict exists between Tv and Ta 

then a serialization order Ta -+ Tv is set by readjusting the time interval of 

Ta to precede that of Tv in the history. 

This protocol reduces the number of unnecessary restarts only if transactions in 

backward ordering do not conflict with those in forward ordering at a later point 

in time. This algorithm does not consider transaction deadline in resolving con

flicts. Despite, acc-TI not being deadline-cognizant, it performs significantly 

better than DCC-BC and 2PL- HP. In this dissertation, a similar approach is con

sidered. However, since "canned" transactions are assumed, it possible to define 

the serialization order before execution begins and dynamically altered as new con

flicting transactions arrive (based on time deadline) rather than at the transaction 

validation phase as in acc-TI. 

2PL Versus OCC 

The acc schemes seem to adapt naturally to real-time transaction processing since 

these schemes provide flexibility to give higher priority transactions preference over 

low priority transactions in scheduling and serialization ordering [72]. In a number 

of studies, it has been shown that acc schemes, where the serialization order is 

based on completion times, perform better than 2PL or time-stamp based algo

rithms [38, 31, 72]. In time-stamping and 2PL algorithms the serialization order is 

based on time of arrival or granule access order. Even deadline incognizant acc 
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algorithm outperforms deadline cognizant locking algorithm in real-time database 

environment [45]. However, in [38] it is shown that OCC may not consistently 

outperform 2PL scheme because of system overhead and implementation issues. 

Huang et al. in [38], evaluated performance on a real-time testbed, RT-CARAT 

that has a single processor and two disks. Many model differences exists: 

1. while true real-time databases are expected to have multiprocessors, as as

sumed in [31], RT-CARAT testbed is a uniprocessor. 

2. Overhead was not considered in [31] for performance evaluation. But, this 

will have insignificant effect in a multiprocessor environment where CPU 

utilization is low. The contradiction is justifiable since in [38], only one CPU 

exists and is utilized for the overhead, thus, reducing the performance. 

3. In [31] disk scheduling was also priority based while there was no control over 

disk scheduling in the testbed. 

However, the authors in [38] agree that OCC has significant potential in real-time 

applications due to the high degree of parallelism, flexibility in conflict resolution, 

and ease of integration with CPU scheduling. 

2.4.5 Multiversion Schemes 

In [39] a multi version CC algorithm for RTDB to increase concurrency, and ad

just serialization order dynamically for a priori estimate of a transaction run-
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time is discussed. Using multiple versions of the data, the number of transaction 

restart/aborts can be reduced. The CC scheme proposed by these authors is a 

multiversion 2PL scheme, including two version and multiversion 2PL. The results 

show substantial improvement over conventional mutliversion as well as single ver

sion real time CC algorithm (2PL-conditional restart. 

The issue of increasing concurrency has motivated research in non- serializable 

concurrency control methods [28, 48, 61]. However, non-serializable schedules 

may not guarantee correct execution of transaction. We show in [21] that for a 

particular set of transactions the notion of cascading aborts is irrelevant. In fact, 

cascading abort may be detrimental to the proper functioning of the environment. 

Similarly, we show serializability is unnecessary or too restrictive for some set of 

transactions in ARCS. This issue provides a strong reason to identify variations in 

existing transaction models and protocols. 

2.4.6 Speculative Concurrency Control 

A radically different approach from those of OCC and PCC has been proposed 

in [12] called the Speculative Concurrency Control (SCC). This approach uses 

standby processes to speculate on alternate schedules once conflicts that threaten 

the consistency of the database are detected. Here potentially harmful conflicts 

are detected as early as possible, as in PCC, while it allows conflicting transactions 

to execute simultaneously as in OCC. SCC algorithm uses many processes for a 
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transaction to co-exists in the system by forking-off a shadow transaction before 

reading a data item. In the event this transaction has to be restarted due to a 

conflicting transaction committing, the forked-off transaction just before reading 

the conflicting data item is restarted. The authors state that this algorithm is im

practical at this time. Assuming that a large number of processes for a transaction 

can co-exists in the main memory the performance is compared with other RTDB 

CC schemes and is shown to have better performance. 

2.4.7 Summary of Real-time CC 

Figure 2.2 provides the broad classification of real-time concurrency control mech

anisms. Except for speculative CC, all CC policies suggested for real-time trans

action processing are extensions for 2PL and OCC. It is generally agreed that 

OCC protocols adapt naturally to real-time transaction processing due to their 

high degree of parallelism, flexibility in handling conflict resolution and serial

ization order, and ease of integration with CPU scheduling. Table 2.2 and 2.3 

show the advantages and disadvantages of various extensions of 2PL and OCC 

protocols respectively. Among the 2PL extensions, priority inheritance (PI) and 

priority abort (PA) do not use any a priori knowledge of transactions other than 

priorities. Other 2PL extensions, namely, conditional priority inheritance (CP), 

priority ceiling protocol (PCP) and cost conscious approach (CCA) use some a pri

ori knowledge of transaction read-set and write-set, execution times and sIck times. 
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2PL-CCA integrates concurrency control and scheduling algorithm using transac

tion pre- analysis technique. Transaction pre-analysis based CC are beneficial in 

certain circumstances as noted in [13]. 

All acc extensions for real-time do not assume any a priori knowledge of 

transactions. The order given in Table 2.3 is the order of performance improv

ment. None of the algorithms considers transaction semantics in resolving con

flicts, which is certainly a weakness in real-time context. Moreover, acc based 

algorithms proposed do not benefit from a priori knowledge available. Hence, in 

this dissertation an extension of DCC that benefits from transaction pre-analysis is 

proposed. Pre-analysis based blocking adopted in 2PL are very conservative (pes

simistic) and any conflict is assumed detrimental. However, pre-analysis proposed 

in this dissertation, has many advantages, such as, defining serialization orders 

based on transaction semantics, defining favorable serialization orders depending 

upon the type of conflict, deadline, priority and transaction tree level. 
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I Algorithm I Advantages I Disadvantages 

2PL-PI or WP Minimizes priority inversion Life-time blocking 
Chained blocking 

[61] Affects non-conflicting 
high priority transactions 

2PL-PA or HP Eliminates life-time blocking May increase abort rate 
[1] Wasted restarts 

2PL-CP Minimizes wasted restarts Estimates of remaining 
[36] Reduces life-time blocking runtime and slack required 

Threshold value for PI or 
PA is hard to find 

2PL-PCP Prevents deadlocks Data access pattern required 
[61] Minimizes priority inversions Suitable for main memory databases 

Minimizes life-time blocking 

2PL-CCA Prevents deadlocks Very high overhea.d 
[35] Minimizes restarts Applicable for soft deadlines 

Table 2.2: Summary of 2PL Protocols 
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I Algorithm I Advantages I Disadvantages 

OCCBC Conflicting transactions Deadline insensitive 
[43] immediately restarted Low priority transactions can 

restart high priority transactions 
Validating transaction guaranteed 
to commit 
Unnecessary restarts 
Inherent bias against longer 

transcations 

OPT- Priority cognizant Wasted sacrifices 
Sacrifice [31] Mutual sacrifices 

OPT-WAIT High priority transactions Delayed restart 
[31] given preference New conflicts develop 

Reduces unnecessary restarts during wait phase 
Validating transaction may itself 
be restarted 

WAIT-50 Reduces delayed restarts Validating transaction may be 
[31] Reduces new conflicts with restarted 

validating transaction Unnecessary restarts possible 

OCC-TI Validating transaction Delayed restart of 
[45] guaranteed to commit conflicting transaction 

Unnecessary restarts eliminated Inherent bias against longer 
transactions 
Not a semantic based CC 

Table 2.3: Summary of OCC based CC 



Chapter 3 

PROPOSED SENSOR DATA 

CONSISTENCY, SCHEDULING 

ALGORITHM AND 

CONCURRENCY CONTROL 

i9 

In this chapter, we propose consistency criteria and a protocol for maintaining 

sensor data consistency (Section 3.1), an algorithm for scheduling real-time trans

actions (Section 3.2) and a concurrency control mechanism for active and real-time 

transactions (Section 3.3). 
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3.1 Sensor Data Consistency 

Active and real-time databases (ARTDB) exhibit certain similar characteristics: 

they all model an external environment where the state changes fairly rapidly (e.g., 

stock prices in financial market, state of a telecommunications network). Some of 

these databases also serve as environmental controllers i.e., in the event of unde

sirable occurrences in the environment, the database takes corrective actions [57]. 

In [20], such systems referred to as Active, Rapidly Changing data Systems, a vari

ant of ARTDB. Usually, environmental state information is collected by sensors 

distributed throughout the environment and reported to the database. Because 

the environmental state changes rapidly, sensor data is reported to the database 

at a high frequency. Based on the information received, the system makes control 

decisions. In [20], it is noted that conventional transaction models are not suitable 

for such systems; specifically it is shown that the notion of serializability is too 

restrictive and cascading aborts are irrelevant. 

A large part of the data in ARTDB or related database are sensor data. Not 

much work has been reported regarding the nature of sensor reported data. How

ever, unless such data are understood properly it is difficult to build systems that 

access and manipulate sensor reported information. Sensor reported data exhibit 

very different characteristics from data in traditional databases; specifically, the 

notion of consistency of sensor data is very different from that of conventional data. 
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Thus new consistency criteria are required to preserve sensor data consistency. In 

this section, we explore sensor data consistency, identify correctness criteria for 

transactions that work on sensor data and provide a protocol that preserves sensor 

data consistency and analyze its performance. 

The general features proposed in the above system include the following: 

• The database is the repository of all system information that need to be 

accessed or manipulated. 

• Monitoring tools (commonly known as sensors) are distributed throughout 

the real system being modeled. These sensors monitor the state of the system 

and report to the database. Such state reports arrive at the database in very 

high frequency 

• The correct operation of the system requires the application of controls i.e., 

in the event of semantically incorrect operation of the system, certain actions 

need to be taken. Such actions are called control actions [20] and are taken 

from within the database (where active objects signal events) by automatic 

control mechanisms and are communicated to the real system using database 

executors. 
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3.1.1 Data and Transaction Characteristics 

Data in active, rapidly changing data systems are classified broadly into sensor and 

non-sensor data as discussed in Chapter 2. In this section, the primary interest is 

only in sensor data. Sensor data are those that are received from system monitoring 

processes. Examples of sensor data in financial markets are stock prices, bond 

prices, and economic data received from ticker services or data providers. In the 

case of network management databases, the sensor data may include variables such 

as node queue lengths, retransmission rates, link status and call statistics. The 

validity of sensor data is very short and, the history is maintained by versioning1 • 

There are three classes of transactions discussed in [20] based on data access 

semantics and interaction with external world: sensor reporting transaction (SRT), 

querying transaction (QT) and control action transaction (CAT). SRTs are also 

called write-only transactions [57] or external-input transactions [42]. QTs are 

read-only transactions [57]. In maintaining sensor data consistency, only SRTs 

and QTs are of interest and their characteristics are discussed below. 

1. State Reporting Transaction (SRT): SRTs are transactions that are 

generated by sensors dispersed throughout the environment being modeled. These 

transactions report the current states of real world objects and thus consist purely 

of SET(X) or Write(X) operations. In financial markets, the stock prices are 

1 For details about non-sensor data please refer [20, 21] 
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reported by ticker services or data providers and is written to the database. In 

most dynamic systems these transactions are generated at a high frequency (e.g., 

every 15 sec.). It is important to ensure that sensor data items reflect the most 

recent state of the environment. This means that an old SRT that arrives later 

(possibly due to communication delays) cannot be allowed to record as the latest 

value (that is, overwrite the effects of a newer SRT). As indicated in the description 

of sensor data, we assume that each successful execution of an SRT results in the 

creation of new versions of the data items that it writes. These updates are different 

from conventional database updates in that the updated value is independent of 

the current value of the data objects. These are referred to as blind writes [10]. 

Thus, due to the absence of write-write conflicts between these transactions no 

explicit concurrency control is necessary to prevent such conflicts. However, since 

it is important to ensure that the database project a coherent state of the real 

world, SRTs need to be atomic, i.e., we cannot allow these transactions to commit 

their operations on some objects and not on others. 

2. Querying Transaction (QT): QTs are generated by human users, and 

consist of GET(X) or Read(X) operations. QTs may want to read both sensor as 

well as non-sensor information. For example, one may need to know the current 

stock prices of various stocks to verify arbitrage opportunities. Certain interesting 

scenarios arise when QTs want to read sensor data, i.e., conflicts arise between 
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operations of QTs and SRTs. Typically, QTs are expected to fulfill two conditions: 

• The Coherency Condition: The values returned by QTs (of sensor data) must 

reflect a coherent state of the database. However, this notion of coherency is 

somewhat different from the standard definition of consistency - our notion 

of coherency is formalized as the snapshot consistency later in section 3.1.5 . 

• The Recency Condition: The values returned by QTs must reflect as recent 

a state of the real system as possible. This is a problem in the case of sensor 

data that changes very fast - we show later that standard concurrency control 

mechanisms do not provide adequate recency. 

3.1.2 The Formal Model 

In this section, we define a formal model for transactions that includes the trans

action types described in section 3.1.1. This model is independent of particular 

concurrency control algorithms, and, to the extent possible, of particular consis

tency constraints. Our primary purpose in defining this model is to provide a 

framework for the construction of alternative concurrency control schemes for the 

management of transactions in an ARTDB environment. 

We use the ACTA metamodel [18] terminology in many cases to explain/formalize 

our concepts. Our conceptual model is very simple - there exist a number of man

aged objects (MOs) which are queried and manipulated by transactions which 
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may be of the two types identified in section 3.1.1 (CATs are not included in this 

chapter). A transaction takes the database from one consistent state to another 

consistent state, with the definition of consistency being different from the stan

dard database notion of consistency, as outlined ahead in section 3.1.4. 

3.1.3 Basic Definitions 

Below we provide some basic definitions of our model. 

Definition: A database is a repository of shared objects in a system. Each object 

is defined in terms of attributes or data items. Each attribute has a value which 

represents the state of the attribute at a given point in time. Each object has a 

type which defines a set of mechanisms to create, examine, manipulate and delete 

objects. 

Definition: The state of an object is represented by its contents, i.e., the states of 

its constituent attributes. 

Definition: A member of the set of basic mechanisms to create, delete, manipulate 

or examine an object is called an operation. In this section, we are concerned 

with two basic operations: SET and GET which correspond to writes and reads 

respectively. 

Definition: An event may be an operation event or a significant event. The invo

cation of an operation on an object is termed an operation event. We use Pt[J(] 
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to denote the event corresponding to the invocation of an operation P on object 

K, by transaction t (with P E {SET, GET}). A significant event (also called a 

termination event), is the event committ or abortt, which designate the committing 

or abortion of transaction t. OEf denotes the set of all events that can be invoked 

by transaction t on object K. 

Definition: The execution of a transaction t is a partial order of events €t with 

ordering relation <t where 

1. €t ~ OET; and 

2. <t denotes the temporal order in which related events invoked by t occur. 

Definition: The target of an event pt[K], denoted by r:r, is the attribute of object 

K that is accessed by the operation P (either through a SET or a GET). 

Definition: The target set of a transaction t, with respect to object K, denoted by 

T Sf, is the set of all attributes that are affected by the invocation of events in t, 

on K. It follows that: 

Tsf = U(r:< I € E OEf) 

Definition: A history H of the concurrent execution of a set of transactions T 

contains all the events associated with the transactions in T and indicates the 

partial order in which these events occur. HK denotes the history with respect 

to an object J(. Htf, or the current history of J( is used to denote the history of 

events corresponding to object J( that occur until a point in time. 
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Definition: The predicate €1 ~ €2 is true if event €1 precedes event €2 in H. It is 

false otherwise. 

Definition: The view of an event €, with respect to an object K, denoted by ~K 

specifies the state of K visible to € when it is invoked. Formally, ~K is specified 

to be a subhistory derived by projecting events in the current history of K, i.e., 

H!f, based on a predicate P: 

Definition: Consider an object K. Consider the two events pdK] and qtAK]. Let 

P and q be a SET and a GET operation respectively, where r~i = r~j' (i.e., 

operations p and q access the same attribute). pdK] is said to be directly visible 

to qtAK], denoted by ptj[K] ~ qtj[K] iff 

1. pdK] is in the view of qtj[K] i.e., 

Ptj [K] E ~~[K) 

2. There exists no event rtm[K], such that r is a SET operation, and it accesses 

the same attribute as P and q, and rtm[K] follows pdK] and precedes qtj[!(] 

i.e., 
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3.1.4 Database Consistency 

A database is said to be consistent if it satisfies a set of consistency constraints. 

It is generally accepted (see, e.g., [26]) that there are two types of consistency 

constraints associated with a database system - database integrity constraints and 

transaction consistency constraints. 

Data Integrity Constraints 

These are constraints that define legal values of data items. In financial trading 

databases such constraints may be that stock prices have to be greater than zero. 

Definition 1 Data integrity constraints may be expressed as a set of predicates P 

= {Pb P2, ... } where each Pi is given by: 

Vi, Pi: S ~ {TRUE, FALSE} 

where S is the set of all possible states of the database. 

Transaction Consistency Constraints 

These constraints specify the general restrictions on the interference between trans

actions. Unfortunately these constraints can be database independent [26] and thus 

cannot be checked statically. In general we cannot formulate these constraints as 

predicates. 
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The basic purpose of transaction consistency constraints is to formulate a set 

of rules that stipulate what kinds of interference are allowed while transactions 

execute concurrently on data items. One way to express these rules is through 

dependencies between transactions - dependencies "provide a convenient way to 

specify and reason about the behavior of concurrent transactions" [18]. It is gen

erally accepted (see, e.g., [14]) that two types of dependencies exist in traditional 

transaction models - commit and abort dependencies. These two dependencies are 

defined below. Both definitions assume the existence of two extended transactions 

ti and tj and a finite history H, which contains all the events pertaining to ti and 

tj. 

1. Commit Dependency (tj C1J ti): if both transactions ti and tj commit 

then the commitment of ti precedes the commitment of tj i.e., 

(Commit tj E H) :::} (Committi E H) :::} (Committi ~ Committj ) 

2. Abort Dependency (tj A1J ti): if ti aborts then tj aborts i.e., 

(Abortti E H) :::} (Aborttj E H) 

In traditional transaction models, such dependencies arise because of conflicts be

tween operations (e.g., reads and writes, writes and writes). In the case of sensor 

data such conflicts are interpreted differently. Consider the following case. Let t 

be a QT, with operations p (= GET(X)) and q (= GET(Y)) where X and Yare 
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sensor reported attributes. The correct execution of t will fulfill the following two 

properties: 

1. The reported values of X and Y should have occurred together in the system, 

i.e., they must have been reported by the same SRT. 

2. The reported values must be the most recent ones available. 

Property 1 defines the coherency criterion while property 2 defines the recency 

criterion. To preserve coherency (i.e., to satisfy property 1) we use the notion 

of database snapshots [4]. Correspondingly, we define a new dependency between 

concurrently executing transactions that we call snapshot dependency. 

Definition: Consider two transactions tj and tj that access object 1(. Consider 

two events €j and €j, such that €j = pt;[1(] and €j = qtj[1(]. tj is said to be snapshot 

dependent on tj, denoted by (tj SV tj) iff 

dv 
€j --+ €j 

The above definition says that a snapshot dependency exists between two trans-

actions manipulating an object, if they invoke events that access the same data 

item, one event writes and the other event reads, and the write event is directly 

visible to the read event. 
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Example: Consider three transactions ti, tj, tm that access an object J(, with 

sensor reported attributes X, Y, Z, P, Q. Assume ti is a SRT, while tj, tm are 

QTs. Let 

ti - SET(X), SET(Y), SET(Z), SET(P), SET(Q) 

tj - GET(X), GET(P) 

tm - GET(Y),GET(Q) 

Assume the following interleaved execution subhistory, which is basically a pro

jection of HK (in the following expression we use the shorthand Pi(X) to mean 

operation P is invoked by transaction i (Le., ti) on attribute X): 

SETi(X), GETj(X), GETm(Y), ...... 

In the above sequence, the result of SE1i(X) is directly visible to GETj(X)j thus 

tj becomes snapshot dependent on ti. However, since the value of Y was not set 

by ti, before tm reads Y (through GETm(Y)), tm is not snapshot dependent on ti. 

3.1.5 Enforcement of Sensor Data Consistency 

Having defined snapshot dependency in section 3.1.4 we now present the notion 

of snapshot consistency, which will form the basis of enforcing of the correct be

havior of sensor data. Intuitively, the notion of snapshot consistency is simple: 
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all transactions that access rapidly changing data items (i.e., the sensor values) 

should see a snapshot of the system, i.e., if a transaction wishes to read data items 

X and Y, the values that it gets should have occurred together in the real system. 

Also, since sensor data is exclusively accessed by SRTs and QTs, we need to ensure 

correctness in the concurrent execution of SRTs and QTs. 

Definition: Consider a set of transactions T = {tit is a SRT or QT}. The con

current execution of T is correct if it does not lead to the violation of snapshot 

consistency with respect to the database state, and the recency criterion is satisfied 

with respect to any QT that is a member of T. 

Basically, the above definition means that 

1. The system should offer a snapshot consistent view (i.e., SRTs should leave the 

database snapshot consistent and QTs should return snapshot consistent values). 

2. QTs should satisfy the recency criterion. 

The usual way of ensuring consistency in databases, is to ensure that each operation 

has a "proper" view of the system, i.e., controlling visibility is a key issue. We will 

also approach the problem in a similar manner. The problem of visibility will be 

addressed using the view notion defined in section 3.1.3 where the view of an event 

is formally specified as a projection of the current history of an object: 

Below we derive the views of SRTs and QTs. 
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View for SRTs: The view of SRTs is conceptually very simple to derive. As 

mentioned before, SRT events do not conflict with each other as they never access 

the same object. Also SRTs are "blind writes". Thus the view of SRT events is 

the entire current history, as there is no conflict of an SRT event with any other 

event, i.e., 

where the event f was invoked by a SRT. 

View for QTs: Derivation of the view for QT events is more challenging than 

SRT events. Intuitively, it is easy to see that what we want to control is the ability 

of QTs to see the effects of concurrently execution transactions. It is generally 

accepted (see e.g., [18]) that there are two kinds of effects of operations on data 

items: 

• Immediate Effect: The effects of operations are immediately visible. In 

this case the entire current history is visible to an event, i.e . 

• Deferred Effect: The effects of operations are visible in a delayed fashion, 

e.g., after invoking transactions have committed, i.e., 
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However, the two schemes stated above appear to be either too restrictive (i.e., 

recency is violated) or in violation of snapshot consistency. This is shown in the 

two examples below. 

Immediate Effect Example: Consider a SRT tt and a QT t2 that access an 

object K. Let: 

tt - SET(ibm_bid) , SET(ibm-ILsk) , .. 

t2 - GET(ibm_bid) , GET(ibm1Lsk), .. 

Assume the following subhistory from H!f and shown in Figure 3.1: 

G ETC ibmlJid) , S ETC ibm.hid), S ETC ibm-ILsk) , G ETC ibm-ILsk), comt2' .. , comlI 

In this case, assuming visibility through immediate effect, snapshot consistency 

is violated as GET(ibm_bid) and GET(ibm_ask) return values from two different 

snapshots, as the SET(ibm-hid) operation comes after the GET(ibm-hid) opera

tion, while GET(ibm_ask) returns values set by SET(ibm1Lsk). 

Deferred Effect Example: Consider tt and t2 from the previous example. Fur

ther consider the following subhistory and shown in Figure 3.2: 

S ETC ibm.hid) , G ETC ibmlJid) , S ETC ibm-ILsk) , G ETC ibmask), committ2 , ... , committ1 

Assuming visibility through deferred effect (transactions need to commit to make 

their effects visible), the recency criterion is violated. This is so as the events 
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New snapshot 

Old snapshot 

Figure 3.1: Immediate Effect Example 

New Snapshot 

Set(X) SeI(Y) 

Old Snapshot (Retrievps old valuPS) 

Figure 3.2: Deferred Effect Example 

invoked by t2 are unable to see the effects of events invoked by tt and thus return 

non-recent values. Our goal is to stipulate a visibility mechanism, that is flexible 

(e.g., both the schedules above would be correct schedules under the mechanism) 

and takes the particular characteristics of non-sensor data under consideration. 

In other words we want to derive a "good" predicate 'P. Keeping this in mind 

we introduce the notion of quasi immediate visibility (QIV), a scheme where the 

effects of events are visible in a dynamic fashion. 
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Definition: Quasi Immediate Visibility (QIV) is a dynamic visibility scheme for 

events that access sensor data. In QIV, the following two rules govern the ability 

of events to see the states of data items they access 

1. If an event is the first event invoked by a transaction, it has immediate 

visibility (Le., the entire H:f is visible to the event). Please note that the 

first transaction establishes a snapshot dependency with another transaction. 

2. If an event is not the first event invoked by a transaction, visibility is re-

stricted to events (E H:f) invoked by the transaction with which a snapshot 

dependency has been established by earlier events. 

We are now in a position to formally specify the above definition in terms of the 

visibility of an event Pti [K] 

{ 

{pdK] I pti[K] E Htf}(i.e., immed. ef feet) 
V K -( -

{Ptj [K] I (ti SV tj)} 

if (qdJ(] ¢ Htf) A (q <ti p) 

otherwise 

Both expressions above express the visibility of an event f invoked by a transaction 

ti. The first expression formalizes the case where f in the first event invoked by 

ti. This is tested by checking whether any other event invoked by ti is recorded in 

the history when f is invoked. If there are no such events then f is the first event 

invoked by ti and its visibility is immediate, Le., the entire current history. Note 

that when f returns a value, a snapshot dependency is established with a different 

transaction (i.e., the transaction that wrote the value that f returned). The second 

_._-_.-- ------------------
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condition gives the visibility of € when it is not the first event invoked by ti. In that 

case, its visibility is restricted to those events that were invoked by the transaction 

with which a snapshot dependency was established by the first event. 

Theorem 1 Application of QIV guarantees that QTs cannot return snapshot in

consistent results 

Proof: We will prove the above assertion by considering two cases: 

Case 1: Consider the case where the event Pti [K] is the first event invoked by QT 

ti. In this case, since there are no events in ti that precede pdK], the question of 

violation of snapshot consistency does not arise. 

Case 2: Consider the case where the event Pti [K] is not the first event invoked by 

tj. In that case, there exists an event qdK] (E Htf) that is the first event invoked 

by tj. Also, through the event qdK] a snapshot dependency has been established, 

as qdK] returned a value set by some other transaction, say, tj. Thus, (tj SV 

t j). By definition then, the view of pdI(] is restricted to contain only the events 

in tj. Thus, pt;[K] can only return a value set by events in tj. Thus a snapshot 

inconsistent value can never be returned. 0 

One important fact to note was that the above theorem stated that QIVs eliminate 

snapshot inconsistency. It did not state that QIVs enforce (i.e. preserve) snapshot 

consistency - that is because if a SRT aborts before any snapshot dependent QT 

has committed it is not possible for such QTs to return any value, as the transaction 
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they depend upon has aborted. In section 3.1.5 we provide formal criteria to enforce 

snapshot consistency. 

The Correctness Theorem 

Theorem 2 Sensor data consistency is preserved iff 

1. SRT action is atomic, 

2. QIV is enforced for QTs, and 

Proof: Condition 1 ensures that SRTs cannot partially commit (i.e., atomic ac

tion), thus making sure that SRT action, which reports state to the database, 

preserves consistency in sensor data. Conditions 2 and 3 together makes sure that 

QTs, when executing concurrently with SRTs preserve database consistency. Con

dition 2, as proved in theorem 1, ensures QTs have a consistent view of sensor 

data. Condition 3 states that an uncommitted QT must abort, if any transac

tion on which it is snapshot dependent aborts. By definition, a QT may only be 

snapshot dependent on SRTs. Thus, condition 3 states that if a SRT aborts, all 

uncommitted QTs that are snapshot dependent on it must also abort. Why this is 

necessary is proved by the following example: Consider a SRT ti, and QTs tj, t" 



(that all access object K) such that 

ti - SET(X), SET(Y), SET(Z) 

tj - GET(X), GET(Y) 

tk - GET(Y), GET(Z) 
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We will use the expression Pi to denote the event invoked by transaction ti through 

operation p. Now consider the following execution sequence: 

Clearly, in the above schedule, both tj and tk are snapshot dependent on ti. When 

ti aborts, tk is uncommitted and still waiting to perform the GET(Z) operation. 

However, it can never perform that operation in a snapshot consistent way, as ti's 

effect will be undone (to satisfy condition 1). Thus, tk must abort. 0 

3.1.6 PCSD: A Protocol for Maintaining Consistency of 

Sensor Data 

In this section we present PCSD, a protocol for maintaining sensor data consis

tency. PCSD is characterized by two properties: 

• It is a multi version protocol, i.e., it assumes that sensor data is versioned, 

and creates a new version of the data item when it is updated. 
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• It is a timestamped protocol, Le., timestamps are used to identify transaction 

order 

Multiversion timestamped protocols (MTP) have been discussed in the literature, 

[58] and our protocol is a modification of the conventional one. The traditional 

MTPs strive to ensure serializability, whereas our goal is to ensure snapshot con

sistency by implementing QIV. We show that this can be done by augmenting 

and modifying the original MTP in [58] and major architectural changes are not 

required. 

PCSD is a history based protocol, i.e., it makes decisions based on the state of 

object versions as stipulated in the object histories, defined in section 3.1.3. We 

now formally characterize histories and their contents. The history of an object K, 

denoted by HK, is a record of all the events affecting ]( and indicates the partial 

order in which these events occur. These records are of two types, depending upon 

the type of event (Le., significant or operational): 

1. Significant Event Records: These records are of the form < start, ti >, 

< commit, ti > or < abort, ti > indicating the initiation and the successful 

completion or failure of ti. 

2. Operational Event Records: These are records of operational events is

sued by transactions accessing K. These records are 4-tuples of the form 

< issuing-transaction, data-item, event-type, return-version >, where 
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issuing-transaction denotes the transaction that invoked the event, data-item 

denotes the item accessed by the event, event-type indicates whether it was 

a GET or SET event and version-returned denotes the version of the data 

item returned by the event (a new version in case of a SET and a old ver

sion in case of a GET). Thus a record < ti, X, GET, k > denotes the fact 

that it records a GET(X) event invoked by transaction ti, which returned 

the value of the kth version of data item X (Le., Xk). Similarly, a record 

< ti, X, SET, k > denotes that ti issued a SET(X) operation which created 

Xk. 

PCSD also assumes that several versions Xl, X 2 , ... ,Xk of each data item X are 

kept by the system. With regard to each version, the value of the version Xi and 

the following timestamp is retained: 

• WTS(Xi): The write timestamp of Xi; this is the timestamp of the transac

tion that wrote the value of version Xi. 

We denote the timestamp of transaction ti by TS(ti). 

To ensure snapshot consistency, we postulate the following two rules to control 

the reading and writing of data items: 

1. If transaction ti issues a SET(X) operation, and version k of X has the 

greatest WTS(Xk) value of all versions of X, then abort and roll back trans

actions if WTS(Xk) > TS(ti)' Otherwise, create new version Xk+1 of X and 
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2. If transaction ti issues a GET(X) operation, then: 

(a) Case 1: If the issued GET(X) is the first operation, i.e., it is the 

first event invoked by ti, find the version k of X that has the great

est WT S(Xk) value of all versions of X from the history (immediate 

visibilitY)j return the value of Xk to transaction ti. 

(b) Case 2: If the issued G ET( X) is not the first operation, i.e., it is not the 

first event invoked by ti, then find version k of the data item accessed 

by the first GET issued by ti (say GET(Y))j then find version 1 of X 

such that WTS(XI) = WTS(Yk)j return the value of Xl to ti. 

Rule 1 stipulates the concurrency of SRTs (as only SRTs may write). It says 

that ti is aborted and rolled back if it is attempting to write a new version of X, 

when some other transaction tj with higher timestamp (i.e., TS(tj) > TS(ti)) has 

already written a version of X. The rationale behind this is that ti no longer offers 

a recent view of the system and thus does not need to proceed. Since we assume 

immediate visibility for SRTs, it can be seen that if ti may abort even though tj 

may not have committed yet, as the partial results of tj are visible to ti. 

Rule 2 stipulates the concurrency of QTs (as only QTs may read sensor data). 

Basically, this part of the PCSD protocol implements QIV, thereby ensuring snap

shot consistency ( as proved in theorem 1). Two cases are considered. 
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• In case 1, the issued GET(X) operation is the first one issued by ti. This is 

established by examining H k to see if any operational event record pertaining 

to ti already exists. If there are no records of events invoked by til then the 

current GET(X) is the first invoked operation. In this case, the version k 

of X (i.e., Xk) returned, is the most recent version. This is achieved using 

the history HK and WTS(Xk). The "most recent" criteria is established by 

choosing Xk such that it has the greatest write time stamp of all versions of 

X. The "committed" criteria is determined by making sure that the trans

action that wrote X k has committed. This is accomplished by examining 

the history and establishing that a < commit, tj > record exists where tj 

was the transaction that wrote Xk. Note that now a snapshot dependency 

is established between ti and tj . 

• In case 2, the issued GET(X) operation is not the first one issued by ti. 

In this case however, a snapshot dependency has already been established 

by the first GET operation issued by ti as explained in the previous item. 

Assume that the first operation issued was GET(Y). Further assume that 

in response to that operation Yk was returned. Thus, the current GET(X) 

operation returns a version 1 such that WT S(Xl) = WT S(Yk). In other 

words, the values of Xl and lk are snapshot consistent. 
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Discussion 

PCSD has the desirable property that a read request never fails and is never 

made to wait. Since monitoring is an important function, this advantage is of 

significant practical significance. This advantage however, is in common with most 

timestamped protocols and is not an inherent advantage of our design. 

A major difference between PCSD and conventional timestamping mechanisms, 

is that PCSD does not keep track of read time stamps. This was motivated by 

the fact that there is no temporal relationship between SRTs and QTs, i.e., all we 

are interested in doing is recording sensor information rapidly when a SRT arrives 

and reporting the most recent coherent value in response to a QT. The absence of 

the read time stamp offers some significant advantages 

1. Most timestamped schemes suffer from the disadvantage that the reading of a 

data item also requires the updating of the read-timestamp, potentially requiring 

two disk accesses rather than one. PCSD however, does not have this disadvantage 

as it does not require versions of data items to maintain read timestamps. This is 

expected to provide major efficiency improvements over conventional multi version 

timestamping protocols. This expectation is realized in practice, as reported in 

section 5.1. 

2. In timestamping protocols enforcing serializability, when executing a write(X) 

operation issued by ti, the protocol gets the version i of X that has greatest 
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write timestamp, and checks whether TS(ti) < read-.TS(Xi), [41], i.e., whether a 

transaction with a higher timestamp than ti has read Xi. If that is the case, then 

ti must abort. However, this step need not be performed as there is no temporal 

correlation between SRTs (which write) and Qts (which read). As a matter of fact, 

in this model it is not possible for a QT to read a data item written by a SRT with 

a lower timestamp, as is clear from rule 2. Not having to perform this check has a 

relaxing effect on this protocol, which has two advantages: 

1. Less computation leading to better response-time. 

2. Greater potential throughput, as lesser number of transactions will abort. 

Finally, we need to justify the choice of a timestamping scheme for PCSD over a 

lock based scheme. One of the major drawbacks of timestamp based protocols over 

lock based ones is that conHicts between transactions are resolved through rollbacks 

rather than waits [41]. This may turn out to be expensive. However, the above fact 

turns out to be an advantage rather than a drawback. In traditional application 

areas such as banking, a write operation is sacrosanct, i.e., if a transaction fails 

and has to be rolled back it is usually restarted with a newer timestamp (e.g., 

a deposit or a withdrawal from ones account). In PCSD, however, SRTs, which 

issue write transactions, are reporting states of the environment at high frequency. 

Thus, even if a SRT aborts and is rolled back, it is not restarted, as new SRTs with 

more recent states soon arrive. In fact, a non-blocking protocol is desirable in this 
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case as there is no point in making a SRT wait - an old SRT is always superseded 

by a newer SRT. 

Performance Evaluation 

PCSD performance is evaluated by means of simulation in single-site database 

system. This performance evaluation is discussed in Section 5.1. 

3.2 Real-time Transaction Scheduling 

Having discussed the correctness criteria for sensor data, we now develop an 

efficient real-time transaction scheduling algorithm that takes advantage of the 

"canned" transaction assumption. Priority based transaction scheduling has been 

shown to perform significantly better than non-priority based scheduling, such as, 

first-come-first-served (FCFS) [1, 3]. In the context of priority based transaction 

scheduling in RTDBS, most performance studies have adopted the Earliest Dead

line (ED) principle for priority assignment [47, 2, 30, 36]. The ED policy is shown 

to minimize number of missed transactions in lightly to moderately loaded systems 

(i.e., underloaded systems2) [3]. However, under overload conditions, transactions 

gain high priority under ED policy only when they are close to their deadlines and 

thus may not have enough time to complete. In fact, as commented upon in [72], 

2 A system is underloaded if there exists a schedule that will meet the deadline of every task 

and overloaded otherwise [40]. 
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executing transactions very close to their deadlines can create a vicious cycle in 

such a way that transactions relatively farther from their deadlines get delayed, 

and consequently, may also fail to satisfy their time constraints. This issue has 

been researched extensively in [50] where the authors show that ED discriminates 

gainst longer transactions. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, most real-time application domains are characterized 

by rapidly changing environment state that may result in overload conditions. For 

such systems, ED does not appear to be ideal because of its discriminatory, or 

unfair tendencies. Haritsa et. al in [50] proposed Adaptive Earliest Deadline in 

order to control the number of transactions that can become active to reduce 

overload effect. AED performed significantly better than ED; however, AED still 

favored a particular class of transactions. In [50], an Adaptive Earliest Virtual 

Deadline (AEVD) policy was proposed which was shown to have substantially 

higher performance and fair to all classes of transactions than ED and AED. The 

results of AEVD performance reported in [50] establish it as the predominant 

overload management mechanism in the literature. However, the authors make 

the assumption that transaction size is correlated to its time constraint which may 

not be completely valid in certain circumstances (i.e., long transactions may have 

short deadlines and short transactions may have long deadlines). Also, as we show 

in Section 3.2.2, the performance of AEVD appears to be highly dependent upon 

some model parameters. However, it may be quite difficult to ascertain the optimal 
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values of these parameters in practice. 

This chapter introduces a dynamic priority assignment policy, called Adaptive 

Access Parameter (AAP), that considers the arrival times and time constraints of 

transactions, makes no a priori assumptions about correlations between transaction 

sizes and time constraints and does not contain parameters that influence the 

performance of the model. AAP takes advantage of the "canned transaction" 

assumption in RTDBS and is shown to have substantially higher performance 

than AEVD under overload conditions. 

3.2.1 Limitations of AEVD 

3.2.2 Overview of AEVD Algorithm 

In AEVD, all transactions that are currently active are divided into a "hit" group 

and a "miss" group. The capacity of the "hit" group is HITCapacity. Upon 

arrival, each transaction is randomly assigned a unique key h and is then in

serted into a key-ordered list of transactions where its position, POST, is noted. 

If POST < H ITcapacity, the new transaction is assigned to the "hit" group; 

otherwise it is assigned to the "miss" group. There is an algorithm parameter 

HITbatch. After HITbatch transactions leave the "hit" group, the miss ratio is 

noted and HITCapacity is dynamically adjusted such that the miss ratio of the 

"hit" group is less than 5%. Inside the "hit" group an earliest virtual deadline 
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(EVD) policy (described below) is used to assign priorities while inside the "miss" 

group a random priority policy is used. All transactions in the "hit" group have 

higher priority than any transaction in the "miss" group. 

The AEVD policy uses a sequence of virtual deadlines to control the pace 

at which a transaction progresses towards its deadline. Each time a transaction 

requests one of the system resources, its current virtual deadline is tested, and, if 

it has expired, a new virtual deadline is assigned in the following fashion: 

VT = (DT - Clock) X PFT + Clock (3.1) 

where 

• Clock is the current clock valuej 

• VT is the virtual deadline for transaction Tj 

• DT is the deadline for transaction Tj and 

• P FT is the pace factor such that 0.0 < P FT < 1.0 

The pace factor notion is key to AEVD and controls the way a transaction proceeds 

towards its deadline. AEVD assigns a pace factor to each transaction as soon as it 

arrives at the system and it remains fixed throughout its lifetime. It is dependent 

upon the initial time constraint (i.e., DT - AT, where AT is the transaction arrival 

time) of the transaction and is computed as 

( ) ( 
Cma:c - CT ) 2 

P FT = Q + 1 - Q X C _ C . 
ma:c mIn 

(3.2) 
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where 

• Q is a control variable; 

• C max and Cmin are the maximum and minimum time constraints respectively, 

of the last 2 x HITbatch transactions. 

Limitations 

There are two issues regarding AEVD that need to be considered: (a) Correla-

tion Between Transaction Size and Time Constraint; and (b) Dependency on the 

parameter HITbatch. 

Correlation Between Transaction Size and Time Constraint 

The key idea in AEVD is the notion of pace factor (PFT)' The pace factor un-

derscores the adaptive nature of the algorithm by controlling the pace at which 

transactions progress towards completion. This is achieved by monitoring system 

performance and dynamically adjusting the value of Q. However, if one looks care-

fully at the expression for P FT given in equation 3.2, it is clear that the authors 

assume that a transaction's time constraint is an indicator of its size3• This is 

clear from the subexpression cCmg;rcC~ , which is nothing but an interpolation of 
maz- min 

the current transaction's time constraint based on the largest and smallest trans-

3Transaction size is the number of pages accessed by the transaction from disk 
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actions so far. Below we show with an example how this might lead to problems: 

Example: Consider two transactions Tl and T2. Let BTl and BT2 denote the sizes 

of transactions Tl and T2 respectively. Let GTI and GT2 denote the initial time 

constraints of transactions Tl and T2 respectively. Further assume that BTl > BT2 

and GT2 > GTI' Basically this says that Tl is a longer transaction than T2, but 

with a earlier deadline. Intuitively, we can see that Tl should advance faster than 

T2 as it is longer, and moreover, needs to finish earlier. However, substituting the 

values in equation 3.2, it turns out that AEVD would award Tl a pace factor larger 

than that of T2 , i.e., P FTI > P FT2' Substituting these pace factors in equation 3.1, 

it is seen that Tl would' be assigned a larger virtual deadline than T2. This would 

actually accelerate T2 's progress in relation to T1's, which should not be the case. 

Dependency on the HITbatch parameter 

We performed experiments regarding the performance of AEVD under different 

parameter settings. These experiments show a significant dependence of AEVD 

performance on the value of the HITbatch parameter. The results are shown in 

Figures 3.3A and 3.3B. 

To measure the performance, the same measures used in [50], namely the Nor

malized Miss Ratio (NMR) and Bias Factor (BF), discussed in Chapter 4 are used. 

NMR is a measure of the number of transactions that missed their deadlines, while 

BF measures the degree of discrimination of the algorithm towards transactions 
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of different classes (i.e. , sizes). In particular, a positive BF indicates a bias to-

wards shorter transactions (i.e. , longer transactions have higher miss ratios), and 

a negative BF indicates a bias towards longer transactions. 

Consider Figures 3.3A and 3.3B. Both these figures consider a case when the 

arrival rates of transactions were set to 75 transactions/sec. Figure 3.3A plots 

normalized miss ratios against varying HITbatch parameters for AEVD keeping 

everything else constant while Figure 3.3B shows the effect of HITbatch on bias 

factor. 
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Figure 3.3: Effect of HITbatch on Normalized Miss Ratios and Bias Factors 

It is clear from these figures that the performance of AEVD in non-trivially 

dependent on the choice of HITbatch. This is particularly true in the case of 

NMR, where choice of HITbatch can make a difference of nearly 10% in the value 
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of NMR. Although the variation in BF is not that significant, it is noteworthy that 

increasing HITbatch has a positive effect on NMR and a negative one on BF. 

We offer the following explanation for the different NMRs obtained at different 

parameter settings: the most important impact of HITbatch, is in computing the 

capacity of the hit group, i.e., the HITCapacity parameter. Basically, after every 

HITbatch transactions leave the hit group, the capacity is adjusted such that the 

miss ratio of the hit group tends towards 5%. More specifically, if M issRatio > .05, 

the capacity is decreased, otherwise it is increased. Now, a fundamental assumption 

here is that, when the aforementioned condition is checked, somewhat of a "steady

state" condition has been reached since the last evaluation of the condition. For 

instance, assume HITbatch is some number N. Further assume that the miss ratio 

condition is checked at some point to. The next checking will take place at iN, 

assuming N transactions have left the hit group in the interval [to, iN]' Now, the 

fundamental assumption at this checkpoint, is that the miss ratio in the interval 

[to, tN], is indicative of overall system behavior. Clearly, therefore, this assumption 

is more valid for larger interval sizes than for smaller interval sizes. Thus larger N s 

give better results. However, in extreme cases, when N is very large, the degree of 

adaptiveness decreases (as HITCapacity becomes nearly independent of HITbatch) , 

which defeats the basic purpose of AEVD. 

Because of this dependency, it is necessary to have a priori selection of the 

HITbatch parameter that will yield "good" if not "optimal" results. Such a choice 
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appears to be a difficult one to make in the context of AEVD. Also, it is not clear 

whether transaction characteristics themselves have any impact on the choice of 

HITbatch. In other words, if a HITbatch of N is found appropriate for one scenario, 

is the same number appropriate for other scenarios as well? We revisit this issue 

again in section 5.2.4 where we show certain surprising results obtained by varying 

HITbatch. 

3.2.3 Adaptive Access Parameter 

The Adaptive Access Parameter (AAP) algorithm is designed for multi class work

loads, where classes C:tre differentiated by their mean sizes, and, workloads are 

generic, i.e., no correlation is assumed between time constraints of transactions 

and their size. In AAP we adopt the basic philosophy of AEVD that a transac

tion should be closely monitored as it progresses towards its deadline. In AAP we 

also make the "canned transaction" assumption of real-time workloads, described 

below. 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we use DT, AT, CT = DT - AT, PT, 

RST and W ST to denote the deadline, arrival time, time constraint, priority, read

set and write-set of transaction T, respectively. Priority assignments are such that 

smaller PT values reflect higher priority. Table 3.1 summarizes these notations, 

together with certain additional terminology to be used later. The basic principle 

of AAP is as follows: we estimate the size of a transaction using its read and 
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I Notation I Description 

AT Arrival Time of transaction T 

DT Deadline for Transaction T 

CT Time Contraint of transaction T = DT - AT 

PT Priority of transaction T 

RST Read Set of transaction T 

WST Write Set of transaction T 

SizeT Size of transaction T (number of page accesses from disk) 

SRT Slack Ratio of transaction T 

APT Access parameter of transaction T 

DAPRT Deadline Access Parameter Ratio for transaction T 

Table 3.1: Notations used 

write sets. This is known as the access parameter (AP) of the transaction. Based 

on AP and deadline of the transaction a value called Deadline Access Parameter 

Ratio (DAPR) is computed which indicates how large the time constraint of a 

transaction is, in relation to its size. Thus, a transaction with a lower DAPR has 

a tighter time constraint (in relation to its size) than a transaction with a higher 

DAPR. Based on this logic, transactions with lower DAPRs are awarded higher 

priority than transactions with higher DAPRs. During execution time, each time 

a transaction fetches a page from disk (i.e., has a page fault), its AP is reduced and 
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DAPR recomputed. The transactions are then reprioritized based on the changed 

values. This adaptive nature of DAPR achieves the goal of monitoring transaction 

progress and ensuring a time-cognizant progression towards completion. The key 

notions in AAP are AP and DAPR. The remainder of this section is devoted to a 

detailed exploration of these notions. 

Access Parameter 

The access parameter (AP) of a transaction denotes, at a specific instant, an 

estimate of its unprocessed content. Thus its initial AP is a measure of its size. 

On the arrival of a transaction into the system, its AP is computed based on its 

read and write sets and is revised each time the transaction accesses a page from 

disk. Thus, the key activity is the initial computation of AP. For a transaction T 

the initial AP computation is done in the following fashion: 

APT = a X BeET + (1 - a) X we ET (3.3) 

where 

• a is a dynamic control variable, such that 0.0 :5 a :5 1.0 

• BeET is the best-case-estimate of the transaction size in terms of pages it 

needs to access from disk 

• weET is the worst-case-estimate of the transaction size in terms of pages it 

needs to access from disk 
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The notions of best and worst case estimates arise because we do not know how 

the data items are located on pages on disk. Thus based on RST and W ST, it 

is not possible to predict accurately the number of pages the transaction needs 

to access from disk. In the worst case, each data item request translates into a 

disk access, i.e., WCET = IRST U WSTI. The best case estimate is a little more 

complicated. We compute BC ET as follows: we consider all the active transactions 

in the system and the data items they have accessed so far. Let this set of data 

items be denoted as CurrAccessed. Let CurrAccessedn(RSTUWST) = (3. Then, 

in the best case, (3 denotes the set of data items required by T that are already in 

memory. Thus the most number of page accesses that T would need to make is 

BCET = (IRSTuWSTI) -1(31. It is clear from equation 3.3 that APT is a weighted 

average of the best and worst cases. 

The AAP algorithm uses a feedback mechanism to monitor the quality of the 

estimate and, based on the results of this feedback, adjusts the value of a accord

ingly (we initialized a to 0.5 at system startup). The feedback is in the form of a 

linear correlation between our initial size estimate and the true size of a transac

tion, which we get by tracking how many pages the transaction actually accessed 

during its execution. This is achieved by performing a linear regression between 

the APT and the true size values. A negative slope indicates underestimation on 

our part and a positive slope indicates overestimation of the true size. Thus, if 

our feedback mechanism indicates underestimation, we need to give more weight 
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with this is that in cases of gross underestimation, APT becomes 0, which causes 

a problem in our DAPR calculation, as the AP value appears in the denominator. 

We handle this case, by setting APTinit (the initial AP estimate) to its worst case 

estimate i.e., W C ET and recomputing APTcurr (the current AP estimate), if APTcurr 

ever becomes 0 for transaction T. Note that with this recomputation, AP can never 

reach 0 before completion of the t.ransaction. 

Along with recomputation of AP, we also check if it is likely that the transaction 

will successfully complete. This is done as follows: for each page access by a 

transaction, we check if the condition, given by equation 3.4 below, is true. 

{ 

(BCET - (APTinit - APTcurr )) X ProcT 
(DT-Clock) ::; 

if BeET> APTinit - APTcurr 

(APTinit - APTcurr ) X ProcT otherwise 

(3.4) 

where 

• DT and Clock are the deadline of T and the current time respectively; 

• APT;nit and APTcurr are the initial and current AP values of T respectively; 

• BCET is the best case size estimate of T, described in section 3.2.3; and 

• ProcT = CPUTime + DiskTime, where CPUTime and DiskTime are the 

CPU and disk processing time per data page respectively. These are simu-

lation parameters described below in section 5.2.1. Thus ProcT denotes the 

total processing time per data page. 
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Basically, this condition ascertains whether a transaction can complete within its 

deadline, even if it were the only transaction in the system. The left hand side of 

equation 3.4 is the amount of time left before the deadline of T expires, while the 

right hand side is the least amount of time T needs to finish execution, assuming it 

executes without interference. If this condition is satisfied, we allow T to continue, 

otherwise, it is aborted. 

Hit and Miss Groups in AEVD versus AAP 

The choice of the hit and miss groups in AEVD seems somewhat arbitrary (ran

domly placing in either group). In AAP therefore, we use the condition in equa

tion 3.4 to prevent the system from wasting effort, i.e., when we expect that a 

transaction cannot complete within its deadline, the transaction is aborted. There

fore, in AAP the Miss group transactions are based on a logical separation rather 

than a random one. 

Performance Evaluation of AAP 

The performance of AAP is evaluated through simulation studies in a real-time 

database setting. The resource and workflow models and performance analysis are 

discussed in Section 5.2 
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3.3 Proposed Concurrency Control 

In this section an extension of optimistic concurrency control to adapt to active4 

and real-time transaction processing is proposed. Active and real-time transactions 

generate additional work dynamically by triggering other (sub )transactions with 

time deadline. The issue of integrating scheduling and concurrency control algo

rithms for active and real-time transactions has not been studied much. It is not 

clear whether transaction scheduling and concurrency control mechanisms geared 

towards real-time transactions even work well for active and real-time transactions. 

Further, most real-time transaction processing schemes proposed in the literature 

are priority driven (except of OCCTI), and hence, the issue of priority assignment 

for transactions and their triggered transactions is very important. In [56] the is

sue of assigning priorities to firm deadline transactions under active and real-time 

specifications has been discussed with some success. In this chapter, the problems 

of priority assignment, transaction scheduling and concurrency control for active 

and real-time transactions under the assumption of canned transactions and firm 

deadline are addressed. 

4 Active transactions mean both currently executing transactions and transactions that can 

trigger other transactions. To avoid confusion active in italics imply transactions that trigger 

other transactions 
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3.3.1 Why OCC? 

The acc schemes seem to adapt naturally to real-time transaction processing since 

these schemes provide flexibility to schedule and commit, if needed, high priority 

transaction before low priority transactions [72]. In a number of studies, it has 

been shown that DCC schemes, where the serialization order is based on comple

tion times, perform better than 2PL or time-stamp based algorithms [38, 31, 72]. 

In 2PL and time stamping CC algorithms, the serialization order is based on gran

ule access order and the time of arrival respectively. These serialization orders 

severely limit the degree of concurrency and the ability to define favorable alterna

tive serialization orders. Even deadline incognizant acc algorithm outperforms 

deadline cognizant locking algorithm in real-time database environment [31, 45]. 

However, in [38] it is shown that acc may not consistently outperform 2PL scheme 

because of system overhead and implementation issues. The differences in the con

clusion may be attributed to the differences in the experimental setup, especially, 

the number of CPUs. In [38], performance was evaluated on a single processor 

testbed - RT-CARAT. A possible explanation for the performance differences in 

a single CPU may be due to a high degree of parallelism allowed in acc, the 

costs of read and validation lock maintenance5 and that of transaction restarts 

50ee algorithms are implemented using weak read locks and strong validation locks [38]. 

The duration of strong locks is very small and hence do not block conflicting transactions for too 

long 
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are significant compared to the available CPU time. However, in 2PL there is no 

cost of transaction restarts since conflicting transactions are blocked and, there

fore, have a lower resource wastage compared to that in acc algorithms. In a 

multiprocessor environment, however, such costs may be relatively low compared 

to the total CPU time available for transaction processing. Therefore, the results 

in [31] and [38] identify an important element in CC - after all blocking is not bad 

given certain system parameters! In fact, in this chapter we show that selective 

blocking of transactions in acc can dramatically improve the performance. De

spite this contradictory result in [38] and [31], OCC seems a viable candidate [38] 

for real-time databases owing to its: 

• high degree of parallelism, 

• flexibility in handling conflict resolution and serialization order, and 

• ease of integration with CPU scheduling, 

Problems With OPT-WAIT and WAIT-50 

A brief explanation of the problems in aPT-WAIT and WAIT-50 algorithms is pro

vided below. Consider transaction A and B executing concurrently. Transaction 

A reaches validation and is found to conflict with B - WritesetA n ReadsetB =I {}; 

however, WritesetB n ReadsetA = {}. In aCCBC, A commits immediately and 

restarts B. But, if we can delay the commit of transaction A until the commit of 
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transaction B, we need not restart any transaction. The conflict set can be divided 

into two mutually exclusive sets - Conflict High Priority (CHP) and Conflict Low 

Priority (CLP) sets. In OPT-WAIT, if there are any CHP transactions then the 

validating transaction is made to wait. Waiting scheme has shown to perform bet

ter than OCCBC [31]. However, waiting adds new problems: 1) During waiting 

new conflicts can develop and result in more restarts; 2) CLP transactions may be 

restarted at a later point in time, thus decreasing their chances of meeting deadline 

on restart. 

In order to reduce the number of late restarts and new conflicts during waiting, 

in [31] WAIT-50 was proposed. In this algorithm, the waiting period of a validating 

transaction is controlled. If the percentage of CHP transactions in ;::: 50% then 

the validating transaction is made to wait otherwise the conflicting transactions 

are immediately restarted. 

However, in both the methods CLP transactions are restarted at some point in 

time (unless CLP transactions also commit during the wait period). For example, 

transactions tt, t2, and t3 with deadlines 20, 25, and 28 respectively. Assume t2 

reaches validation phase and is found to conflict with the other two transactions 

- tt is in CHP and t2 in CLP. Both OPT-WAIT and WAIT-50 will make tt wait 

for CHP to wait. Later tt reaches validation phase and is found to conflict with 

t2 and, therefore, restarts t2. Therefore, there is no guarantee that a validating 

transaction will commit. 
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The waiting period can also be reduced further by giving preference to trans

actions in CHP in resource scheduling. At the same time, if CLP transactions 

have a deadline farther away, it is advantageous to block such transactions from 

executing. Therefore, an extension of OCC scheme is proposed that will consider 

priority adjustment to reduce waiting and introduce blocking of transactions that 

are expected to be restarted/aborted at a later time. This scheme is adapted for 

active and real-time transactions under overloaded situations. Due to transaction 

triggering, in 2PL transactions can potentially block a large number of transac

tions from accessing the data items for a long periods of time, and, hence 2PL is 

not considered. 

Problems with OCCTI Under Overload 

OCCTI substantially improves performance over OCCBC even without consider

ing transaction deadlines in conflict resolution. However, OCCTI can still have 

problems. A validating transaction induces a backward ordering when it has a 

Write-Read conflict with other executing transactions. These transactions can con

tinue executing and commit if there are no Read-Write conflicts (forward ordering) 

in the future. If forward ordering exists subsequently the transaction restarts. As 

the authors state in [45], if most Write-Read conflicts are followed by Read-Write 

conflicts then the performance gain may be lost. This performance degradation 

may be severe when resource contention dominates data contention (under over-
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load condition). Consider the following example, where transactions ti, during 

validation, induces a backward ordering on tj. Due to resource contention tj may 

wait for a substantial time to receive resources. Subsequently, tj may need to be 

restarted due to forward ordering; however, due to the substantial time lag between 

backward and forward ordering there may not be enough time for tj to complete on 

restarting. In OCCTI, transaction semantics that dictate particular serialization 

order cannot be enforced due to the nature in which timestamps are used which is 

a severe limitation in applications such as financial trading databases. 

In the original OCCTI algorithm, the update of timestamps of data items 

and readjustment of time intervals of conflicting transactions does not actually 

induce backward ordering. This was identified during the implementation in this 

dissertation. The authors agreed that in assigning the timestamp of the validating 

transactions there is an error. 

3.3.2 Problems Under Active Workload 

In active and real-time databases, transactions may trigger other transactions if 

a condition becomes true during its execution. Such transaction triggering may 

proceed to an arbitrary depth. Transaction triggering (or transaction flow) can 

be represented as a transaction tree (see Figure 3.5). Transactions that trigger 

other transactions are called parent or triggering transactions and the triggered 

transactions are called children or triggered transactions. Whether a transaction 
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triggers another transaction(s) will be known only during run-time, and hence we 

will not know a priori the entire workload of a transaction. This type of workload 

is called active workload. 

As discussed in the Chapter 2, OCC methods are shown to perform significantly 

better than pessimistic approaches under real-time environment. However, the 

shortcoming with OCC methods is the wasted work due to transaction restarts. 

A transaction that is close to completion may be restarted. This problem can 

become exacerbated under active workloads. For example, consider transaction 

t 1 initiating a transaction tree T1 (see Figure 3.4). Transaction t 1 triggers other 

transactions ta and tb at time 7 1 • If T1 executes without any new transaction 

coming in, it will complete before the deadline as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Assume 

at time 7 2 transaction t 2 E T2 enters the system. There are two situations that 

affect the performance: 

• Since, t 2 uses resources ( CPU and Disk time) it may push the completion 

time of transaction ta. There may be a possibility that ta becomes tardy 

(See Figure 3.4(b)), in which case, due to commit and abort dependencies, 

all the transactions in the tree have to be aborted. 

• If T2 reaches validation phase first and is found to conflict with transaction t 1 

(write-read conflict) then t 1 and its children (triggered transactions) ta and 

tb need to be aborted _and restarted. On restart there is a possibility that the 
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transaction tree cannot complete within its deadline. 

In the first case, if one could identify such a situation (overload) it is beneficial 

to block t2 from executing. But, it is hard to determine what effect a new transac

tion will have on the completion times of other concurrently executing transactions. 

In the second case, assume that the total work done by Tl far exceeds the work 

done by t2 then it makes sense to abort t2 instead of Tl (or at least differ val

idation of t2 if feasible). In the above example, given the type of conflict, it is 

almost impossible for both Tl and t2 to commit. However, if we knew a priori 

that transaction t 2, in fact, has write-read conflict with tl or if we knew tl had 

triggered two other transactions we could block t2 from executing, thus, avoiding 

the wasted work due to restarts. If t2 has read-write conflict with tl then by ap

propriately defining the serialization order dynamically, we could possibly commit 

both transactions without restarting. 

Thus, a new concurrency control mechanism called OCC-With Blocking (OC

CWB), is proposed. This mechanism will not use locks or timestamps to block 

transactions. However, the a priori knowledge of transactions' read-set and write

set will be used to identify conflicts and selectively block transactions that are 

potentially detrimental to the performance. 
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3.3.3 Terminology 

In order to understand the protocol, we define some of the terminology below and 

is summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. In general, t corresponds to an individual 

transaction, Ti represents a set of transactions in i and Tk represents a transaction 

tree with k as its root node. 

Let a new transaction entering the system, a validating transaction and a trig

gered transaction be denoted by tnew , tval and tact respectively. A set of conflicting 

transactions is denoted by Tcon. Let the read-set and write-set of tnew be denoted 

by RStnew and W Stn .• w respectively and those of Tcon be denoted by RSTeon and 

WSTcon ' OHtc and OHpc represent the overhead to detect transaction classes and 

to define serialization order respectively. The resource savings by avoiding trans

action restarts and savings during transaction validation is denoted by Sres and 

S1Jal respectively. 

The read-write, write-read and write-write conflict sets are called Ta, nand Tc 

respectively. Each conflict set has minimum deadline, maximum deadline, mini

mum priority and maximum priority that are denoted by min(dline), max(dline), 

lowp and highp respectively. In order to differentiate these parameters for each con

flict set either Ta, n or Tc is included in the subscript. For example, min( dlineTo) 

and lowpTo represent the minimum deadline of conflict set Ta and minimum prior

ity of Ta respectively. Somefactor is used in adjusting the priority of transactions 
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and takes a value between 0 and 1 (not inclusive). 

The notations in Table 3.2 are used in the conflict resolution section and are 

self explanatory. 

The above notations are modified to include transaction tree information. A 

superscript for a notation indicates that it is a tree, for example, Ttnew implies that 

t new belongs to a transaction tree as its root node. The following notations related 

to transaction tree is provided in Table 3.3 which are self-explanatory. 

3.3.4 ace with Blocking - aCCWB 

The proposed concurrency control mechanism is an extension of OPTWAIT6 and 

involves pre-analysis and selective blocking of transactions that are very likely to 

be restarted if allowed to execute. OCCWB is proposed for "canned" transactions 

with firm deadlines. The assumption of "canned" transactions seem confusing un

der active nature of transactions. In later sections, it is shown that such assump

tion is valid even for active transactions because data accesses until each decision 

point (point where other transactions are triggered) in the tree will be known. 

We do not assume a priori knowledge of whether a transaction will trigger other 

transaction(s)j however, if a transaction is triggered then data accesses of those 

triggered transactions are assumed to be known. Further, it is assumed that trig

gered transactions are abort and commit dependent on their parent transactions 

60CCWB involves priority waiting technique and hence an extension of OPTWAIT 



I Notation 

tnow 

time 

min(dlineT;) 

max( dli neTj) 

IOWPTi 

highpTi 

T/ b 

TC 
1" a 

1'2 
a 

compTl 

mine dlineT2) 
a 

max (compT,') 
b 

max( comPT' ) 
b 

Some factor 

I Meaning 

Time at which tval reaches validation phase 

Current time 

A set of read-write conflicting transactions 

A set of write-read conflicting transactions 

A set of write-write conflicting transactions 

A set of conflicting transactions 

Minimum deadline in Ti where i = a, b, c 

Maximum deadline in Ti where i = a, b, c 

Lowest priority in Ti where i = a, b, c 

Highest priority in Ti where i = a, b, c 

Transactions in Tb not yet committed 

Transactions in Tt for which deadlines> dlineval 

Transactions in Ta waiting for tval to commit 

Transactions in T~ for which deadlines < dlineval 

Completion times of transactions in Tt 

Minimum transaction deadline in T; 
Maximum completion time of transactions in Tt 

Maximum expected completion time of transactions in Tt 

Transactions in Tt for which deadlines < min(dlineT~) 

Factor used to adiust transaction Driorities 

Table 3.2: Notations used in OCCWB Analysis 
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I Notation I Meaning 

A transaction tree in which tk belongs to 

A set of transaction trees of transactions in Ti 

where can be a, b, or c 

tnow Time at which Ttval reaches validation phase 

TT{, Transactions in TTb not yet committed 

TTl Transactions in TT{, for which deadlines> dlineval 

TT~ Transactions in TTa waiting for Ttval to commit 

TT~ Transactions in T~ for which deadlines < dlineval 

comp T' Completion times of transactions in TT{, 
T b 

mine dlineTT~) Minimum transaction deadline in TT~ 

max( comp T') Maximum completion time of transactions in TT{, T b 

max( comp T') Maximum expected completion time of transactions in TT{, 
T b 

TTt Transactions in TT{, for which deadlines < mine dlineTT~) 

Table 3.3: Notations used with transaction trees 
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(see Section 3.3.10). We call this mechanism OCC With Blocking or OCCWB. 

Based on the type of conflicts, two favorable serialization orders are defined [45], 

namely, forward ordering and backward ordering. Unlike in [45], where serializa

tion orders are defined at the time of transaction validation phase, in OCCWB 

serialization orders are defined before execution7• 

• Forward Ordering: If RStnew n W STcon =f. {} then a forward ordering i new ~ 

Tcon is defined. This does not mean that inew must complete before conflicting 

transactions commit because it may be infeasible for transactions to wait due 

to deadline. The order is, rather, a desirable order that is expected to increase 

concurrency and reduce "wasted restart" [45]. 

• Backward Ordering: If W Stnew n RSTcon =f. {} then a backward ordering 

Tcon ~ t new is desirable to avoid "wasted restart". 

We assume no blind writes [41] and any write-write conflict implies both forward 

and backward ordering exists which is a non-serializable schedule. We assume 

every write is preceded by a read operation. 

The proposed concurrency control scheme is an extension of OPTWAIT [31] and 

includes pre-analysis, serialization ordering and priority adjustment. The priority 

assignment is similar to that described in Chapter 3.2 and modified for active 

transactions. The priority adjustment has two components: 1) adjustment due to 

7Th is is possible since we assume canned transactions 
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conflicts, and, 2) adjustment due to transaction blocking. 

• Pre-analysis: Involves pre-analysis of potential conflicts for every incom

ing transaction using the notion of "transaction classes" discussed in [11]. 

New transactions are selectively blocked based on the deadline, priority, and 

transaction tree levels of the transactions in tcon. 

• Serialization ordering: For every new transaction allowed to execute and 

tcon -# {}, either a backward or forward serialization order is defined with 

every transaction in tcon as discussed previously. 

• Priority Adjustment: Priority of a transaction is adjusted based on two 

types of information: priorities of transactions in the backward ordering; and 

number of transactions blocked by the executing transaction. 

1. Conflict Priority Adjustment: When a backward ordering is defined 

for any conflicting transaction of tnew , it is expected that the conflicting 

transaction commits before tnew commits. Therefore, the priorities of 

transactions in the backward ordering are adjusted, if necessary, such 

that these transactions always have higher priority over tnew for CPU 

and disk scheduling. 

2. Blocking Priority Adjustment: If a new transaction is blocked by 

tcon due to potentially detrimental conflicts then this information is 

used to dynamically increase scheduling priorities of the transactions in 
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teon so that these transactions can complete earlier and release blocked 

transactions from blocked status as soon as possible . 

• Priority wait: At the time of validation the transactions in the backward 

ordering are verified and if any transaction in that order has not yet com

mitted or aborted then the validating transaction, tval' is made to wait for a 

maximum time of (deadline - current time). Depending upon the deadline 

of the transactions in the conflict set, it can be split into Conflict Higher 

Priority (CHP) and Conflict Lower Priority (CLP) transactions as in OPT

WAIT. That is, if a conflicting transaction is in the backward ordering and 

has a lower deadline than the conflicting transaction belongs to CHP and 

vIce-versa. 

Analytical Analysis 

Transaction pre-analysis to identify potential conflicts and future wasted work adds 

to the overhead. The types of overhead anticipated are: 1) overhead to detect the 

transaction class (OHte)j 2) overhead to detect potentii'l.l conflicts within the class 

and with other conflicting classes and to define the serialization order (OHpe). At 

the same time there are potential savings: 1) A voiding wasted CPU time and 

Disk access (resource) time due to transaction restarts (Sres)j 2) Time saved by 

analyzing only the transactions in the pre-defined serialization order rather than 

the entire list of active transactions (Sval). This strategy will perform better only 
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when (OHtc+OHpc ) < (Sres+Svat). Consider a special case of no conflicts. Clearly, 

this strategy will perform better only when OHtc < Sval. There are certain ad

vantages that are difficult to estimate, that is, the effect of an aborted transaction 

on other transactions' completion times. Since, an aborted transaction uses up 

resources, it may delay execution/completion of other active transactions. It is 

not unreasonable to assume that this strategy will perform better than existing 

methods. 

3.3.5 Database Architecture for Pre-analysis 

In a real-time environment, the functionality of the transactions are known in ad

vance; therefore, we can use the notion of "canned" transaction [57]. In "Canned" 

transactions the actual read-set and write-set are known a priori. However, we 

will not know in advance whether a transaction will trigger other transaction(s). 

A transaction triggers another transaction only when some condition part of a rule 

becomes true. These rules are previously defined in the database system and, thus, 

the read-set and write-set of triggered transactions are also known in advance. 

If we know that a transaction potentially conflicts with other concurrently ex

ecuting transactions, we could take some measures to prevent future aborts (and 

thus wasted work). However, identifying potential conflicts at run-time for all exe

cuting transaction is too time consuming. We, therefore, provide a mechanism for 

static pre-analysis similar to the one in SDD-1 concurrency control [11]. This pre-
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analysis to identify the potential conflicts and the serialization order of executing 

transactions is the heart of the proposed concurrency control method. 

Transaction Classes 

A database administrator can establish at the time of database design a set of 

transaction classes. These classes are established based on the predictability of 

transaction types and their read-sets and write-sets. A transaction class is de

fined by a logical read-set and a write-set. Two transaction classes conflict if 

the read-set or the write-set of one class intersects with the write-set of another 

transaction class. We can, therefore, define potential conflicts between transaction 

classes rather than individual transactions themselves. This conflict structure can 

be represented by a conflict graph as discussed in [11] and Section 3.3.5. Another 

advantage of defining transaction classes is the ability to define transaction "seman

tics." By defining classes and conflict graphs, it is easy to impose synchronization 

rules based on the semantics, an issue that has not received much attention in 

majority of the CC extensions for real-time. For example, consider a transaction, 

ti, reading a derived data (say, price difference between two prices in different 

markets) and another transaction, tj updating the same derived data. It is logical 

to conclude that for the correct execution of concurrently executing ti and tj, tj 

should always precede ti. Therefore, semantics that stipulate a serialization order 

tj ~ ti for correct execution can be enforced. 
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Financial Trading Example 

Consider an example of a stock trading databases. Brokers submit bids to buy 

or sell a particular stock (or a portfolio of stocks) at some particular price and 

quantity to an online transaction processing system. An example of a bid matching 

transaction flow is shown in Figure 3.58 [54]. In this example, we can observe that 

if some condition becomes true then there are a number of triggered transactions. 

This transaction flow is the same for every bid matching process. However, whether 

a transaction triggers another transaction will not be known a priori. 

In Figure 3.6 a subset of relations used in this transaction flow is shown. Given 

the relations and types of transactions and transaction flows, we can define trans

action classes based on the logical read-set and write-set. For example, the relation 

BID can have many transaction classes. Three such classes are shown in Figure 3.7. 

Conflict Graph 

In constructing the conflict graph, we assume a write-write conflict is only for blind 

writes. If a read precedes each writes then both read-write and write-read conflicts 

exists. We say that two classes conflict if the: 

• Read-set of class i interesects with write-set of class j. 

8The financial trading example is borrowed from [54] 
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Figure 3.5: Transaction Flow of Bid Matching in a Stock Trading Database 

BROKER(Broker-id,Password, ... ) 

STOCK(Stock-id, Highest-Buy-Price,Lowest-Sell- Price, ... ) 

BID(Stock-id,Broker-id,Bid-type,Bid-price,Bid- quantity, ... ) 

TRADE(Stock-id,Broker-id-buy,broker-id-sell, ... ) 

Figure 3.6: Relations in a Stock Trading System 
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Class l:(Brokers updating their bids) 

Read-set BID(Stock-id, Broker-id, Bid-type, Bid-price, Bid-

quantity, ... ) 

Where Stock-id = " ... " and Broker-id = " ... " 

Write-set BID (Bid-price, Bid-quantity) 

Class 2:(Reading bids that satisfy some requirements) 

Read-set BID(Stock-id, Bid-type, Bid-price, Bid-quantity, ... ) 

Where Bid-type = " ... " and Bid-price < " ... " 

Write-set none 

Class 3:(updating bids after some trades are made) 

quantity, ... ) 

Read-set BID(Stock-id, Broker-id, Bid-type, Bid-price, Bid-

Where Bid-type = " ... " and Bid-price ~ " .. " and 

Stock-id = " ... " and Broker-id = " ... " 

Write-set BID (Bid-quantity) 

Figure 3.7: Some Transaction Classes 
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Figure 3.8: Conflict Graph 

• Write-set of class i intersects with write-set of class j . 

• Write-set of class i intersects with write-set of class j. 

Let a class i be represented by labels ri and wi. If type 1 conflict occurs between 

two classes i and j then an edge < ri, wi > exists. Similarly, for type 2 and type 

3 conflicts edges < wi,.,J > and < wi, wi > exist respectively. Conflicts can occur 

within each class itself and such conflicts are represented by an edge < ri, wi >. 

The conflict graph for the three classes defined in Figure 3.7 is shown in Figure 3.8. 

Triggered Transactions 

Each transaction class can "potentially" trigger a number of transactions. For 

example, in Figure 3.5 when a trade is feasible it triggers two transactions - one 

for updating/deleting bids in BID relation and another to create a new record in the 

TRADE relation. Such triggered transactions can be mapped to the transaction 

class and can be processed just like a new transaction. However, we assume that 

whenever a transaction triggers other transaction( s) the triggering transaction's 
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deadline is adjusted to reflect the additional work. This transaction triggering can 

go on to an arbitrary depth and can be represented as a rooted directed tree (the 

nodes represent the transactions). Each transaction will maintain the information 

on the number of levels triggered, the current level and the actual number of 

transactions triggered. This information will be used in resolving conflicts at the 

time of defining the serialization order or at the validation time. 

3.3.6 OCCWB Without Triggered Transactions 

To understand the characteristics of OCCWB, we first consider transaction pro

cessing of real-time transactions (no active characteristics). In Section 3.3.10, 

OCCWB for active and real-time transactions is discussed. 

Pre-analysis and Serialization Ordering 

The purpose of pre-analysis is to identify potential conflicts with currently exe

cuting transactions. Based on the conflict set, a decision is made either to block 

or make the transaction active. A new transaction is blocked, selectively, if it is 

expected to affect the execution of conflicting transactions or if there is a high 

probability of being restarted/aborted at a later stage. If a transaction is allowed 

to execute then we define favorable serialization orders with potentially conflicting 

transactions. Defining serialization orders with conflicting transactions is based on 

three types of information: 
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• Type of conflict (read-write, write-read and write-write) 

• Transaction deadlines of conflicting transactions with respect to the deadline 

of the new transaction 

• Scheduling priorities of conflicting transactions with respect to the priority 

of the new transaction 

We assume that the transaction deadline does not indicate the size of the 

transaction or the amount of work involved. We assume that the priority indicates 

the size and urgency of the transactions and is used for CPU and disk scheduling. 

As discussed in Section 3.2, we assign priorities to each transaction based upon the 

expected number of disks accesses - which is related to the size of the transaction. 

Thus we use a combination of deadlines and priorities to define serialization orders 

(for triggered transactions, other transaction attributes such as current transaction 

level, number of transaction levels and number of transactions triggered are also 

used in pre-analysis and serialization ordering). 

Consider a new non-triggered transaction, t new , arriving to the system. The 

read set, RSnew , and write set, WSnew , are known since we assume "canned" 

transaction. The transaction, t new , is mapped to the appropriate transaction class 

Ti based on the initial (first level) RSnew and WSnew • As discussed earlier, we 

will analyze the potential conflicts with existing transactions using the notions of 

transaction classes and conflict graph. A transaction class can involve in three 
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types of conflicts with other transaction classes: < ri, ~ >, < Wi, r-i >, and 

< wi, ~ >. Conflicts among transactions within the same class can also occur 

(that is, substituting j = i). We call these conflict sets Ta, nand Tc respectively. 

Note that Tc involves only the blind writes and is of not of much interest in this 

study. 

Read-Write Conflicts - Ta 

Let t new belong to the transaction class i with a priority pnew. We need to identify 

all the individual conflicting transactions from class i and any conflicting trans

actions from read-write conflicting classes (that is, classes that have < ri, ~ > 

edge). This set of conflicting transactions is the Ta. Let the minimum deadline, 

maximum deadline, minimum priority and maximum priority of transactions in Ta 

be min(dlineTJ, max(dlineTJ, lowPTa and highPTa respectively. 

Based on the semantics two scenarios could arise: 1) t new has to read only 

the latest value; and 2) condition (1) is not required. In the first scenario, if a 

conflicting transaction is writing a data item that will be read by tnew then tnew 

must wait for the conflicting transaction to commit. In other words a serialization 

order Ta ~ t new is required, therefore, t new must be blocked or its execution is 

incorrect. Even though blocking here is based on semantics it is similar to blocking 

in 2PL algorithm. 

Scenario 2 implies a serialization order t new ~ Ta is desirable so that all trans-
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actions can commit without restarting any. In other words, the read phase of t new 

is not affected by the writes of Ta. But, due to transaction deadlines the feasibility 

of such an order needs to be analyzed. If such an order is infeasible then the new 

transaction is blocked from executing. The decision of whether to block tnew or 

allow to execute is based on the decision matrix shown in Figure 3.9. The decision 

actively considers the transaction deadline and the priority. The idea behind this 

matrix is if transactions in Ta reach the validation phase first then t new has to be 

aborted and restarted. If the deadline of tnew , dlinenew , is less than min(dlineTJ 

then clearly t new can commit without being restarted. If t new fails to commit before 

its deadline then it will, anyway, be discarded. To impose the restriction that t new 

must commit first we define a serialization order tnew --. Ta. If pnew < highPTa 

then to ensure that tnew reaches validation phase earlier, tnew inherits the priority 

highPTa' thereby, tnew will always be given priority over transactions in Ta in CPU 

and disk scheduling. The algorithm for blocking policy for read-write conflicts is 

given below: 



dline(new) < min(dline) * * Execute Execute Execute 

** ** Block Block Block min(dline)<=dline(new)<=max(dline) 

** ** Block Block Block dline(new) > max(dline) 

pnew<lowp lowp<=pnew<=highp pnew>highp 

Algorithm 1: 

* Increase the priority of new transaction> highP 

** Increase the priority of conflicting transactions 

Figure 3.9: Decision Matrix for Read-Write Conflicts 

Find conflict set Ta 

Find min( dlineto) from Ta 

If dlinenew ~ min( dlinetJ 

Else 

then Block 

Begin 

Set serialization order tnew ~ Ta 

pnew := highpTo x somefactor (somefactor > 1) 
End 

Write-Read Conflicts - Tb 
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We can identify the write-read conflict set Tb from transaction class i and all write-

read conflicting transaction classes with class i. As before, we define the minimum 

deadline, maximum deadline, minimum priority and maximum priority of trans-
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actions in n to be min(dlineTb)' max(dlineTb), [OWPTb and highpTb respectively. 

If t new has to commit before transactions in n can commit then the transactions 

in n must abort and restart. Clearly, if the dlinenew > max( dlineTb) then there is 

no need for tnew to be blocked. Even if tnew reaches validation phase earlier it can 

be made to wait until transactions in n to commit first. Therefore, we define a 

favorable serialization order n -+ t new so that no transaction need to be aborted at 

a later stage. In order to ensure that conflicting transactions commit earlier, their 

priorities are increased, if necessary, such that their priorities are always higher 

than that of t new • The decision matrix for write-read conflicts is shown in Fig-

ure 3.10. 
Algorithm 2: 

Find conflict set n 
Find max( dlinetb) from n 
If dlinenew < max( dlinetb) 

Else 

then Block 

Begin 

End 

Set serialization order n -+ t new 

Set priorities in n > pnew 

3.3.7 OCCWB Properties 

The proposed algorithm, OCCWB, has some desirable properties. Since, we define 

a favorable serialization orders for every transaction that is allowed to execute, it 

is important that the serialization orders do not create cycles. 



dline(new) < min(dline) Block Block * Block * 

min(dline)<=dline(new)<=max(dline) Block Block * Block * 

* dline(new) > max(dline) Execute Execute Execute 

pnew<!owp lowp<=pnew<=highp pnew>highp 

* Increase the priorities of conflicting transactions 

Figure 3.10: Decision Matrix for Write-Read Conflicts 

Theorem: 1 Every history generated by OCCWB is serializable. 
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* 

Proof: Consider a new transaction tnew that has a set of transactions Ta with 

read-write conflicts and a set of transactions n with write-read conflicts. For 

the read-write conflicts a serialization order t new ~ Ta is defined in which case 

dlinenew < min(dlineTo)' For write-read conflicts a serialization order Tb ~ tnew is 

defined in which case dlinenew > max(dlineTb)' This implies that min(dlineTJ > 

max(dlineTb)' For a non-serializable schedule to exists there should be some trans

actions in Ta and n such that there exists a serialization order Ta ~ n, that is, 

read-write conflict exists between some transactions in Ta and Tb. It implies that 

every transactions' deadline in Ta must be less than the min(dlineTb). This con

tradicts our earlier assertion that min( dlineTo) > max( dlineTb) 
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3.3.8 Validation Phase 

In DCC protocols, during validation the write-set of the validating transaction, tva/, 

is compared with the read-set of all the currently executing transactions. Under 

the proposed method validation involves comparing only those transactions defined 

in the serialization orders tva/ ~ Ta and n ~ tva/ (corresponds to read- write 

conflicts and write-read conflicts respectively). Consider the following example 

with two transactions tl and t2 along with their read-set, write-set, serialization 

order and history. 

tl = rI[x] WI[X] rI[Y] wt[y] VI 

t2 = r2[Z] W2[Z] r2[Y] ... V2 

Assume a partial execution history: 

In the above example, a serialization order t2 ~ tl is defined since t2 has read

write conflict with t l . However, during the actual execution the conflict has not yet 

developed. Therefore, despite the serialization order, tl can still commit without 

restarting t 2 • Now consider the following partial history: 
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In the above partial history, the actual conflict between i1 and i2 has developed. 

Since, i2 was allowed to execute only if the dlinet2 < dlinett, i1 can wait until t2 

commits. Thus, both i1 and i2 can commit. If for some reason i2 becomes tardy, 

i1 is allowed to commit immediately. 

Therefore, we do not need any expensive conflict resolution policies: transaction 

in Ta can wait until ivai reaches its true deadline (dlinenew < min( dlineTa); and 

transactions in n must reach its true deadline before ivai commits (dlinenew > 

max(dlineTb))' otherwise transactions in n will anyway be discarded (since firm 

deadline is assumed). 

3.3.9 Relaxing Blocking Criteria 

aCCWB provides higher concurrency than 2PL but, lower than conventional acc 

protocols. The concurrency is higher than 2PL because transactions with read

write and write-read conflicts are allowed to execute concurrently if some conditions 

are satisfied (unlike in 2PL), while concurrency is lower than conventional acc 

because some transactions are blocked in anticipation of future aborts. While it 

is observed in previous studies optimistic protocols outperformed all variations of 

lock based protocols [31] it seems reasonable to assume that higher concurrency is 

better. In [38], a contradictory result was shown where, acc did not consistently 

outperform 2PL. In traditional databases, it is shown that 2PL outperforms acc 

under high data contention due to high transaction restarts in acc. Thus, it is 
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natural to assume that a combination of blocking and restart is more beneficial; 

however, care must be taken in increasing concurrency. But, it is difficult to state 

what degree of blocking policy is optimal. Therefore, some conditions of blocking 

may be relaxed to study the effects. However, relaxing blocking conditions may 

result in non-serializable serialization orders defined during pre-analysis. We will 

re-evaluate decision matrices 3.9 and 3.10 to relax blocking criteria. 

Relaxing Conditions for Read-Write Conflicts 

The possible positions to relax blocking criteria are the first two cells in row 2 

of Figure 3.9 where min(dlineTJ ~ dlinenew < max(dlineTa)' The reason for 

selecting these two cells is that the priority of tnew , pnew, indicates a lower workload 

relative to the workload in Ta. Thus, by making pnew 2:: highPTa we can force 

t new to reach validation phase earlier. This assumption seems logical since the 

actual workload of t new is relatively less and, thus, by increasing the priority t new 

it may commit sooner; however, adjusting priority does not guarantee that tnew 

will commit before transactions in Ta. The revised decision matrix is shown in 

Figure 3.11. . 

Relaxing Conditions for Write-Read Conflicts 

The possible positions to relax blocking criteria are also in row 2 of Figure 3.10, 

where dlinenew > max(dlineTb) and min(dlineTb) < dlinenew ~ max(dlineTb)' 



dline(new) < min(dline) * * Execute Execute Execute 

* * ** Execute Execute Block min(dline)<--dline(new)<=max(dline) 

** ** Block Block Block dline(new) > max(dline) 

pnew<lowp lowp<::pnew<=highp pnew>highp 

* Increase the priority of new transaction> highP 

** Increase the priority of conflicting transactions 

Figure 3.11: Decision Matrix for Write-Read Conflicts 
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The intuition behind selecting these cells is that t new has substantial work to be 

done (indicated by its priority) and therefore, it is very unlikely to reach validation 

before transactions in n. Since, the priorities indicate the workload of transactions, 

transactions in n have relatively lower workload than that of t new • Thus, to force 

transactions in Tb to reach validation phase earlier, we increase the priorities of 

conflicting transactions such that the priorities are always greater than pnew. By 

increasing the priorities there is a likelihood that transactions in n may reach 

validation phase sooner. The revised decision matrix is shown in Figure 3.12 .. 

Write-Read and Read-Write Conflicts 

Due to relaxing the conditions, we may now have Tann ~ U. Under this condition 

it is impossible for t new and all transactions in Ta and n to complete without one 

or more transaction being aborted at the validation phase. Therefore, we need to 



dline(new) < min(dline) Block Block * Block * 

** ** Block Execute Execute min(dJine)<=dline(new)<=tn3ll(dline) 

** ** dline(new) > m3ll(dline) Execute Execute Execute 

pnew<lowp Jowp<=pnew<=highp pnew>highp 

* Increase the priorities of conflicting transactions 

** Increase the priorities of conflicting transactions 

Figure 3.12: Decision Matrix for Write-Read Conflicts 

block tnew in the beginning itself. 

Validation Phase Under Relaxed Blocking Conditions 
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When we relax certain conditions of blocking, the validation phase is not as straight 

forward as before. There may be an overlap of deadlines of transactions in Ta and n 

(rows 2 in Figures 3.11 and 3.12). An ideal situation is if the favorable serialization 

orders of a validating transaction tval -+ Ta and n -+ tval are maintained. In this 

protocol, we try to force tval to commit before transactions in Ta by increasing the 

priority of tval while we force transactions in n to commit before tval by increasing 

the priorities of transactions in n. However, such priority adjustments cannot 

guarantee the favorable serialization orders to actualize, and hence, requires some 

conflict resolution at the validation phase. Assume that some transactions in Ta 

have completed read phase and are waiting for tval to commit, while tval is waiting 
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for some transactions in n to commit. There are three issues that need to be 

considered: 

• How much time tval can wait to commit? 

• How much time is required for all transactions in n to commit (if not all 

have committed)? 

• How much time transactions in Ta can wait for tval to commit? 

Figure 3.13 shows the overlapping deadline of transactions in Ta and n. The 

validating transaction tva I reaches validation phase at "A" in the figure. The 

position "B", "e", and "D" represent the minimum deadline of transactions in Ta , 

true deadline of tval, and maximum deadline of transactions in Tb. Even though 

tval can wait until time "e" to commit, tval can only wait up to point "B" for 

transactions in Tb to commit since some transactions in Ta will have to commit 

before time "e". If not then either tval needs to be aborted or some transactions 

in n need to be aborted. Hence, a conflict resolution policy is required at point 

"B." The conflict resolution policies that can be considered are: 

1. At point "B" commit tval and all transactions in T a , and restart transactions 

in n for which the conflicts with tval have actualized. In this case, every 

transaction that has reached validation is guaranteed to commit. The prob

lem with this approach is transactions that are restarted will still be executing 
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Minimum deadline of Ta 

Transactions in Ta should commit 

A C D Time line 

B l 
,1 

Wait 
M ax(dline) in Th 

Trans. reaches validation phase Trans. true dealdine (dline) of tval 

Transactions In Th should commit 

Figure 3.13: Validation Phase under Relaxed Conditions 

during the wait period, resulting in "delayed restart", and on restarting may 

not be able to complete the work. During the waiting phase, transactions 

that had not yet materialized the conflicts may now develop the conflict. 

2. At point "B," abort either ival or transaction( s) in Ta, waiting for ival to 

commit , based on minimizing total wasted work. Wasted work can happen 

in the following ways. 

• If ival is allowed to commit then transactions waiting in Ta can commit , 

but , conflicting transactions in Tb will have to restart. Let the wasted 

work be wasteb . This strategy is similar to conflict resolution policy 1. 

• If ival is made to wait further then transactions in Ta have to be dis-

carded. Let this wasted work be wastea. 

• If ival is aborted and restarted then transactions in Ta can immediately 

be committed and none of the transactions in Tb need to be restarted. 

Let this wasted work be wasieval · 
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We now pick the strategy that will result in minimum wasted work. However, 

this strategy may lead to many problems. First, a validating transaction that 

aborted transactions in Ta may itself be aborted by other transactions re

sulting in unnecessary aborts. Second, repeated aborts may result in none of 

validating transaction committing. The conflict resolution is best described 

with the pseudocode provided below. 



Algorithm 3: If (Tt = {} ==? Tb2 = {}) then 

commit tval and transactions in T~ 

Else 

If (Tt =I {} A T~ = {}) then 
Begin 

Compute max( COmpT{) 

If (max(compTt) < dlineval) then 

Begin 

Wait until (time = dlineval) 

Increase the priority of transactions 

End 

Else 

If (2:(ieTtlcomPTI>dlinevar) workdonei < workdoneval) then 
• b 

Begm 

Abort transactions in (Tt I compTt > dlineval) 

Wait until (time = dlineval) 

End 

Else 

End 

Else 

Abort tval 

If (Tt =I {} AT; =I {}) then 

If (2:(ieT:'lcomp I>min(dline 2) workdonei < workdoneval) then 
b Tb Ta 

Begin 

Abort transactions in (Tt I compTt > min( dlineT~) 

Wait until (time = min(dlineT~)) 
End 

Else 

Abort tval 
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In this dissertation the conflict resolution policy 1 is considered due to the 

advantage that a validating transaction is guaranteed to commit. 
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3.3.10 Effect of Triggering Transactions 

Transactions of active and real-time database systems differ from those in real

time database systems in that transactions can trigger other transactions during 

its execution at specific control points. Such triggering can proceed to arbitrary 

depths. Transaction flow through triggering of rules can be represented as a di

rected acyclic graph (DAG) where nodes represent decision rules and arcs represent 

the triggered transactions. The transaction flow can also be represented, as in Fig

ure 3.16, where transactions are represented as nodes. In Figure 3.16, transaction 

tl triggers transaction t3. For example, consider the bid matching transaction flow 

shown in Figure 3.5 where new transactions are triggered at several decision points 

(Figure 3.14). The transaction flow using only the transactions is shown in Fig

ure 3.16. Given the transaction flow it is easy to predict the potential data accesses 

for the first transaction in the DAG. In [54] the authors discuss that only a small 

percentage of transactions actually satisfy all the decision points (or rules). Hence, 

if we need to pre-analyze potential conflicts for the first transaction, it is mean

ingless to consider the entire transaction flow. If we do consider the entire data 

accesses for potential conflicts, we may be unnecessarily blocking a large number of 

transactions since many transactions may fail to trigger other transactions in the 

flow. However, the conflict resolution and blocking mechanism will be cognizant of 

the current transaction level, number of transaction levels, number of transactions 
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(End) 

....L 
(End) 

(End) 

Figure 3.14: Rule Tree 

triggered, and total work involved until the current level. 

Types of Triggered Transactions 

Triggered transactions can be either executed as part of the triggering transaction 

or as a separate transaction depending upon the coupling mode. In [23, 56] three 

types of coupling modes are discussed: immediate, deferred and independent. In 

immediate coupling mode, the main transaction is suspended until the triggered 

transaction completes execution, while in deferred coupling mode triggered trans-

actions are executed after the parent transaction completes execution (but before 

it commits). Immediate and deferred transactions are nothing but subtransactions 

of the parent transaction. In independent coupling mode, the triggered transac-

tion can execute concurrently with the triggering (parent) transaction. We need 

to distinguish between two types of independent triggered transactions based on 
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its abort and commit dependencies with its parent transaction (we define abort 

and commit dependencies in the next section) : 1) triggered transaction that 

is abort and commit dependent on its parent transaction; 2) triggered transac-

tion that is not abort and commit dependent on its parent transaction. In this 

study, we are primarily concerned with independent transactions that are abort 

and commit dependent on its parent transaction. We further have to distinguish 

between independent transactions that are triggered after the parent transaction 

executes completely (as shown in Figure 3.5) and those that are triggered during 

the execution of the parent transaction. We assume that a transaction triggers 

other transactions after it completes execution. Since, ACID properties are con-

sidered for serializability, a triggered transaction cannot commit before the parent 

transaction commits. Further, a parent transaction cannot commit until all its 

descendants complete their execution. Hence, all the transactions will commit at 

the same time after the transaction chain reaches a terminal stage. 

Abort and Commit Dependencies 

We say two transactions ti and tj have one of the following abort dependencies: 

1. ti ~ tj, that is, if ti aborts then tj should abort and vice-versa. 

2. ti ~ tj, that is, if tj aborts then ti should abort. 

ad 
3. ti ft tj, that is, ti and tj are independent of each other. 



Triggered Transaction 

/~ 
Non-<:onC111Tent with 

7\ 
Immediate Triggered Deferred Triggered 

Triggered immediately 
after parent transaction 
executes 

COOC111Tent execution 
with parent transaction 

7~ 
Triggered During parent 
transaction's execution 

Figure 3.15: Triggered Transaction Classification 
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Th d d · · · h t · "f ad d ad h ad e epen enc1es are trans1t1ve, t a 1s , 1 t i --+ ti an tj --+ tk t en t i --+ tk. 

We assume that triggered independent transactions have either (1) or (2) abort 

dependency with its parent transaction. If a transaction triggers more than one 

independent transaction then there may be any one of the above three dependencies 

among the triggered independent transactions. We will use the abort dependency 

knowledge for conflict resolution. 

Similarly, we can define commit dependencies on the same lines: 

1. t i ~ t j, that is , if ti commits then tj should commit and vice-versa. 

2. t i ~ t i, that is , if t i commit then t i should commit. 

cd 
3. t i ft t j , that is , t i and tj are independent of each other. 
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All triggered transactions have ti ~ tj, that is, if the parent transaction commits 

then all its triggered transactions will commit. 

Transaction Tree 

In order to capture the transaction flow each non-triggered transaction, tk, initi

ates a directed transaction tree, Ttk, with tk being the root node. Each Ttk has a 

unique transaction tree identification number, treeid, which is inherited by every 

transaction in that tree. An example transaction tree, Ttl, of Figure 3.5 is shown 

in Figure 3.16. Transaction t l , which is the first transaction, initiates a tree with 

itself as the root node. Transaction t2 is an independent triggered transaction and 

does not initiate any other transaction. The last transaction in this flow is tID, at 

tree level 6, and is triggered only after ts and tg have completed execution (but 

before committing). Whenever two or more transactions originate from a node, 

it implies that those transactions can execute concurrently (parallel execution in 

a multiprocessor environment). All the transactions in this flow are independent 

triggered transactions that will start only after the parent transaction completes 

its execution. This does not imply that the parent transaction will commit imme

diately. Since, we assume atomicity of transaction execution all the transactions 

will commit after tID completes execution. Since, we are dealing with transactions 

that have deadlines, if any transaction within the tree is not able to complete 

within its deadline then the entire tree has to be aborted. 



Level I 

Level 2 

Level 3 

Level 4 

Level 5 

Level 6 

Correctness Criterion 

(End) 

•• transactions 6 & 7 are combined for 
simplicity 

Figure 3.16: Transaction Tree 
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We assume the correctness criterion is the notion of serializability. We distinguish 

conflicts among transactions in different transaction trees (inter-transaction trees) 

from those conflicts among transactions within the same transaction tree (intra-

transaction tree). All transactions in a transaction tree commit or none of them 

will. If there is a conflict between transactions (intra-transaction tree conflict ) 

at different levels then the lower level transaction should complete before. For 

example, assume transactions t 2 and t 4 (Figure 3.16) have write-read conflict. 

Since t 2 is at level 2 and t 4 is at level 3, t 2 should complete first and changes must 

be immediately visible to t 4 • This assumption is reasonable because the entire 

transaction tree is assumed to work in a private workspace and all the transactions 

within a tree will commit or none of them will. Therefore, immediate visibility of 
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effects of lower level transaction to higher level transaction is feasible. Hence, 

within each transaction tree there is a serialization order in which transactions 

must complete their work. For instance, transactions in Figure 3.16 must complete 

in < tb t2 , t3 , t4 , ... tIO > order. For inter-transaction tree conflicts, the "isolation" 

property of ACID properties will be strictly enforced. 

Serialization History Under Active Workload 

We showed in Section 3.3.7 that in OCCWB the serialization history does not 

contain any cycles. However, under active workload, the serialization ordering 

based on individual transaction may result in non-serializable history. 

Consider an active transaction tact that conflicts with a set of transactions 

Ta and n with serialization orders tact -+ Ta and n -+ tact for read-write and 

write-read conflicts respectively. From Section 3.3.7 we know that Ta n Tb = n. 
Even under this situation we can still have non- serializable history under active 

workloads. Consider a transaction ta E T t
k

9 is in the conflict set Ta, and transaction 

tb E Ttk in the conflict set n. It implies that two transactions belonging to the 

same transaction tree ha.ve read-write and write-read conflicts with tact. Since we 

assume atomicity ta and tb are assumed to commit at the same time. Hence, it 

is impossible for tact to validate under this situation. Therefore, we redefine the 

notion of serialization order based on the transaction trees rather than individual 

9Tt
h is the transaction tree initiated by transaction tk 
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transactions. If tact E Ttact then we define serialization orders Ttact -+ TTa and 

TTb -+ Ttact where TTa is a set of transaction trees of transactions in Ta and TTb is 

a set of transaction trees of Tb. Hence, if a non-serializable ordering occurs due to 

triggered transactions then such transactions are blocked. 

Read-Write Conflicts Under Active Workload 

We need to consider three issues: 1) effect of transaction's revised deadline on 

blocked transactions; 2) blocking criteria for non-triggered transactions; and 3) 

blocking criteria for triggered transactions. 

Assume transaction tl triggers transaction t 2 • This triggering may revise the 

deadline of tl to account for additional work. Thus, transactions blocked by tl 

earlier may now be eligible to be released from blocked status due to the new 

position of the blocked transactions in the decision matrix of Figure 3.11. The 

blocked transactions which belonged to the second or third row may now move 

to the first row (or from third row to second row). The blocked transactions if 

eligible to be released will have a favorable serialization tb/ocked -+ Ta. If tb/ocked is 

in transaction tree, Ttl, then we set a serialization order Tt' -+ TTa. Non-triggered 

transaction, t new , that arrives to the system will be treated as in Section 3.3.9. 

Dealing with a triggered transaction, ttrig, is not that straight forward. Let 

ttrigg belong to transaction tree Ttk at level 1. If the level I is the largest among 

all the conflicting transactions Ta then it seems unreasonable to block ttrigg. The 
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reason is if on becoming active ttrigg may have insufficient time to complete thereby 

aborting the entire Ttl<. Two criteria could be used to block triggered transactions: 

1) based on possible wasted work in future, and 2) based on transaction tree level, 

1, of the triggered transaction. 

Let the worst case completion time of transactions trees in Ta be timewc and 

minimum time required for completion of Ttl< be timet". If (dlinetl< - timewc < 

timet,,) then clearly Ttl< cannot complete and hence the entire tree needs to be 

aborted, that is, a wasted work of LiETtk workdonei. Let TTa be the set of trans

action trees corresponding to transactions in Ta. Aborting transactions in Ta may 

result in aborting sub-trees or the entire trees in TTa. If LiE Ttl< workdonei > 

LjETTaltjaborted workdonej then it is better to abort transactions in Ta immediately 

and make ttrigg active. Such analysis may itself be useless if the transactions in Ta 

trigger other transactions. Hence, blocking decisions for triggered transactions are 

difficult. Therefore, a simple rule that if the level 1 of ttrig is greater than the great

est level of transactions in Ta then make ttrig active. In doing so, if TTa n TTb =f. {} 

then we need to abort the transaction tree for which the wasted work is minimum. 

A triggered transaction that arrives may already have a set of serialization orders 

set for the earlier transactions in the tree. Any new conflicts and subsequent se

rialization orders should be such that TTa n TTb = {} otherwise a non-serializable 

history could occur. 
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Write-Read Conflicts Under Active Workload 

The three issues discussed under read-write conflicts also apply to write-read con

flicts. There are potential problems when a triggering transaction's deadline is 

revised. New transactions that were allowed to execute previously may now find 

itself with an infeasible serialization order n -+ tnew • If tnew itself triggers other 

transactions, in which case, there is a possibility that its deadline may be revised 

then the serialization order may still be valid. In anticipation of transactions' trig

gering other transactions t new is not aborted. The problem is severe when decision 

has to be made to block triggered transactions. Based on Figure 3.12, it is possible 

that transactions at very high level in the tree may be blocked. However, blocking 

may result in aborting the entire transaction tree in the future. Therefore, there 

is a need to resolve such conflicts. If the level of ttrig is greater than the largest 

level of all transactions in n then we make ttrig active with a serialization order 

n -+ ttrig, that is, TTb -+ Tttrig. As in read-write conflict we check for any potential 

non-serializable schedule, that is, TTb n TTa =f:. n. 

Read-Write and Write-Read Conflicts 

Write-Write conflicts, that are not blind writes, involve resolving read-write con

flicts as well as write-read conflicts. The most important conflict resolution is to 

make sure that there are no conflicting serialization orders of transaction trees, 

that is, TTb n TTa = n. These will be taken care of during read-write conflict 
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Stop 

Transaction Tree 1 Transaction Tree 2 

Figure 3.17: Conflicts with Transaction Trees 

resolution and write-read conflict resolution. 

Conflict Resolution at Validation Phase Under Active Workload 

Conflict resolution under active workload involves significantly more analysis than 

that discussed in Section 3.3.9. The reason for more analysis is that transactions 

may conflict at different levels in their transaction trees. Consider the exam-

pIe shown in Figure 3.17 where transactions from two transaction trees conflict. 

Consider a case where t7 in Tt2 reaches validation phase and has write-read conflict 

with tl in Ttl. Assume work done by t7 is much more than t1. From Section 3.3.9 

we would abort tl and restart. However, aborting tl will result in cascading aborts 

since other transactions in the tree have abort dependency with t l , and, hence 

the wasted work may be significantly more than the work done by t7 • Therefore, 

it makes sense to abort t7 rather than i l . Hence, conflict resolution has to be 
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cognizant of the level with which a transaction conflicts with another transaction. 

Assume that t7 conflicts with t2 and t7 reaches validation phase earlier because 

t2 has to wait for all transactions in Ttl to complete. Under these circumstances 

aborting t2 is as good as aborting the entire Ttl. Therefore, any decision for t7 

to wait should be cognizant of when the entire tree Th will complete rather than 

to look only at t 2 • The conflict resolution is similar to that in Section 3.3.9 ex

cept that instead of analyzing individual transactions we will look at the entire 

transaction tree. A transaction tree TtIJQ/ reaches validation phase at "A" while 

its true deadline is at "C." There may be some transaction trees in TTb that are 

yet to commit and some transaction trees in TTQ waiting for TtIJQ/ to commit with 

minimum deadline at "B." Therefore, TtIJa/ can wait upto to a maximum time "B." 

The conflict resolution algorithm is shown below: 



Algorithm 4: 

If (TTt = {} ===> TTt = {}) then 
commit Ttual and transactions in TT~ 

Else 
If (TTt -I {} A TT~ = {}) then 

Begin 

Compute max(comPTTt) 

If (max(comPTTt) < dlineval) then 
Begin 

Wait until (time = dlineval) 

Increase the priority of transactions 

End 
Else 

If (E(, TTl I dl') workdonei < workdonevad then 
IE b camp T'> meual 

Begin T b 

Abort transactions in (TTl I comPTTt > dlinevad 

Wait until (time = dlineval) 

End 
Else 

End 
Else 

Abort Ttuol 

If (TTt -I {} A TT~ -I {}) then 

If (E(, TTII ' (dl' ) workdonei < workdoneval) then 
IE b camp T' >mm me T2 

B . Tb To egm 
Abort transactions in (TTt I comPTT/, > min(dlineTT~) 
Wait until (time = min( dlineTT~)) 

End 
Else 

Abort Ttual 
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Performance Evaluation of OCCWB 

The performance of the proposed concurrency control mechanism is evaluated by 

means of simulation under active and real-time database settings. The performance 

is compared against those of OCCTI, OCCBC, OPTWAIT and WAIT-50 and is 

discussed in Section 5.3 
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Chapter 4 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology for evaluating performance of scheduling algorithms and con

currency control mechanisms is a well established field. While most performance 

evaluations are based on computer simulations [5], a few performance evaluations 

are based on actual testbeds such as RT-CARAT [38]. A computer simulation 

model that captures the main elements of an active and real-time database sys

tem is implemented in SIMAN [44,68], a discrete event simulation language. The 

simulation model is a queuing model of a single-site database system. This model 

is an extension and revision of simulation models discussed in [5, 45]. Some of the 

components of the simulation model are either not used or modified to fit the re

quirements in Chapters 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The changes in the workload parameters 

and components are discussed in the respective chapters. The general framework 

is discussed below: 
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4.1 Simulation Model 

The simulator implemented in SIMAN consists of seven major modules and cap

tures all the critical components of RTDB and ARTDB systems. We emphasize 

here that critical components imply those components in the actual system that 

will affect the performance measures and the final conclusions. The seven modules 

include six active components, namely, transaction generator, transaction man

ager, concurrency control manager, memory manager, resource manager and rule 

manager, and, one passive component, namely, the database. Another module 

called the Statistics Collector gathers statistics for eventual performance evalua

tion. The modules and their interactions are shown in Figure 4.1 and the physical 

queuing model is shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.1.1 Database 

The database module models the disk resident data and the transaction classes. 

Data are modeled as pages with each page consisting of Itemsperdisk dataitems. 

The size of database is represented in terms of number of pages, Dbsize. The 

pages are uniformly distributed across all the disks. We assume that there exist 

N umtrclasses transaction classes based on the logical structure of the database. 

Each transaction class can be mapped to a page or number of pages. A page may 

belong to one or more transaction class. The possible conflicts among transaction 
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Parameter Meaning 

DBsize Size of the database in number of pages 

Itemsperdisk Number of dataitems per page 

Numirclasses Number of transaction classes 

Table 4.1: Database Model Parameters 

classes are maintained as a two dimensional array that can be used for static pre

analysis. The parameters involved in the database module are shown in Table 4.1. 

4.1.2 Transaction Generator 

The transaction generator generates transactions to the system (user transactions). 

Transaction are generated from a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate of 

Arrivalrate. Each transaction generated will be assigned a particular transaction 

class from Numirclasses with equal probability. Each transaction will have a 

read set, Rset, and a write set W set . The number of dataitems, Rset n Wset, is 

uniformly varied from a range of 1 to M axiiems. Each dataitem will write with 

probability of writeprob. Every new transaction initiates a transaction tree with a 

unique identification number. The transaction generator has two main functions: 

1) assigning transaction deadline; and 2) assigning initial priority. The deadline of 

a transaction is based on the amount of processing time required at the CPU and 
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Generator Parameters Meaning 

Arrivalrate Arrival rate of transactions 

Maxitems Maximum number of dataitems in the read set and writeset 

Slackratio Slack ratio to assign deadline 

Slackinterval Range of values for slack ratio 

writeprob Probability a dataitem is write 

Table 4.2: Transaction Generator Module Parameters 

DISK to complete the work if done without any concurrently executing transaction 

(multiprogramming level of one). We assume there will be a page fault for every 

data access. The Slackratio is uniformly generated from a range Slacklnterval. 

Dt = Currenttime+ (Rset * (CPUTime+ DiskTime)):I: SIRatio 

This deadline assignment will be modified in Chapter 3.3 for transactions that 

are triggered by other transactions. Assignment of initial priority is discussed in 

Chapters 3.2 and 3.3. Some of the parameters have been changed to take care 

of different Slackratio for different types of transactions. The generator module 

parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. 

4.1.3 Transaction Manager 

The transaction manager (TM) is primarily responsible for implementing the schedul

ing policy as well as revising the priorities of the transactions dynamically. It han-
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dIes the various stages of transaction execution such as begin, commit and abort, 

that is, the TM executes each transaction until it completes or reaches its deadline. 

For active transactions the transaction tree is also managed by the TM. This also 

includes managing the abort and commit dependencies discussed in Chapter 3.3. 

Transaction manager interacts closely with the concurrency controller, memory 

manager, and resource manager. TM first interacts with the concurrency control 

manger to seek permission for data access (eg., lock based protocols or acc that 

uses read and validation locks) or to see if marked for restart/abort. Once cleared 

for data accessed, the TM checks with the memory manager to see if that page is 

in the memory. If the page is not in the memory, request is sent to fetch the page 

from the disk. Once the page is available, CPU services are requested based upon 

the transaction priority. 

4.1.4 Rule Manager 

The rule manager manages the active workload of ARTDB. This module simulates 

a rule base in which a transaction triggers other transactions when a condition 

becomes true. Transaction triggering is based on some probability Trigprob. Fur

ther, each triggering transaction can trigger uniformly from 0 to N umtranstrig 

sub-transactions. The triggered transactions have the same properties as a new 

transaction generated by the transaction generator. The only difference here is 

that the triggered transactions do not initiate transaction trees, but are a part of 
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Rule Module Parameter Meaning 

Trigprob Probability of triggering transactions 

N umtranstrig Maximum number of immediate transactions triggered 

M axtriglevel Maximum number of levels in a transaction tree 

Table 4.3: Rule Manager Module Parameter 

existing transaction trees. The rule manager closely interacts with the transaction 

generator for assigning deadline and dataitems to be fetched. The transaction tree 

can grow to a level Maxtriglevel. The parameters are listed in Table 4.3. 

4.1.5 Memory Manager 

We do not explicitly implement a full memory management module. Most per

formance evaluation literature assumes a probabilistic database buffer pool rather 

than tracing individual pages. When a transaction attempts to read a data page, 

the system determines whether the page is in memory or disk using some prob

ability. In this dissertation, we assume that a page is in the buffer if any active 

transaction has used that page. A true memory management module is consid

ered not critical for performance evaluation of scheduling and concurrency control 

algorithms [1] since it is likely to affects all the algorithms equally. 
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4.1.6 Concurrency Controller 

This module implements the concurrency control mechanism and is responsible 

for maintaining database consistency. Concurrency control module will change 

significantly depending upon whether the protocol is block based or abort based. 

Pessimistic approaches are block based while optimistic are abort/restart based. 

The logical queuing model shown in Figure 4.2 is for optimistic concurrency control. 

If waiting is involved for transactions to commit such as in OPTWAIT and WAIT-

50, transactions are made to wait in the commit wait queue. Such queue does not 

exists in pessimistic approaches, but, a CC queue exists for transactions for which 

data access is incompatible due to existing locks. 

4.1. 7 Resource Manager 

The resource manager simulates the CPU and the disks. CPUs have a single queue 

while each disk has its own queue. The queues are disciplined based on the priority 

information, which is usually highest priority first. The database is assumed to 

consists of NumCPU CPUs and NumDisk disks. In [5], each resource is assumed 

to be one CPU and two disks and the same assumption is adopted for our model. 

The parameters, CPUTime and DISJ(time capture the CPU and disk processing 

times per data page. 
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Resource Module Parameter Meaning 

NumCPU Number of CPUs 

NumDisk Number of disks 

CPUtime CPU Processing time per data page 

DIS](time Disk processing time per data page 

Table 4.4: Resource Module Parameters 

4.1.8 Statistics Collector 

This is the last module where statistics of each transaction are collected before 

disposing. Statistics of useful work, wasted work, number of restarts, number of 

completed and tardy transactions, number of tardy transactions without receiving 

any resources, and overhead for each transaction are collected. The above statistics 

are tracked for different transaction sizes and transaction levels in the tree. 

4.2 Performance Metrics 

In Chapter 3.1, throughput (transactions per second) and response time are used 

which are used in conventional databases. However, in evaluating real-time trans

actions these performance metrics are not sufficient since the real issue in RTDBS is 

whether transactions meet their deadlines. Hence, the most important performance 

metric used in RTDBS literature and used in this dissertation is the percentage of 

transactions missing the deadlines called the Miss Percentage or Miss Ratio. Miss 
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Percentage is calculated as follows. 

M
· P t 100 * (Number of tardy jobs) 
zss ercen age = .. 

Number of Jobs arrzved 

Normalized Miss Ratio (NMR) and bias factor [50] discussed in Chapter 2, are used 

in Chapter 3.2. NMR captures the fraction of offered load that is not completed 

on time, weighted by transaction sizes. Bias factor captures the linear correlation 

between the miss ratio and transaction size. Bias factor is an indicator whether a 

scheduling algorithm favors particular transaction sizes. 

Other important performance metrics used (Chapter 3.3) are the restarts per 

transaction and percentage of useful work. Restart per transactions is computed 

as the ratio of total number of transactions restarted to the total number of trans-

actions that were processed: 

. Number of restarts 
Restart Per Transactzon = N b f' b . d 

um er 0 JO s arrzve 

Percentage of useful work is calculated as the ratio of useful work to total work 

done by all transactions including tardy jobs. 

100 * (Total Useful Work) 
Percentage Useful Work = (T I U f I W k T I W d W k) ota se u or + ota aste or 

4.3 Experimental Methodology 

Statistics gathered are primarily based on the batch means approach [44]. Sim-

ulation experiments are run at various resource levels, multiprogramming levels 
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(MPL) and write probabilities ( 0 to 0.25). In Chapter 3.1 the replication-deletion 

approach has been used. The important considerations in running the experi

ments are the number of batches/replications and the initial transient period. In 

Chapter 3.1 where response time is a performance metric, the transient period is 

found by plotting the moving average of response times with a time window of 10 

transactions versus the time. The point at which the moving average stabilizes 

is assumed to be the steady state. The batch size is taken at least 20 times the 

transient period. 

However, in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3, it is difficult to find the transient period 

since the performance metrics are unconventional [3]. Miss ratio cannot be used 

for identifying transient period since at low transaction arrival rate all transac

tions complete within their deadline and hence, miss ratio is zero or close to zero. 

Therefore, an initial period of 1000 completed transactions is assumed to be the 

transient period, which intuitively seems much larger than necessary. A batch size 

of 5000 completed transactions is considered at higher level of resource units (8 

CPUs and 16 disks) and a batch size of 2000 completed transactions for smaller 

resource units (2 CPUs and 4 disks). Ten batches are run for each experiments and 

statistics are collected as the average of 10 runs. Each batch is run with different 

seed values. Care is taken to synchronize, as much as possible, the runs across 

all protocols using Common Random Numbers [44]. Triggering of transactions, 

however, is beyond our control to synchronize. The 10 runs provide a tight con-
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fidence interval at 90% confidence level. Where-ever the results are found to be 

insignificant it is mentioned. Otherwise, all results are found significant at 90% 

confidence level. 

4.4 Performance Evaluation Assumptions 

There are many performance evaluation studies of concurrency controls and schedul

ing algorithms in RTDB. The real-time transaction scheduling algorithms compar

isons in RTDB can be found in [1, 2, 36, 30, 34,35, 50] and those of concurrency 

control algorithms can be found in [3, 31, 36, 37, 38, 45, 62, 63]. However, the 

evaluation frameworks are so different in each study that results across studies 

may not be consistent. 

Some apparent differences in model assumptions are: 

• Database size: Database size has been assumed from 30 pages to 1000 pages 

in various studies. For example, a database size of 30 in [35], 400 pages 

in [3, 45] and 1000 pages in [12, 50,31]) have been used. 

• Number of resource units1
. For example, one CPU in [38], 2 CPUs in [3,45]' 

8 CPUs in [50] and 10 CPUs in [31]. 

• Transaction sizes, example size interval of [1,30] in [50], 20 pages in [12, 45] 

1 Each resource unit comprises of 1 CPU and 2 disks 
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and average of 12 pages in [3]. 

• Overhead for pre-analysis. Example, in [35] no overhead is assumed for pre

analysis. 

• Cost of transaction restarts. Example, in [3, 35] an overhead of 5 msecs. IS 

assumed. 

• Computation and disk access times. In [3, 45, 35] a disk service time of 25 

msecs is considered, while In [50, 31] a disk service time of 20 msecs. is 

considered. 

In this dissertation, the workload and resource parameters have been varied to see 

the effects. For example, number of resource units is varied from 2 to 8, write 

probability is varied from 0 to .75, and overhead of 0 to 20 msecs. 
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Chapter 5 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this chapter, we evaluate and analyze the performance of the proposed Pro

tocol for maintaining Consistency of Sensor Data (PCSD), real-time scheduling 

algorithm (Adaptive Access Parameter - AAP) and concurrency control for active 

and real-time transactions (OCCWB) by means of simulation. We discussed the 

general simulation framework and components in Chapter 4. First, we evaluate the 

performance of PCSD against those of multiversion 2PL and multiversion time

stamping concurrency control policies. Second, we compare the performance of 

AAP scheduling algorithm with those of earliest deadline (ED), adaptive earliest 

deadline (AED) and adaptive earliest virtual deadline (AEVD). Here, our interest 

is in the relative performance of AAP in overloaded situations. Las~ly, we com

pare the performance of OCCWB with those of OCCTI, OCCBC, OPTWAIT and 

WAIT-50. We modify the simulation model in Chapter 4 in each section to fit the 
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requirements. Each section contains a brief discussion of model parameters. 

5.1 Performance Analysis of PCSD 

To evaluate PCSD's performance we simulated a queuing model of a single-site 

database system. The performance metrics considered for evaluation are the trans

action throughput rate, the response times for sensor reporting transactions (SRTs) 

and querying transactions (QTs), and the fraction of transactions aborted under 

various SRTs generation rates. SRTs are write-only transactions while QTs are 

read-only transactions. We are particularly interested in evaluating how PCSD 

performs in comparison to multiversion time-stamping and multi version two-phase 

locking protocols. We employed the batch mean approach for a non-terminating 

simulation. The performance measures are collected after removing the initial 

transient period. 

We plot all our performance metrics against SRT generation rate. Since, SRTs 

form the input to the system, it is of major significance to observe how well the 

system deals with various arrival rates. SRTs arrive periodically from a fixed 

number of sensors to the database, while QTs arrive with exponentially distributed 

inter-arrival times with a mean of 60 seconds. We assume that there exist ten 

sensors generating SRTs at regular time intervals. Simulation is conducted at 

various time intervals; 3 to 30 sees. Another key parameter associated with each 
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SRT is the communication delay, that is, the difference between the time at which 

a SRT is received by the database and the time at which the sensor generated the 

SRT. Since each SRT updates (blind writes) a known number of attributes the 

number of operations for a given SRT is fixed. Given this characteristic we assume 

that each SRT fetches five pages. QTs, which are read only, is assumed to read 

5-page readset to a maximum of 25-page read set with equal probability. 

Performance analysis is carried out only for one CPU and two disks. The 

amount of CPU and I/O time per logical service is taken as 0.015 sees. and 0.035 

sees. respectively. SRT from a particular sensor is assumed to access a particular 

disk, hence disk selection is not random. The cost of performing concurrency 

control is assumed to be negligible. To maintain uniformity, all protocols are 

modified to abort SRTs that try to update newer sensor information (this can 

happen due to exponentially distributed communication delay). We assume a 

multiprogramming level of 50. 

5.1.1 Simulation Results 

The results shown are for an single site database system with one resource unit (one 

CPU and two disks). The response time results for SRTs is shown in Figure 5.1. 

At lower SRT generation rate there seems to be no statistically different response 

time (standard deviation not reported). However, at higher arrival rate, PCSD 

outperforms locking and time-stamping based protocols. 
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Response time difference for QTs under PCSD and time-stamp based proto-

cols seems statistically insignificant as shown in figure 5.2. However, both these 

protocols outperform two-phase locking. Two-phase locking protocol shows erratic 

response time at higher SRT arrival rate. This could happen because a QT that 

reads 25 pages may have to wait a long period to get read locks on all pages. The 

response time for QTs is shown in Figure 5.2. 

Consistent with response time results , throughput IS higher in PCSD based 

systems as shown in figure 5.3. At lower rates of SRT arrivals , throughput IS 

not significantly different . However, at higher SRT arrival rates PCSD has higher 

throughput . As discussed in earlier, all protocols are modified to abort SRTs that 
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try to update more recent sensor information. 
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A good measure of the accuracy with which a database tracks an environment 

is the percentage of SRT aborts. Basically the abortion of a SRT indicates that 

the system failed to capture the snapshot presented in that SRT. Not only does 

it affect the accuracy of QTs, but also it affects the precision of any post mortem 

analysis that may be done. For example, in financial markets an analyst may 

like to know the rate at which stock index changed over a given time period. To 

aid analysis of this kind , it helps to present as accurate an evolution history as 

possible. Thus the degree of this accuracy is directly dependent upon the number 

of SRTs that the system failed to record. So we measured the number of SRT 
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aborts ( as fraction of the total number of transactions submitted). The results are 

presented in figure 5.4. Again, consistent with the throughput and the response 

time results , PCSD resulted in fewer aborts than time-stamping and two-phase 

locking protocols. Two-phase locking, as expected, had the highest fraction of 

aborts. 

5.1.2 Conclusion 

We derived a theory to analyze the concurrency control for transactions that access 

sensor data and stipulated a protocol called PCSD. The performance analysis of 

PCSD shows that it outperforms other concurrency control mechanisms, namely 
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multiversion two-phase locking and multiversion timestamping. 

5 .2 Performance A nalysis of AAP 

The RTDBS performance model is similar to that discussed in Chapter 4. The 

RTDB consists of a shared-memory multiprocessor that operates on disk-resident 

data. We model the database as a collection of pages. A transaction is a sequence 

of read and write page accesses. A read request submits a data access request to 

the concurrency control (CC) manager, on the approval of which, a disk I/0 is 

performed to fetch the page into memory followed by CPU usage to process the 
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page. Similar treatment is accorded to write requests with the exception that write 

I/Os are deferred until commit time. Since, the primary interest in this section 

is to study the performance of AAP and other scheduling algorithms, we consider 

only one concurrency control approach. We adopt the broadcast commit variant of 

the optimistic concurrency control approach (OPT- BC) for our simulation exper

iments. 

5.2.1 Resource Model 

The resource model considers multiple CPUs and disks as the physical resources. 

We assumed that the data items are uniformly distributed across all disks. The 

NumCPU and NumDisk parameters specify the number of CPUs and disks respec

tively. Each disk has its own queue with a non-preemptive, transaction priority 

based service discipline. The parameters CPUTime and DiskTime denote the CPU 

and disk processing time per page respectively. These parameters are summarized 

in figure 5.1. 

5.2.2 Workload Model 

The workload model consists of modeling the characteristics of transactions that 

arrive to the system. The workload model is similar to that in [50). We consider two 

broad classes of transaction characteristics: (a.) BizeT, which denotes the number 

of pages accessed by T; and (b.) DT , the deadline of T. The service demand of T is 
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denoted as SDT = SizeT x ProcT (recall that ProcT is the time required to process 

a page). The arrival generator module assigns a deadline to each transaction using 

the following expression: DT = SDT X SRT + AT, where DT, SRT and AT denote 

the deadline, slack ratio and arrival time of transaction T respectively. Thus, the 

time constraint of transaction T, CT = DT - AT = SRT X SDT. In other words, 

S RT determines the tightness of the deadline of T. Our workload parameters are 

summarized in table 5.1. Table 5.1 contains some parameters not discussed so far. 

Parameter Type Notation Description 

Resource Parameter NumCPU Number of CPUs 

NumDisk N umber of disks 

CPUTime CPU time / data page 

Disk Time Disk time/data page 

Workload Parameter A rrivalRate Transaction Arrival Rate 

DBSize N umber of pages in the database 

WriteProb Write probability/accessed page 

Sizelnterval Range of the number of pages 

accessed per transaction 

SRlnterval Range of slack ratio 

Table 5.1: Input Parameters to our RTDBS Model 

The ArrivalRate and DBSize parameters are self explanatory. The value of the 
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WriteProb parameter denotes the probability with which each page that is read 

will be updated. Sizelnterval denotes the range within which transaction sizes will 

uniformly belong. 

5.2.3 Performance Metrics 

We use the same performance metrics as [50]. There are two primary perfor-

mance measures that are used to compare AAP and AEVD: Normalized Miss 

Ratio (NMR) and Bias Factor (BF). NMR captures the fraction of offered load 

that is not completed on time, weighted by transaction sizes. It is computed as: 

NMR = L,sESizelnterllal (s) X M issRatioll 

L,sESizelnterllal( s) 

where MissRatios denotes the miss ratio of transactions of size sand Sizelnterval 

denotes the range of transaction sizes in the workload. NMR has been shown to 

be an unbiased performance metric for multiclass systems (see [50] for discussion). 

The Bias Factor, or BF, is simply the slope of the regression line correlating 

miss ratio and transaction size. A negative BF denotes a bias in favor of long 

transactions, while a positive BF indicates favoring shorter transactions (see [50] 

for discussion). 
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5.2.4 Baseline Model 

A Comparative Performance Study 

The performance analysis is conducted with a baseline model where the W riteProb = 

O. In this model we explore the effects of resource contention on the performance 

of ED, AAP and AEVD while ignoring data contention. Results of data contention 

are reported in section 5.2.6. Table 5.2 shows the parameters used for the baseline 

model. 

Workload Parameter Value Resource Parameter Value 

DBSize 250 pages NumCPUs 8 

WriteProb 0 NumDisks 16 

Sizelnterval [1,30] CPUTime lOms 

SRlnterval [2.0,6.0] Disk Time 20ms 

Table 5.2: Parameter Settings for the Baseline Model 

The performance of the algorithms is studied under different load conditions!. 

Figures 5.5A and 5.5B show the NMRs and BFs of AAP, AEVD and ED under 

different transaction arrival rates. Load conditions are varied in our simulation by 

changing the transaction arrival rates. To illustrate an underloaded system, let 

us take an arrival rate of 50 transactions/second. Under these conditions, both 

1 A system with NMR in the range of 0-25% is considered underloaded, otherwise it is 

overloaded 
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Figure 5.5: Normalized Miss Ratios and Bias Factors in the Baseline Model 

ED and AEVD have marginally lower NMRs than AAP. Specifically, the NMRs of 

both ED and AEVD are zero while AAP has a NMR of around .04. This illustrates 

ED 's "good" behavior under underloaded conditions. However, as the system load 

is increased, there is a remarkable difference in behavior between AAP and the 

other two algorithms. For example, for an arrival rate of 67 transactions/second, 

ED 's NMR is .68, AEVD 's NMR is .44 while AAP 's NMR is only .28. 

The BFs of the various algorithms is presented in figure 5.5B. Under under-

loaded conditions , the BFs of all three algorithms are around 0. Under overload 

conditions , ED's BF assumes a markedly sharp positive trend. For instance at an 
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arrival rate of 55 transactions/second, ED has a BF of .0152
, while both AEVD 

as well as AAP have BFs around zero. This reconfirms ED's discriminatory be

havior, particularly, its discrimination in favor of short transactions. Under more 

overloaded conditions, AEVDs BF curve is fairly flat, denoting a very fair handling 

of all transaction classes, while AAP exhibits small negative bias denoting a slight 

favor towards longer transactions. 

To explore the very different behavior of the algorithms at high load conditions, 

we examined the miss ratios of various transaction sizes at overload conditions. 

Figure 5.6 plots miss ratio as a function of transaction size under transaction 

overload by setting the transaction arrival rate to 67 transactions per second. 

Figure 5.6 shows that at overload conditions, ED discriminates heavily against 

longer transactions. In fact, in our simulations, ED missed almost 18 times as many 

transactions of size 30 than it did for size 5. This accounts for its high positive 

BF. Also, the high degree of misses (more than 60% for transaction sizes 20 and 

higher) accounts for its high overall NMR under overload. AEVD shows remark

ably low bias, explained by its comparatively flat curve in figure 5.6. However, it 

misses almost all transaction classes by about 40% which explains its overall NMR 

of around 42% at this arrival rate. AAP shows a greater biased behavior than 

AEVD by missing more short transactions than long transactions. This accounts 

2note that the BFs are reported in this chapter with a scaling factor of .01 w.r.t. the BF 

values reported in [50], i.e., the same BF would be reported in [50] as 1.5. 
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rival Rate = 67 transactions/second) 

for its negative bias. However, note that AAP behaves no worse than AEVD for 

all transaction classes. In fact , its highest miss ratio is for the shorter transactions , 

where its misses nearly as many transactions as AEVD does. For longer transac-

tions , it progressively does better. Its low NMR is partly due to its extremely low 

miss ratios for large t ransactions . In summary, AAP substantially outperforms 

AEVD while displaying low bias towards different classes. However , its negative 

bias should be taken in context of the fact that it , almost never, performs worse 

than AEVD for any transaction class. In section 5.2.5 we provide intuition as to 

why AAP appears to favor longer transactions. 

Next , a somewhat surprising result with respect to AEVD's behavior under 
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different H!Tbatch values is discussed. In section 3.2.2, we demonstrated the effect 

of AEVD 's dependency on this parameter. Following the same train of thought, 

we experimented on AEVD baseline model performance by varying H!Tbatch. In 

figure 5.7, we present the NMRs of AAP, ED, AEVD with HITbatch of 60 and 

AEVD with H!Tbatch of 50. The surprising result is that AEVD, with a H!Tbatch 
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Figure 5. 7: Performance of AEVD with H!Tbatch of 50 

of 50, performs worse that ED at high load conditions. This reinforces our origi-

nal observation that the choice of H!Tbatch greatly influences the performance of 

AEVD. 

One of the key features which influences AAP a great deal, is the initial AP 

estimation that it performs for arriving transactions. In section 5.2.4 below, we 

explore how good our estimation procedure is. 
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Estimation of AP 

One of the most critical components of the AAP algorithm is the estimation of 

AP. Its importance is rooted in the notion that our priority assignment parameter, 

DAPR, relies on AP to prioritize the transactions. Clearly, if our initial AP estima

tion is good, AAP would be expected to perform well and not otherwise. For this 

reason, we felt it was important to analyze how well our initial AP computation 

corresponded to the true transaction size value3 • 

We evaluated this correspondence by an analysis of the errors that resulted 

as a consequence of our initial AP estimation, i.e., we noted the estimation error 

(c) values for a particular simulation run, where c for a transaction T is given as 

CT = BizeT - APTinit, where BizeT denotes the size, or actual number of page 

accesses from disk done by T and APTinit is the initial AP value of T. Figures 5.8A 

and 5.8B shows some of our results. 

We start out by a simple plot of percentage error values against time, shown in 

figure 5.8A. Each time unit on the X-axis represents approximately 1000 simulated 

time units, and the data reflects 43000 error values, i.e., we analyze the prediction 

for 43000 transactions. Even though a few of our estimates are way off (e.g., 2500% 

error), the dark band around the 0% line reflects the fact that an overwhelming 

majority of our predictions had low error values. Figure 5.8A also reflects the fact 

3Recall from section 3.3, that the initial AP value is the true transaction size prediction 
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Figure 5.8: Goodness of AP Estimation 

that we overestimate more than we underestimate. This is demonstrated by the 

complete lack of large negative percentage values. This is also desirable, as gross 

underestimation would result in transactions being awarded lower priorities than 

they should, thereby increasing the likelihood of their premature demise. On the 

other hand overestimation translates into a conservative strategy. Figure 5.8A, 

also says something about a, the adaptive parameter that is used as a weight in 

the AP calculation. It can be seen, that whenever we have a large error value 

( except in the case when time = 1000), our model quickly adapts to reduce the 

error, shown by the cluster of points on the zero error line. 

We now turn our attention to more rigorous analysis of our error results. Our 

goal is to provide certain statistical bounds of estimation errors. First, we obtained 
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certain summary statistics regarding estimation error of which we report the mean 

(ft), standard deviation (s) and the median (M) respectively: P,e = 1.83, Se = 4.2 

and Me = o. Since our transaction sizes were drawn from a uniform distribution 

with range [1,30]' the error range is [-30,30]. Thus, P, = 1.83, indicates, on average, 

we were very close to the true value. Also, M = 0, indicates we overestimated 

as many times as we underestimated, confirming the lack of any inherent bias 

in our AP estimation mechanism. Recall, from the discussion in the previous 

paragraph, that our magnitude of overestimation was greater than the magnitude 

of underestimation. 

Next we consider figure 5.8B, which is the most convincing proof of validity 

of our estimation mechanism. We introduce this discussion with the following 

statement: if our estimation is good and unbiased, it would make sense to expect 

the estimation errors to be distributed symmetrically with a mean of zero. In 

order to test the above, we extracted the probability distribution of the errors. 

This presented in figure 5.8B. This plot almost perfectly fits a normal curve4 with 

the mean very close to zero (more specifically, as reported before, p, = 1.83). This 

analysis also allows us to extract confidence intervals on the error value. At a 90% 

confidence level, we can assert that the true mean Il is going to lie in the interval 

p, ± 1.645 x -Tn. In our case, p, = 1.83, s = 4.2 and the sample size n = 43000. 

4although our error distribution is slightly skewed to the right owing to the larger magnitUde 

of overestimation 
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Thus the 90% confidence interval on flE turns out to be [1.79,1.86], which promises 

to yield very low error values. 

We now turn our attention to exploring the performance of AAP by varying 

certain parameter values in the baseline model. Specifically, we look at the effects 

of tightening slacks and data contention in addition to resource contention. In 

the following sections however we do not report ED and AEVD performances for 

the the sake of brevity, as well as the fact that we conclusively proved in the 

baseline section that AAP substantially outperforms AEVD. Other experiments 

simply reconfirm the baseline results and thus reporting these results amounts to 

repeating ourselves. 

5.2.5 Effect of Tighter Time Constraints 

In this part we describe results obtained by reducing the slack ratios in trans

actions. This was motivated by our desire to know how AAP performed when 

transactions were given stricter deadlines. Figures 5.9A and B, show the NMR 

and BF curves for AAP with tighter time constraint and the baseline AAP. For 

this experiment, for AAP with tight time constraint, the slack ratio was tight

ened by drawing the simulation parameter SRlnterval from a uniform distribution 

with a range of [1.0,4.0], as opposed to the range [2.0,6.0] used for the baseline 

AAP. Figure 5.9 reveals that AAP performs worse under tighter slack conditions, 

5though we have conducted extensive experiments 
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Figure 5.9: Effect of Tighter Time Constraints 

which was expected. The interesting fact that emerges from figure 5.9A is that, 

as transaction arrival rate increases, the difference in the NMRs between the two 

curves get smaller. In other words, under overload conditions, AAP reacts better 

to tighter slacks than under underload conditions. We investigate the reason for 

this, by examining the effect of different slacks under different loads. We first 

explore the performance of AAP given the two slack ranges under moderate load 

conditions by setting the arrival rates of transactions to 46 transactions per second. 

Figure 5.lOA plots the miss ratio as a function of transaction size under the two 

different slack ratios for AAP. 

From figure 5.10A, it can be seen that with tighter slacks, AAP misses a larger 

fraction of shorter transactions than longer transactions while with looser slacks 
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Figure 5.10: Transaction Size vs. Miss Ratio 

the miss ratios are fairly even across all sizes. It is figure 5.10B however, that 

explains why at higher loads AAP appears to perform better with tighter slacks 

than with looser ones. In this figure we consider the behavior of AAP with different 

slacks under overload conditions by setting the arrival rate to 60 transactions per 

second. Under this conditions it turns out that given looser slack ratios, AAP 

discriminates against shorter transactions . This is because of the following reason: 

for shorter transactions, the AP value is (usually) computed to be smaller than the 

AP values of longer transactions. Thus the DAPR values for a short transaction 

works out to be higher than the DAPR value of a longer transactions with identical 

slack ratio. For instance, assume transactions T1 and T2 arrive at time t0 • Further 

assume APT1 and APT2 are computed to be 1 and 15 respectively, i.e., T1 is a 

30 
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short transaction and T2 is a long transactions. Let us also assume that the two 

transactions have time constraints proportional to their size, i.e., ~T! =:0 = ~~T! = 
T2 0 T2 

115' Then, substituting appropriate values in the DAPR expression, it can be easily 

verified that D AP RTI > D AP RT2 , which means that T2 would be awarded a higher 

priority than T1 • In general, it can be shown, that longer transactions would get a 

higher priority than shorter transactions with comparable time constraints. This 

causes AAP to favor longer transactions over shorter transactions. At tighter slacks 

however, this effect gets masked, as transaction sizes become more proportional to 

their time constraints. This is why the AAP curve with the tighter slack shows 

more balanced miss ratios across transaction sizes in figure 5.lDB. Overall, the high 

miss ratio for short transactions in looser slack conditions causes the normalized 

miss ratio to increase at a more rapid rate than in the tighter slack case. This 

explains why the curves get closer under heavy loads as shown in figure 5.9A. The 

reader may question at this point as to why the same effect is not seen with respect 

to the looser slack AAP curve in figure 5.lDB (which is fairly flat). The reason 

for this is that at low arrival rates, the inherent high performance of AAP causes 

nearly all transactions to get scheduled. However, under overload conditions (as 

was the case in figure 5.10B), overall miss ratio increases. In this case AAP favors 

longer transactions over shorter transactions. However, we realize that this is a 

weakness of AAP and hope to address this in future work. 
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5.2.6 Effect of Data Contention 

Our next experiment investigates situations where both resource as well data con-

tention causes the system to miss deadlines . Data contention is achieved by setting 

the value of the system parameter WriteProb (write probability) to .25, which sig-

nifies that 25% of data items accessed are going to be written as well. Our results 
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Figure 5.11: Effect of Data Contention 

for this experiment are presented in figures 5.llA and B. In presence of data con-

t ention, the performance of AAP degrades . Figure 5.llB again illustrates AAP 's 

bias against longer transactions by having a negative bias factor. Interestingly, 

at low arrival rates , when data contention dominates resource contention , AAPs 

bias towards long transactions is offset somewhat by OPT-BC, which has been 

shown to favor short transactions [37). However, under overload conditions , re-
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source contention dominates, accounting for the higher negative bias values. In 

other words, at high loads AAP more than compensates for OPT-Be's bias to

wards short transactions, by giving longer transactions higher priority at CPUs 

and disks. 

5.2.7 Conclusions 

In this section we considered a protocol for prioritized scheduling of multi class 

transactions in firm RTDBSs under overload conditions, called Adaptive Access 

Parameter (AAP). The fundamental principle behind AAP is that transactions 

are prioritized based on the amount of unprocessed work per unit time remaining 

until deadline. This principle is quantified using the notion of Deadline Access 

Parameter Ratio (DAPR). A feedback mechanism is implemented that ensures 

DAPR is properly updated to reflect the rapidity of a transaction's progress. AAP 

does not assume any a priori knowledge of transaction sizes or time constraints 

(which are assumed to be positively correlated in AEVD), but uses the "canned 

transaction" assumption. 

AAP performance is compared with those of AEVD and AED. AEVD improves 

on AED and is the state of the art as far as overload management in RTDBSs is 

concerned. AAP is shown to outperform AEVD substantially in terms of NMR. 

Even though AAP is much less biased than ED, it is only slightly more biased 

than AEVD. We also show that even though AAP is more biased than AEVD, it 
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never performs worse - it missed as many short transactions as AEVD, but far 

fewer long transactions. 

5.2.8 Limitations 

Even though AAP appears a better priority mechanism scheme under overloaded 

conditions, they are some limitations. Some limitations are: 

• The overheads for calculating DAPR and Q' are not considered during simu

lations. 

• A priori knowledge of data accesses is required for the algorithm, unlike in 

ED, AED and AEVD algorithms .. 

• A large of number of transactions may be active in the system since there 

is no admission control. A surrogate admission control discussed in 3.2.3 

happens only after transactions may have used up some of the resources6 • 

• Since AAP does not perform well at underloaded conditions, there is a need 

for augmenting AAP such that it behaves like ED at lower loads, but switches 

modes under overload situations. 

6 An extension to AAP that includes admission control is proposed in [22] 
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5.3 Performance Evaluation of OCCWB 

The performance of OCCWH is compared with those of OCCHC, WAIT-50, OPT

WAIT and OCCTI concurrency control protocols in an active and real-time trans

action setting. We assume that the transactions are of firm deadline, that is, 

transactions are aborted and discarded once their deadlines expire. Further, we 

also assume that the "read-set and "write-set are known a priori (canned transac

tions). However, we do not assume a priori knowledge of triggering and, therefore, 

canned transaction assumption is valid only until the next decision point 7 • The 

ARTDH consist of disk resident data in a shared-memory multiprocessor. The 

database is modeled as a collection of pages with each page consisting of certain 

number of data items (not explicitly modeled). The simulation model and the 

components are discussed in Chapter 4.1. Below the simulation parameters are 

discussed. 

5.3.1 Parameter Setting 

Transaction Model 

There are two broad classes of transactions: 1) Triggering (class T) transactions 

that can trigger other transactions; 2) Non-triggering (Class NT) transactions 

that do not trigger other transactions. A transaction that arrives will be of class 

7Decision points are those where other transactions may be triggered 
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T transaction with probability Trigprob and a non-triggering transaction with a 

probability of (1 - Trigprob). Every transaction that is not triggered by another 

transaction initiates a transaction tree with a unique identification number. Each 

transaction tree can grow to a level Numtriglevel. For the purpose of simulation 

we terminate transaction triggering at level 3 (Numtriglevel = 3) of a transaction 

tree. Any triggering transaction will trigger up to Numtranstrig transactions at 

each decision point with equal probability of triggering from 0 to Numtranstrig 

transactions. N umtranstrig is limited to 2 in the simulation. If a tree is a complete 

tree then there will be 7 transactions in that tree. 

Each triggering or non-triggering transaction will access a maximum of Numitems 

data items. The number of data items is determined based on a uniform distribu

tion over 1 to Numitems. A data item belongs to the write set with a probability 

of W Probe It is assumed that each write is preceded by a read operation (we 

do not consider blind writes). The transaction model parameters are provided in 

Table 5.3. 

Transaction Deadline Assignment 

Each transaction has a read-set, RS, and a write-set, WS. Every write opera

tion is preceded by a read operation and each read operation takes C PUTime + 

DiskTime. For assigning the deadline we do not assume that W S is written to 

the database, since we will not know when the pages will be actually removed from 
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I Parameter I Meaning Setting 

NumTrClass N umber of transaction Classes 20 

ArrivalRate Arrival rate of transactions [5-50] Tr/sec 

Trigprob Prob. of triggered transaction 0.50 

PrNTrig Prob. of non-triggered transaction 0.50 

Numtriglevel N umber of triggered levels [1-3] 

N umtranstrig Number of triggered transactions [1-2] 

at each level 

TrSizelnt Size of transactions in pages accessed [1-20] 

WProb Write probability of accessed page [0.25-0.75] 

Table 5.3: Transaction Model Parameters 
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the memory and written to the database. 

The deadline of the first transaction in a tree (the root transaction), t roob is 

assigned as follows: 

Dtroo' = Currenttime + (Rset x (CPUTime + DiskTime)) x Rootslack 

Deadline of the root transaction is revised when transactions are triggered at de-

cision points. The triggered transactions' deadlines are assigned as below: 

Dt /rig = Current now + (Rset x (C PUTime + DiskTime)) x Trigslack 

and 

If more than one transaction is triggered then for each transaction the above dead-

line assignment is applied. The deadline assigment parameters are provided in 

Table 5.4 

Priority Assignment 

The priority assignment for a transaction t, takes into account the Access Param-

eter, the expected number of disk accesses during its execution (AP), the number 

of transactions blocked by t due to conflicts (BT), and the level of transaction 

in its transaction tree (level). The access parameter Ap8 is the average of the 

SIn Chapter 3, AP was based on a parameter Q. To decrease overhead the adaptive nature is 

removed 
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I Parameter I Meaning Setting 

GPUtime CPU time for each data page 10 msec 

DiskTime Disk access time for each data page 20 msec 

BlockOH CPU time for OCCWB pre-analysis [0-15] msec 

Rootslack Slack for root transactions [2-6] 

Triggslack Slack for triggered transactions [1-3] 

Table 5.4: Deadline Assignment Parameters 

worst case page faults, WG, and best case page faults BG. The worst case page 

faults means that for every read there is a disk access, while best case is based on 

subtracting pages accessed by active transactions from WG. 

AP= (WG+BG) 
2 

The initial priority called the Deadline Access Parameter Ratio, DAP R, is assigned 

as follows: 

DAP R = Deadline - GurrentTime 
AP x (1 + BT) x (level) 

If there are no blocked transactions and if the transaction is a non-triggered/root 

transaction then the equation reduces to: 

DAPR = Dline - GurrentTime 
AP 
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which is same as DAP R discussed in Chapter 3.2 (Note that lower the value of 

DAPR higher is the priority). The motivations for DAPR are: 

• A transaction that has less time per disk access should have higher priority. 

• A transaction that blocks other transactions should be forced to complete 

early, so that blocked transactions can be released as soon as possible. 

• As the transaction level increases the priority must increase relative to trans

actions in the lower level. Transactions at higher levels indicate that much 

work has been done in their respective trees and are closer to completion. 

After every disk access, the access parameter (AP) of a transaction, t, is de

creased by one and DAP R is recomputed. Let the revised DAP R be DAP Rrev; 

however, DAP Rrev does not consider the relative priority with respect to trans

actions that are in the serialization order Ta. The priority of transaction t must 

always be greater than the priorities of transactions in Ta in order to minimize the 

chances of t being restarted by transactions in Ta. If the minimum DAP R among 

all the transactions in Ta is D AP Rmin then the D AP R for the transaction t is set 

as follows: 

DAPR= { 
DAPRrev if D AP Rrev =::; D AP Rmin 

DAPRmin X fractionweight if DAPRrev > DAPRmin 

Fractweight takes a value between 0 and 1 (not inclusive) so that t will always 

have a higher priority in CPU and disk scheduling than the transactions in Ta 
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I Parameter I Meaning I Setting I 
DBSize N umber of pages in the database 1000 

NumCPU Number of CPUs 2 and 8 

NumDisks N umber of disks 4 and 16 

Table 5.5: Resource Model Parameters 

(forward ordering). Even though priority adjustment does not guarantee the com

pletion of t before transactions in Tal priority adjustment will certainly increase 

the probability of maintaining the order. 

Resource Parameters 

Table 5.5 summarizes the key resource parameters. Experiments are conducted 

at 2 and 8 resource units9 levels. The database consists of 1000 pages distributed 

uniformly across all the disks. 

5.3.2 Performance Metrics 

It is important to consider how CC and scheduling algorithms affect triggering 

transactions at various levels in the transaction tree for various classes of transac

tions (based on the size). The primary performance metric used is the percentage 

9Each resource unit consists of 1 CPU and 2 disks [5] 
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of transactions missing their deadline normalized based on the transaction size. 

This is referred to as Normalized Miss Ratio (NMR) [50] given by: 

NMR = LSESizelnterval(S) X MissRatios 

LSESizelnterval (s ) 

where M issRatios denotes the miss ratio of transactions of size sand Sizelnterval 

denotes the range of transaction sizes in the workload. The MissRatio is computed 

as follows: 

M
· R t' _ # of Transactions missing deadline 
zss a zo - # f . . . o transactzons arrzvzng 

However, we need to differentiate the NMR at various transaction levels because 

some CC or scheduling algorithms may favor non-triggering transactions or level 

1 transactions. Therefore, NMR will be calculated for the levels 1, 2 and 3. 

Further, NMRs at various levels cannot be analyzed in isolation because the 

number of transactions actually processed at each tree level may be different for 

different CC algorithms. We, therefore, need to analyze the percentage of trans-

actions successfully completed at levels 2 and 3 compared to their previous levels. 

Two performance metrics are considered here: 1) Ratio of transactions success-

fully completed at level 2 to the number of transactions completed at level 1 -

Completed Ratio 1 (CR l ); and 2) Ratio of transactions successfully completed at 

level 3 to the number of transactions completed at level 2 - Completed Ratio 2 

(CR2 ). For example, a ratio of 0.20 implies that for every successfully completed 

transaction in the previous level only 0.20 transaction was completed in the next 
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level. Now, assume that the NMR for level 2 was less than 5%. Even though the 

NMR is extremely low, only a small fraction of transactions at previous level ac-

tually triggered other transactions. Therefore, one cannot conclude whether a CC 

or scheduling algorithm performs better based only on NMR. Since, a transaction 

can trigger more than one transaction at each level, C Rl and C R2 can be greater 

than 1. 

In addition to NMR and Completion Ratios, other performance measures con-

sidered are the number of transaction restarts per transaction( RestartC ount land 

percentage useful work (PercentU seful). The number of transaction restarts per 

transaction is calculated as follows: 

R C 
Total Number of Restarts 100 

est art ount = . x 
Total Number of Transactzons Entered 

Note: Total number of transactions entered includes triggered transactions. 

The percentage useful work is calculated as follows: 

P U f I Total Useful Work x 100 
erecent se u = ----------------~--------------~ (Total Useful Work + Total Wasted Work) 

Total wasted work includes CPU and Disk access time for tardy transactions and 

restarted transactions. The above performance metrics should explain the behavior 

of the CC algorithms under study. 
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Exp.# Resource Units Write Prob. Trans. Char. Priority 

1 2 0.25 No Trigger ED and DAPR 

2 2 0.25 With Trigger ED and DAPR 

3 2 0.75 With Trigger ED and DAPR 

4 8 0.25 With Trigger ED and DAPR 

Table 5.6: Experimental Framework 

5.3.3 Statistics Collection 

Simulation program is written in SIMAN, a discrete-event simulation language [68]. 

The data collection is based on the method of batch means. The first 500 and 1000 

completed transactions are discarded to allow the system to stabilize for 2 and 8 

resource units respectively (this transient period is significantly more than that 

used in the literature). A batch size of 2000 and 5000 completed transactions is 

considered for 2 and 8 resource units respectively. OCCWB performance is studied 

for experimental schemes shown in Table 5.6. 
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5.3.4 Experiment 1: Two Resource Units Without Trig-

gers 

OCCWB Without Overhead 

A baseline model without transaction triggering and pre-analysis overhead is con

sidered first. The parameter Trigprob is set to zero in this experiment. We assume 

that the cost of preanalysis in OCCWB is comparable to the overhead incurred 

by transaction restarts. In the absence of a true active and real-time workload, 

the overhead prediction is extremely difficult. Various CC and scheduling algo

rithms performance study in the literature have either not assumed any overhead 

at all [12, 31,45] or assumed different overheads [35, 3]. To begin, the performance 

is evaluated without any type of overhead. 

To eliminate scheduling algorithm as a factor in the performance, all experi

ments are run with the DAPR as resource scheduling algorithm for all CC pro

tocols. Figure 5.12 graphs the NMRs for each of the CC policies when DAPR 

is used as the scheduling algorithm. While at low arrival rates (:5 10 trans/sec) 

there is no statistically significant performance difference among all algorithms, at 

very higher arrival rates (> 10 trans/sec) OCCWB clearly outperforms all other 

algorithms at 95% confidence level. OCCTI outperforms OCCBC, OPTWAIT and 

WAIT-50 for 10-15 trans/sec. However, at higher arrival rates OCCTI performs 

as bad as OCCBC, OPTWAIT and WAIT-50 algorithms. There are four reasons 
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for OCCWB to perform very well: 
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• OCCWB has significantly less number of transaction restarts due to selective 

blocking as evident from Figure 5.13. 

• Transactions that were eventually discarded in OCCWB never used resources, 

while in other CC policies discarded transactions used substantial part of the 

resources. This wasted resource is evident in Figure 5.14 where at high arrival 

rates the useful work drops significantly for all CC policies except OCCWB. 

• The dominating effect of resource contention over data contention is reduced 
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• Dynamic priority adjustment to maintain the desired serialization order al-

lows certain transactions to proceed much faster than others, even if there 

deadlines are farther away. In OCCTI, transactions that continue to exe-

cute with backward ordering may experience forward ordering in future and 

restart. Such restarts happen at a much later time due to resource con-

tention dominating at high loads. But , transactions on restart may have 

insufficient time to complete leading to performance degradation; however, 

OCCTI performs better than OCCBC, OPTWAIT and WAIT-50 because 

some transactions in backward ordering do commit without any forward or-
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dering that shuts off its time interval (refer Section 3.3.1 ). 
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As noted in [45] , the restart count shown in Figure 5.13 of all protocols decreases 

at higher arrival rates. This is because, at high arrival rates resource contention 

dominates data contention in discarding tardy transactions. 

Effect of Scheduling Policy 

To verify if DAPR scheduling algorithm made a difference in OCCTis performance, 

OCCTI was simulated with earliest deadline (ED) as the resource scheduling algo-

rithm. The performance of OCCTI-ED is compared with those of OCCTI-DAPR 

and OCCWB- DAPR and is shown in Figure 5.15. OCCTI-ED performs signif-
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icantly better than OCCTI-DAPR at arrival rates between 10 and 15 trans/sec. 

It is worth noting that at very high arrival rates, OCCTI-ED performed signifi-

cantly worse than OCCTI- DAPR and OCCWB-DAPR. This is consistent with 

the results in Chapter 3.2, where DAPR consistently outperformed ED in overload 

situations. There appears no statistically significant performance difference among 

OCCTI-ED, OCCTI-DAPR and OCCWB-DAPR (0 overhead) at low arrival rates. 
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Effect of Pre-analysis Overhead 

Pre-analysis for OCCWB involves some overhead. This overhead can affect the 

performance since it uses CPU time. In order to evaluate the effect of pre-analysis 

overhead, OCCWB is simulated with overheads of 5 ms, 10ms and 15ms. Fig

ure 5.15 shows the effect of overhead on OCCWBs performance. While perfor

mance is not affected at low arrival rates (~ 10 trans/sec), overhead does appear to 

influence the performance at higher arrival rates. But, OCCWB still outperforms 

OCCTI-DAPR and OCCTI-ED algorithms substantially at arrival rates greater 

than 15 trans/sec. However, the performance OCCWB with overhead causes some 

concern at arrival rates between 10 and 15 trans/sec. For overhead of 15 msecs., 

OCCTI appears to perform better between the arrival rates of 10 and 15 trans/sec. 

The reason for poor performance may be that the transactions are blocked for too 

long before being released and, thereby, not able to complete. But, one needs to 

be careful in concluding that OCCTI performs well in this range of arrival rates, 

because: 

• OCCTI has much higher transaction restarts that will involve overhead and 

is not modeled in the simulation . 

• the overhead of 10 and 15 ms assumed is greater than 100% of transaction 

computation time for certain classes of transactions. 
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• Even though transactions that do not conflict with any transaction, the entire 

overhead is still assumed. 

At arrival rates> 15%, it is very clear that, despite overheads, OCCWB clearly 

outperforms OCCTIlo. It is clear that the benefits of pre-analysis outweighs the 

cost of overhead by substantially reducing the cost of system overloading and 

resource wastage observed in other algorithms. The number of transaction restarts 

in OCCWB is unaffected by overhead as shown in Figure 5.16. The percentage 

useful work is significantly higher than OCCTI- ED and OCCTI-DAPR at higher 

arrival rates. However, for overhead of 15 msecs, useful work is lower at low arrival 

rates, but, this will not be a factor since CPU utilization itself is low. 

5.3.5 Experiment 2: Effect of Triggers 

Without Pre-analysis Overhead 

We examine the performance of CC policies under two resource units (2 CPUs 

and 4 disks) where transactions are allowed to trigger. The trigprob is set to 0.50. 

To begin with the cost of overhead is not consider and we assume this cost is 

comparable to the savings in restarts and wasted resources. Since, it was observed 

in the previous section that ED scheduling policy performed better than DAPR at 

low arrival rates, ED scheduling policy is used for all CC policies except OCCWB. 

laThe cost of restart in aCCTI is not even considered. If the cost of restarts is included then 

aCCT! performance may be even worse 
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Since, transactions can be aborted at various levels , it is important to analyze 

what effect each CC algorithm has on normalized miss ratio (NMR) at each level. 

Figure 5.17 shows NMR under various transaction arrival rates (0-30 transactions 

per second) for transactions at level 1. At low arrival rates (::; 10 trans/sec), 

OCCTI and OCCWB appears to perform slightly better than other CC policies; 

however, at higher arrival rates (~ 12.50 trans/sec) OCCWB clearly outperforms 

all other CC policies significantly. This performance degradation in all CC algo-

rithms , except OCCWB, is due to the high number of transaction restarts and 

wasted resources. These restarted transactions may not have enough time to com-

plete within their deadline. Further, restarted transactions also affect the progress 
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of other transactions as well, and may result in more tardy transcations. But in 

OCCWB, a small fraction of transactions is selectively blocked, which eventually 

never gets processed under overload. This has two effects: 1) reduces overload 

condition; 2) reduces number of transaction restarts. This is consistant with our 

line of thinking that selective blocking will enhance performance. In OCCTI, most 

of the transactions with which backward orderings were dynamically defined may 

end up being aborted at a later stage due to subsequent forward ordering. This 

time lag may be significantly more at high arrival rate, thus, restarted transactions 

may not be able to complete within the time deadline. 

Similar behavior is observed at higher levels as shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 
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with an exception. Consistent with the results of the baseline model (without 

transaction triggering) , OCCTI outperforms OCCBC, OPTWAIT and WAIT-50 

CC policies consistently except at very high arrival rates. These results are similar 

to the published results in [45]. OCCWB, however, clearly dominates all policies 

by a large margin. Probably the most significant results observed is that the NMRs 

for OCCWB at higher levels are held steady at all arrival rates, while, in OCCTI 

the performance deteriorates rapidly at higher arrival rates. There are two factors 

that contribute to the improved performance at higher levels: 1) selective blocking, 

and 2) higher scheduling priority to transactions at higher level. Selective blocking 

significantly enhances performance at higher levels because the probability of lower 
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level transactions restarting a higher level transaction is greatly minimized. Since, 

the priority assignment actively considers the transaction tree level, as transactions 

reach higher levels, priority increases much faster relative to other transactions. 

This is evident from Figures 5.20 and 5.21 which shows the completion ratios for 

levels 2 and 3 respectively11
. The completion ratios are consistent with the NMRs 

at each levels. 
11 curves for OPTWAIT, WAIT-50 and OCCBC are not shown since the performance is signif-

icantly worse 
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Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 show the normalized miss ratios for levels 1 , 2 and 

3 respectively. The results of OCCWB with overheads of 0, 5, 10 and 15 msecs 

are compared with that of OCCTI-ED. Other policies are not shown since OCCTI 

performs significantly better. At higher arrival rates OCCWB for all levels of over-

head outperforms OCCTI significantly. Surprisingly, at levels 2 and 3, overhead 

seems to have insignificant effect on the performance. The reason for this behavior 

is due to the selective blocking that gives preference to higher level transactions. 

At level 1, however, performance deteriorates with higher overhead, but is still 

significantly better than OCCTI. The performance of OCCWB with overhead of 
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15 msecs. seems to be worse than OCCTI at lower arrival rates for levels 1 and 

3, while there is no statistically significant difference for level 2. These results 

are consistent with the completion ratios at levels 2 and 3 shown in Figures 5.20 

and 5.21. These experiments clearly identify OCCWB as a dominating CC policy 

at overhead less than 15 msecs and at lower arrival rates while a dominating policy 

for all levels of overhead at higher arrival rates. These results are consistent with 

that of the baseline model. 
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In this experiment the probability of data conflict is increased by setting the vari-

able W prob to _O. 75. Here, the performance of OCCWB is compared with that of 

OCCTI- ED and OCCTI-DAPR. Simulation experiments for OCCWB are run at 

overheads of 10 and 15 msecs. Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 show the relative per-

formance of OCCWB with respect to OCCTI for levels 1, 2 and 3. Performance 

of OCCWB with overhead (10 and 15 msecs) dominates OCCTI at all arrivals 

rates in levels 1 and 2. OCCWB appears to perform better than OCCTI at very 

low arrivals rates at level 1 and substantially better at higher arrival rates. The 

performance gain of OCCTI is lost at higher write probability because most of-
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ten a backward ordering is followed by a forward ordering resulting in ( delayed) 

transaction restart. This lack of performance gain at higher probability is noted 

in [45]. In OCCWB, such conflicts are reduced due to selective blocking and prior-

ity adjustment. Clearly, performance gains of OCCWB over OCCTI is much more 

predominant at higher write probabilites. Even though OCCTI-DAPR appears to 

perform well at higher levels, it performs extremely poorly at level 1. Therefore, a 

small fraction of transactions actually reach level 2 and 3. Since, DAPR is much 

more fair to all classes of transactions, all transactions receive resources due to 

which number of restarts increase dramatically (see Figure 5.28). 
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5.3.7 Experiment 4: Effect of Increasing Resource Units 

In this experiment the performance of OCCWB is evaluated for 8 resource units. 

Since at low arrival rates, resource utilization is lower it is expected that overhead 

will have less of an effect on the performance. This is indeed the case at higher 

resource units. The NMRs for levels 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 5.29, 5.30 

and 5.31 respectively. At 5 and 10 msecs overhead, OCCWB out performs OCCTI-

ED at all arrival rates for level 1 and level 2. In fact , overhead does not affect 

performance at lower arrival rates as expected. Thus, as the number of resource 

units increases, OCCWB is expected to perform better since overhead has less of 

an effect on the performance. 
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In this section, a new CC policy named OCCWB is proposed. This is an exten-

sion of existing OCC protocol that involves priority wait. The extension lies in 

the preanalysis of transactions to selectively block certain transactions that have 

a high probability of restarting or affecting currently executing transactions. A fa-

vorable serialization orders are defined and by appropriately adjusting transaction 

priorities, the algorithm tries to acheive the serialization orders. The simulation 

experiments clearly indicate that OCCWB with selective blocking is required for 

improved performance, especially at overload conditions. OPTWAIT, WAIT-50 

and OCCBC perform worse than OCCTI and OCCWB consistently and are not 
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Even though overloaded condition may not anse frequently, any CC policy 

should be able to handle occassional overloaded situations efficiently [3]. OCCWB 

consistently outperforms all CC policies substantially in overload situations. How-

ever, it can be argued that OCCWB with high overhead may not perform as well 

as OCCTI at lower arrival rates. But, one should note that the simulations are 

performed on a conservative basis with only OCCWB having overhead. Even then 

the performance difference at high overhead differs marginally and for most part 

statistically insignificant. In fact, transaction restarts also involve overhead by way 

of clearing the logs, work space, context switces etc. OCCTI involves substantially 
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more restarts than OCCWB. Therefore, we can conclude that OCCWB is the ap-

propriate option for overload situations. OCCWB with low overhead is clearly the 

best option for all situations. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

Active and real-time databases have become an important area of research with 

its large number of application domains, such as, program trading, network man

agement and manufacturing process control. However, research in ARTDB is still 

in its infancy and much work needs to be done from data modeling to operating 

system issues. In this dissertation three important issues related to ARTDB were 

investigated, namely, sensor data consistency, real- time transaction scheduling 

algorithms and concurrency control policies for active and real-time transactions. 

The last two issues were investigated based on two assumptions: 1) "firm deadline 

where transactions are discarded once their deadlines expire; and 2) the read-set 

and write-set of transactions are known a priori. 
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In Section 3.1, we formally defined the correctness criteria for transactions 

accessing or writing sensor reported data. A new notion of visibility called the 

Quasi Immediate Visibility (QIV) was defined that guarantees read-only transac

tions (querying transactions) to return snapshot consistent results. A protocol for 

maintaining sensor data consistency is provided which is a modification of conven

tional multi version timestamping protocol. The modification provides significant 

improvements in throughput and response times and significantly reduces the abort 

ratios. However, we make an assumption that each snapshot in the database has a 

particular timestamp, that is, all sensors report data at the same time. However, 

this need not be the case and a snapshot may have a time interval rather than 

a single point. There is scope for further improvements to generalize the theory 

for sensor data arriving with different timestamps. The theory that will be devel

oped should consider the absolute consistency and relative consistency discussed 

in Chapter 2. 

Real-time concurrency control and scheduling algorithms must perform well 

both under underloaded and overloaded situations. However, as we show in Chap

ter 3.2, existing scheduling algorithms perform poorly in overloaded situations. We, 

therefore, considered a protocol for prioritized scheduling of multiclass transactions 

under overload conditions, called Adaptive Access Parameter (AAP). Transactions 

are prioritized based on the amount of unprocessed work per unit time remaining 

until deadline. This principle is quantified using the notion of Deadline Access 
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Parameter Ratio (DAPR). DAPR is a variation of the weighted priority mech

anism that considers the expected I/O requirements. A feedback mechanism is 

implemented that ensures DAPR is properly updated to reflect the rapidity of a 

transaction's progress. AAP uses the "canned transaction assumption. AAP per

forms significantly better in overload situations; however, it is not an option in 

underloaded situations. Further, AAP appears to bias longer transactions. 

This study has certain limitations that need to be investigated further. There 

is a need to study the overhead implications on the performance that was not con

sidered in this study. Even though AAP performs very well in overload situations, 

it performs worse than existing real-time scheduling algorithms in underloaded 

conditions. Further, the results showed bias for longer transactions. Ideally, a 

scheduling algorithm must perform well in any load situation and must be fair to 

all classes of transactions. Therefore, there is scope for augmenting AAP so that 

it behaves like earliest deadline at lower loads, but switches modes under overload 

situations at the same time fair to all classes of transactions. This is a non-trivial 

question that needs further investigations. 

Section 3.3 provides a CC policy for firm deadline canned transactions. This 

policy is based on pre-analysis that selectively blocks transactions that would prob

ably be restarted by other transactions or affect currently executing transactions. 

This blocking also acts as a (implicit) surrogate admission control policy. A favor

able serialization orders are defined before a transaction begins execution and the 
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algorithm actively tries to achieve this serialization order by priority adjustment 

and priority wait. The results show OCCWB to outperform existing CC policies 

for real-time under various workload and resource parameters. The main drawback 

in this performance analysis is the consideration of overhead for the pre-analysis. 

Performance is analyzed for various levels of overhead. However, there is a need 

for arriving at the overhead through an estimate of the computation requirements 

- which may appear to be more realistic. Further, OCCWB assumes that read-set 

and write-set are known a priori while other CC policy do not. This may appear 

an unfair comparison of OCCWB with other CC policies. But, this raises the need 

for policies that are based on a priori knowledge of transaction read and write sets. 

6.1 Future Research 

The protocol for maintaining consistency of sensor data needs to be extended for 

data that arrive at different point of time. When sensor data arrive at different 

points in time, the snapshot consistency definition should take into consideration 

the absolute validity interval discussed in Chapter 2. A natural extension to this 

research is to clearly define the relationships between consistency constraints and 

timing constraints. These relationships are extremely for data modeling and rep

resentation. 

Despite efficient scheduling and concurrency control algorithms the issue of 
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ARTDB architecture and design play an important role in the performance. Issues 

that affect performance from the angle of database architecture and design are 

extremely important for practitioners. There is much scope for research in this 

regard. 

Probably, the most important issue from management perspective is to perform 

case studies, if any, of benefits in financial trading, manufacturing process control, 

network management and inventory control using ARTDB technology or probable 

benefits from ARTDB technology. Without, actual data and economic benefits 

such technology itself may be useless. 
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